
New watches, 
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stylish threads 

TODAY'S BEST
SMART LAMPS
We illuminate the top portable 
app-controlled mood lights

6PHONES 
UNDER  
£300

DREAM 4K SETUPS
  The ultimate home cinema tech
  TVs and audio for every budget 
  The best next-gen gaming gear 

Wearable 
personal  
cinema 
screen

 BEAT THE COMMUTE
Stylish electric rides to  
get to work sweat-free

VINYL 
SECRETS  

EXPLAINED
Get more from  
your turntable

WIN!
An OLED 4K 

TV worth 
£2,499

NEW! PIXEL 2  iPHONE 8  ECHO PLUS   

£300

















The tech that’s so cutting edge, 
ou’ e is ing ou  nge s  

just turning this page

GAMECHANGER

Mitsubishi’s original Evolution was a motoring icon – a supercar slayer for a pint-sized price. It was basically a 4WD rally 
car, ever-so-slightly detuned for the road. And it got even better throughout its 10-iteration tenure, until production ended 

in 2016. But the legend is back, or at least it looks that way, with Mitsubishi’s announcement of the e-Evolution concept. 
The ‘e’ stands, unsurprisingly, for electric, highlighting the marque’s ambition not only to up its range of electric vehicles, 
but to expand them into the performance sector – an area normally reserved for fossil-fuel-loving machines or hybrid 
supercars. The e-Evolution will feature 4WD and a triple electric motor, which will deliver huge amounts of power and 

torque to each wheel. A single motor will drive the front wheels, and a dual motor the rears. Most impressive is the 
on-board AI system, designed to make you a better driver. Finally, you’ll be able to say you’re as good as Tommi Mäkinen.

£TBC mitsubishi-cars.co.uk

MITSUBISHI E-EVOLUTION

SPLIT THE DIFF-ERENCE
The e-Evolution’s electric all-wheel drive is 
aided by a computer-controlled differential 
called AYC (Active Yaw Control), which 
constantly monitors rear tyre grip and 
controls how much torque each wheel  
is supplied, making it faster and safer

RALLY SCHOOL
The AI system uses 
sensors to monitor 

your driving and assist 
you, if need be, but 

it’s also got a coaching 
function that teaches 

you how to drive better
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Meet the team 

MATT BOLTON 
Editor

Matt spent most of his time 
this month stressing over 
replanning the magazine, 

then chilling out with Destiny 
2  e did nd time to cameo 

as ‘large murderer’ in our 
VR horror shoot p10

CLAIRE DAVIES 
Associate Editor

Claire brought everything 
together for our new Horizon 

pages, pulling in experts on 
topics from black tie dressing 

p 1  to high tech hotels 
p  to chainsaws p  

and even foraging p 0  

NICK ODANTZIS 
Deputy editor

Nick’s been hitting the 
tarmac all month testing out 

the best electric bikes for our 
huge State of the Art test 
p  He’s now hooked on 

motor assistance, and says 
pedalling is “beneath” him. 

KIMBERLEY BALLARD
Production editor

Kimberley’s fallen for the 
smart lamps in our Home 

section’s round up p 2 . Her 
at now has so many 

different coloured lights it 
looks like they’re shooting 

the new John Wick in there.

PAUL DOUGLAS 
Global Editor-in-Chief
T3’s new overlord is no 

stranger to tech. Previously, 
lobal Editor in Chief for 

sister site techradar.com, 
with a brief stint overseeing a 
cycling website, Paul returns 

to take the helm.

DUNCAN BELL 
Lifestyle Editor, t3.com

When he wasn’t swanning off 
to Milan for a fashion based 
launch of, er, a new Volvo car 
p , uncan had his knives 
out for the team. By which 

we mean he picked the best 
kitchen cutters for us p . 

SPENCER HART
Product Editor, t3.com

Spencer attempted to move 
into the Rolls Royce Ghost 
Black Badge he test drove 

this month p 2 , which given 
the costs of living in London 
and the space in that car, is 

actually a solid life hack.

ANDREW WESTBROOK
Operations editor

Our Complete Guide to Vinyl 
feature p100  has got Andy 

thinking about going retro 
with his home music, if only it 
wouldn’t take a metric tonne 
of records to replace his one 

’90s pop Spotify playlist.

ROB JONES
Features Editor, t3.com

As we write these, Rob is just 
getting into the full Xbox One 

X review experience. We 
wanted to bring you an early 
verdict, but all he’s had time 

to assess so far is “it’s so 
small” and “lots of pixels”.

DAN GRABHAM
Editor, t3.com

an reviewed the iPhone  
Plus p11  and Apple Watch 

Series  p119  for us this 
issue. Will the big iPhone 

replace his beloved Note  
Or will he just keep carrying 
two giant handsets around

Get in touch to see what T3 
can do for your brand! 

T3 is currently licensed 
worldwide, from Australia 

to Mexico 

HOW TO LICENSE T3
Interested in publishing a licensed 

version of T  in your territory  Please 
direct enquiries to T ’s Senior Licensing 

& Syndication Manager, Matt Ellis  
matt.ellis@futurenet.com;  

+44 (0)1225 442244

MIDDLE EAST POLAND

 MEET OUR 
ADVERTISING TEAM

 THE GLOBAL 
 MAGAZINE 

COMMERCIAL IRECTOR  
ADAM GILSENAN 

adam.gilsenan@futurenet.com 
 0 7 2 099

 
ACCO NT IRECTOR 

ANDREW TILBURY 
andrew.tilbury@futurenet.com,  

 0 122  71  

A VERTISING IRECTOR  
RICHARD HEMMINGS 

richard.hemmings@futurenet.com,  
 0 122  7 1  

 
GRO P HEA , AGENC  

TRACEY HENDLE 
tracey.hendle@futurenet.com,  

 0 7 91 0220

JO GULLIVER 
Senior art editor

Jo has spent all her recent 
waking hours designing this 
new look T3 you’re holding! 
We’re over the moon about 

the results, but a bit worried 
she’ll go to sleep and not 

wake up until 201 .

MICHELLE MCLAREN 
Art editor

ou know what a pain one TV 
is to set up  Well, Michelle 
wrestled with half a dozen, 
and some hefty speakers 

sets, and a bunch of furniture 
for our K feature p 2 . 
We’re so sorry, Michelle.

 Meet the team

T 
We’ve overhauled T .com  the best site 
for gadget news and reviews now has a 
great new look and is fully responsive, 
enabling you to enjoy it on any device.

VISIT T3.COM 
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Welcome 

T3’S MISSION

OUR AWARDS

Editor’s letter
I am so excited to welcome you to the new-look T3 
magazine! We’ve been working to make something 
super-modern, and that keeps the best of the old T3, 
while adding some new pages that I hope you’ll love.

We’ve still got staples like State of the Art and Man vs. 
Tech, but we’ve added more pages about the gadgets we’re 
really looking forward to, from cutting edge innovations to 
broader lifestyle gear and tips. We’ve also expanded our 
Home section with even more smart tech, including regular 
reviews and more advanced automation tips.  

If you’re a regular reader, you’ll have seen me say in these 
pages that the ‘gadget’ world is expanding into every area of 
our lives  everything has an app and wireless connection 
these days, even your power tools. We’re embracing this 
with the new T3, and giving this great new stuff the 
attention and space it deserves.

Of course, we still love the high tech gizmos we always 
have, and so you’ll nd this issue packed with top quality K 
set ups, VR experiences, hot new phones, stunning audio 
gear, and so much more. And don’t forget to check out our 
new buyer’s guide, which is even better at helping you nd 
your next big thing. I hope you enjoy it, and please do get in 
touch and let me know what you think!

Matt Bolton, Editor
matthew.bolton@futurenet.com

Tweet me @matthewbbolton

T3’s mission is to help you nd the best products for every 
area of your tech lifestyle. From traditional gadget buys like 
phones and TVs to connected home security and sports 
sensors, if it can make your life better, we’re here to make  
sure you get the right one for you.

The products we feature are chosen by our expert writers, 
with years of experience in their key areas. We wouldn’t 
recommend something we wouldn’t be happy to live with 
ourselves  the tat is ltered out long before we print a page.

This goes for reviews too  you won’t us wasting your time 
with products you don’t need to know about. 

More than that, our aim is to make sure you get the most 
out of the things you buy, with in depth guides to complex 
tech areas, tips on making better use of products, and 
recommendations for add ons that make your favourite 
gadgets even better.

We’re here to help you nd things you’ll really love, and 
that make your life easier. Because we can all do with that.

The winners of our group 
tests earn this accolade, 

showing them to be top tier

This award, and others like it, 
are given for exceptional 

performance in a key feature

We give this only to tech 
that stands out for stunning 
aesthetics or a clever build

Only a ve star review earn  
a product our prestigious 

Platinum Award

THE 
DESIGN 
AWARD

BEST ON 
TEST

BEST FOR 
BATTERY 

LIFE
PLATINUM 

AWARD
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TOP 10
The best new tech on the horizon, 

featuring Google’s stunning new Pixel 
phone, the GoPro HERO6 and ve  yes, 

ve  amazing gadgets from Amazon

024
TRENDING

Get the lowdown on the up and coming 
tech you need to know about  this issue, 

it’s adaptive headphones

026
WE CAN BUILD YOU…

Out t yourself with these smart 
snowboarding essentials and go in search 

for the best fresh powder

030
STYLE

Re live the glorious style era that is the 
’90s, nd out what to wear on your wrist, 
and check out our top black tie party tips
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AUTO

Spencer Hart drives the menacing
Rolls Royce Ghost Black Badge, and 

Jag’s E Type returns with a twist

034
LIVING

Avoid chainsaw  massacring your garden  
foliage this autumn with expert tree 

surgery advice and gear

036
TRAVEL

Gadget mad globetrotters rejoice  the 
high rise of high tech hotels will give you 

the smartest stay imaginable

040
FITNESS

Embrace your inner hunter gatherer and 
use these top tools to help you cook up a 

feast in the middle of nowhere

044
GADGET GURU

From a rough face to boring car journeys, 
Gadget Guru is here to help you solve 

life’s little tech conundrums

048
TALKING TECH

Lifestyle editor uncan Bell on fashion, 
Volvo and the future of self driving cars

4K DREAM SET-UPS
aydream no more  here’s how to get the ultimate 4K experience at 

home, no matter your tastes, from the simple to the truly sumptuous

088 
 
 

STATE OF  
THE ART
Catch a bus? Pah. 
Take the tube? 
Overrated. The best 
way to zip around a 
city, in style, is on an 
ebike, and we’ve 
tested three of the 
very best

106 
 
 

MAN VS TECH
Our resident horror 
junkie dons a heart  
rate monitor and 
tests out the most 
terrifying VR horror 
experiences for your 
scienti c pleasure

HORIZON

052
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074
THE SET-UP

How to set up and safeguard you and 
your home with the Nest Protect 

smart smoke detector

078
HOME UPGRADE

Make light work of the home’s most 
laborious cleaning routine with 

Neato’s new smart robot vacuum

080
DESIRE

Got all the smarts? Now your home 
needs some style, so feast your eyes 

on these beautiful furnishings

082
HOME TEST

Boost your home’s ambient lighting 
with smart mood lamps  we’ve tested 

four of the best

084
SMART HOME SURGERY

If you want some advice on how to 
build your smart home, T3

is here to help

086
LIVING SMARTER

our smart lights can help you wake 
up peacefully and ease you into a good 

night’s sleep. Here’s how to do it

114
APPLE iPHONE 8 PLUS

Apple’s new supersized handset has a 
lot to live up to in the shadow of the 

iPhone X, but is it good enough?

118
SMACKDOWN

Blue Ella and Oppo PM-2 go head-to-
head in the battle for high-tech 

audiophile headphones

119
APPLE WATCH SERIES 3

Go totally phone-free for the rst time 
ever with the latest update to Apple’s 

smartwatch line

122
ROYOLE MOON

A cinema screen  on your head. 
Royole Moon packs a beautiful display, 

but is it the whole package?

124
VALUE PHONES

We test six of the best low-cost 
handsets and nd out which offers 

you the most for your money

126
KEF LS50 WIRELESS

Sublime looks, sublime sound and 
wireless streaming. KEF’s bookshelf 
speakers make music listening a joy 

HOME

TESTED

WORTH 
£2,499! 

WIN!
A 55-INCH 

PHILIPS OLED 
4K HDR TV!

SUBSCRIBE
AND SAVE BIG MONEY

Our Xmas deals are on! 
70

Upgrade your living room 
entertainment with this fantastic  

T3 Platinum Award winner, 
featuring Philips Ambilight!

128

129
YOUR IN-DEPTH  
BUYER’S GUIDE

Want to know what the best top-end 
telly is? Or the best rst SLR? Or the 
best wireless headphones? Our giant 
guide helps you nd the world’s best 

tech, and only the best.

BEST OF THE BEST
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  GOOGLE 
PIXEL 2

 From £629, store.google.com

Break out the bunting, the Big G is back! When 
Google released its first smartphone, the Pixel,  
in 2016, it trounced the majority of Android 
handsets in terms of speed and camera quality. 
But battery life was middling and the potential of 
Google Assistant wasn’t fully realised yet. Skip to 
today and we’re eagerly awaiting the Pixel 2 and 
its full-bodied sibling, Pixel 2 XL (from £729). 

The design is an evolution of the original, with 
both models sporting super-fly displays – a Full 
HD cinematic AMOLED affair for the Pixel 2 with 
five-inch screen, and a QHD POLED display, with 
slimmer bezels, for the 2 XL with six-inch screen. 
(POLED is new way of making displays that can 
be thinner than AMOLED.) We’re struck by how 
colourful the display looks. 

We also have high hopes for the getting work 
done on this handset, powered by a Qualcomm 
Snapdragon 835 chipset, and taking advantage 
of some sweet short cuts thanks to squeezable 
edges, first seen in the HTC U11.

Honestly, though? We’re most excited about 
the camera, a 12MP f/1.8 set-up with optical 
image stabilisation. Snubbing its nose at an 
on-trend dual-camera option, the Pixel 2 uses 
machine learning (ML) to create a portrait mode 
pic, where the background is blurred like a DSLR 
photo. Just how well this performs in all situations 
remains to be seen, but with Google’s past 
record, hopes are high...

The Pixel 2 

features a 12MP 

f/1.8 camera, 

which Google 

reckons is the 

best smartphone 

snapper available 

– early results look 

damn fine 

Edited by Claire Davies

The best new tech heading your way

We loved the Pixel, 
and this looks like a 
fantastic follow-up
Nick Odantzis, Deputy Editor

TECH-O-METER
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JUST ADD MILK

The Pixel 2 is running 

the shiny new Android 

8 Oreo, with a few new 

tricks up its sleeve – 

organised types, for 

example, will adore 

the calendar widget, 

which continuously 

adjusts to show you 

upcoming events, the 

weather and so on

PIXEL PERFECT

Alongside the Pixel 2, Google 

announced a slew of other 

devices including an improved 

Daydream View (£99), out 

now, and Google Pixel Buds 

(£159), earphones that connect 

to the Pixel and can do live 

translation of other languages

KUNG-FU PANDA

The Pixel 2 comes in Kinda 

Blue, Just Black and Clearly 

White colours, while the 2 XL 

is available in Just Black and 

a funky, panda-esque Black 

and White palette. Both have 

4GB RAM and either 64GB 

or 128GB storage
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  KEF & PORSCHE DESIGN 
SPACE ONE WIRELESS

 £349, porsche-design.com

We freely admit to being suckers for premium 
over-ears, especially when they’re enrobed in  
a glorious metallic finish and sport an exclusive 
Porsche Design logo on the cushioned earcup.

These Space One Wireless headphones, fitted 
with 40mm full-drivers and 20mm neodymium 
magnets, have a space-age feel. Battery life also 
seems out of this world – KEF reckons they’ll last 
for 30 hours, even with Bluetooth aptX and active 
noise cancellation (ANC) in use. A cable with mic 
is included for hi-res wired sources.

ANC tech should mean that the Space One 
Wireless eliminate external noise while ensuring 
the hi-fi quality of your music will remain intact.  
We’ll take a listen and report back. Honestly, the 
things we do for you…

T3 SAYS: We’re digging these, and can’t wait to 
try our hi-res Genesis… what? We’re cool!
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  RING SPOTLIGHT CAM 
 £199, ring.com

Strange noises outside at night are unnerving, 
especially if you live alone, but the Spotlight Cam 
aims to have your back. With Night Vision and 
motion-controlled spotlights, the stand-alone  
HD outdoor security camera can be teamed up 
with the Ring Video Doorbell.

You can also activate those spotlights via  
the Ring app and listen in on, or speak to (hey, 
two-way comms), anyone on your property.

Custom motion zones are handy for training 
the Spotlight Cam on a specific part of your 
property at a specific time. And if it spots 
something amiss? The Spotlight Cam will send 
you an app alert, so that you can watch what’s 
happening in a Live View audio and video feed, 
and sound its 110-decibel alarm.

T3 SAYS: With app-controlled spotlights and 
Night Vision Live View, the Spotlight Cam could 
offer peace of mind for solo dwellers.

TECH-O-METER

TECH-O-METER
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  GOPRO HERO6 BLACK 
 £499.99, shop.gopro.com

Looking to elevate your homespun action 
movies? Then grab your mounts because here 
comes the HERO6 Black, billed as the most 
powerful GoPro yet – a small yet mighty 
touchscreen beast capable of capturing  
HDR photos and videos, and 4K at 60fps. 

And if you’ve ever been disappointed with 
your action cam videos coming out much darker 
and noisier than you were hoping, even more 
exciting is the company’s all-new GP1 chipset, can 
help, as it offers low-light performance and 
dynamic range with all lighting conditions.

Judder is another problem when shooting with 
action cams, but the HERO6 Black uses a clever 
stablisation algorithm to make footage look like 
it’s been shot using a gimbal. Excuse us while we 
strap one to our bike helmet and hit the trail…
 
T3 SAYS: No one makes an action cam quite like 
GoPro, and this newest addition raises the bar.

  Q ACOUSTICS M2 
SOUNDBASE

 £299, qacoustics.co.uk

It’s not something we like to talk about often,  
but T3 used to suffer from a bad case of ‘thin TV 
sound’. It was awful but we’re recovering well now 
– and we have a feeling that the M2 Soundbase 
will help us recover quicker. Pop your TV on top 
of this and plug it in to elevate your audio with 
“180-degree room-filling sonics”.

We loved other Q Acoustics audio-visual tech, 
so we’re excited by the promised performance of 
the M2 Soundbase. An integrated 80W amp, 
built-in subwoofer, wide-dispersion sound tech 
and MovieEQ function should deliver all the home 
cinema magic we’re craving. We’ll also be using it 
to stream music from our smartphone (cheers, 
Bluetooth aptX). Well worth considering for your 
Christmas TV set-up.

T3 SAYS: The M2 Soundbase is packing all the 
goods to enhance your home cinema.

TECH-O-METER

TECH-O-METER
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  AMAZON ECHO SHOW 
 £199, amazon.co.uk

Confession: we always sing the wrong lyrics to 
our favourite Neil Diamond songs, but now when 
we ask Alexa to play Sweet Caroline, she can 
display the lyrics, too. How? Via Echo Show, 
Amazon’s webcam and touchscreen-equipped 
version of the Echo smart speaker.

When you ask Alexa to look something up,  
the Bluetooth Echo Show will help you hear and 
see the results. Amazon’s newbie (shipping 16 
November) loves bossing around your tech and 
has eight mics (the original Echo had seven)  
to hear your commands and to play audio. 

The screen can also be configured to display  
a video feed from compatible third-party security 
cameras. So if you’re in the kitchen but your dog 
is suspiciously quiet upstairs, ask Alexa to see 
what pooch is doing (clue: it involves your shoes).

T3 SAYS: Now you can hear and see the 
information you want – very handy.

  AMAZON ECHO SPOT 
 $129.99 (£99.49), amazon.co.uk

Continuing the Amazon mega-drop of new tech 
comes the Echo Spot, a compact camera with 
Alexa integration and second-generation far-field 
mic tech. Although Amazon says it can be used in 
any room, most promo images show the Spot 
masquerading as a smart alarm clock. 

Not comfortable with a four-mic, bed-facing 
camera? Move it downstairs. We might use a Spot 
in the kitchen to see and set timers for whatever 
we’re burning in the oven, or maybe we’ll keep it 
in the lounge to read us an audiobook.

The Spot, with customisable display face, can 
also be used to call people, and to video chat 
with buddies also touting Echo Spot, Show or the 
Alexa app. Be warned: Amazon won’t ship Spot 
to UK customers when it’s released in December, 
but we expect to see it here in a few months.

T3 SAYS: Echo Spot is the perfect upgrade for 
Echo Dot users craving extra smarts.

TECH-O-METER

TECH-O-METER
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Apart from a new Silver colour, don’t 
expect the Echo Plus to look wildly 
different to the original Echo, because 
most changes are on the inside. You 
see, with many of us looking to the 
arrival of Apple’s HomePod, Amazon’s 
answered the call of those who care 
how their smart speaker sounds and 
how well it runs their smart home. 

That’s why each Plus is also a 
ZigBee-friendly home hub, compatible 
with smart home tech from Philips, 
Belkin, Honeywell and others. This 
means you don’t need a separate hub 
for your smart devices to connect to  
– the Plus does all the mopping up.

Completing our Amazon round-up is 
the all-new Fire TV with 4K Ultra HD.  
It marks the first time the company  
has offered the higher resolution in a 
dongle, and the shape is also new for 
Amazon – it’s square and plugs directly 
into an HDMI port on your TV, drawing 
power from a USB cable. We love our 
Google Chromecast, so for us this 
design is a winner.

While the new Fire TV supports 
HDR10 and Dolby Atmos, it doesn’t 
support Dolby Vision like Apple TV  
4K and Chromecast Ultra do. However, 
it’s competitively priced, so we can’t 
complain too loudly. 

What’s the difference between an  
old Amazon Echo and a new Amazon 
Echo? No, that isn’t the start of our 
techie stand-up routine, but a question 
we’ve been asked recently. One of the 
main differences is obvious: the Echo 
Plus is squatter (14.8cm) and available  
in several fabric and wood finishes;  
a play to fit in with modern decor 
rather than the inside of a spaceship. 

But none of that matters. Know 
why? Because the original Echo is no 
longer on sale. So if you want to join 
the Echo party, this all-new version  
is your ticket inside. There are some 
familiar motifs – cylindrical design  

The audio’s had a tweaking, thanks 
to Dolby, and an upward firing 0.8-inch 
tweeter and enhanced 360-degree 
sound supposedly offer a bassier 
punch and crisper performance.  
We’ll give it a spin and get back to you.

T3 SAYS: The Echo Plus shows 
promise for taking the guesswork  
out of smart home hub set-ups.

It also comes bundled with an Alexa 
Voice Remote, so if we’re unsure what 
to watch on BBC iPlayer, ITV Hub, 
Netflix or Amazon Prime Video, we’ll 
be asking Alexa… Before getting her  
to dim the lights for movie time.

T3 SAYS: Great app compatibility,  
low price and support for HDR10  
and Dolby Atmos… What’s not to like? 

and push buttons on the top of the 
speaker – but the far-field audio 
capture tech, noise cancellation,  
beam-forming and audio performance 
is where Amazon says most of the 
revamp action has occurred.

T3 SAYS: Finally, an attractive Echo 
product! We like the fabric version –  
a stylish addition to any room.

  AMAZON ECHO PLUS 
 £139.99, amazon.co.uk

  AMAZON FIRE TV WITH 4K ULTRA HD 
 £69.99, amazon.co.uk

  AMAZON ECHO 
 £89.99, amazon.co.uk
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Your fingerprints are unique to you, 
but did you know that your hearing  
is too? Research shows that each of  
us has different levels of sensitivity  
to various frequencies of sound.  
This means you’ll hear music differently 
to the next person, and will pick up  
on, or miss, certain notes.

So, how do you pick the right 
headphones for your hearing? Step 
forward, adaptive audio headphones, 
such as Nura (£349, nuraphone.com). 
The Nura uses soundwave tech to 
automatically measure your hearing, 
then adapts the music to suit – helping 
you to hear each note perfectly. 

The Audeara A-01 ($499/£367.27, 
audeara.com) also aims to deliver 
perfectly tailored sound. When you 
first wear the cans, you perform a 
simple hearing test. The A-01 then  
uses your hearing profile to adjust the 
sound signal as it passes through, 
adjusting your right ear from your left.

Other adaptive audio innovations  
to try include Even’s H2 Bluetooth 
Wireless Headphones (£299, 
weareeven.com) and HTC’s USonic 
Adaptive Audio Earphones (£34.90, 
htc.com/uk). Get ready to hear your 
favourite songs sound better than ever!

 HUDWAY CAST 
Stop fiddling with the music 
player! Let the Hudway Cast 
handle playback and voice 
calls as well as display texts 
or directions, all in your line 
of sight while you focus on 
driving. This slick, portable 
HUD has now gone live  
on Kickstarter.
£TBC, hudway.co

 HEY OLLY 
Small robot, big personality. 
Hey Olly, the work of London 
start-up company Emotech, 
wants to be your new lifestyle 
assistan and adapts its 
personality to suit your  
needs. Hey Olly won four 
awards at CES 2017 and is 
crowdfunding on Indiegogo.
£TBC, heyolly.com

Claim early adopter bragging rights to this month’s hottest new tech creations

CUTTING-EDGE CROWDFUNDING

TRENDING

Horizon 
Trending
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Why you should be looking 

out for this new audio tech 

in your next set of cans

ADAPTIVE 
HEADPHONES

RIGHT

EVEN H2 WIRELESS

Even describes its 

H2 Bluetooth cans as 

“glasses for you ears”.  

A prescription for 

perfect audio, anyone?

FAR RIGHT

AUDEARA A-01

Audeara’s full-fidelity 

headphones monitor 

your hearing, so you’ll 

always hear perfectly

NURA

The Nura sports a unique 

earbud and over-ear cup 

design. Bass comes from 

a driver in the bigger 

cans, treble is played 

from the in-ear. It’s super 

sound isolating, too





Get a smart set-up for your winter sports  

getaway with this collection  

1  JONES PROJECT X
At 2.45kg for the 158cm 
version the Project X is the 

lightest snowboard available, thanks 
to the carbon fibre top sheet that 
replaces the traditional fibreglass.  
It’s a fun all-mountain ride; think luxury 
sports car rather than dune buggy,  
so expect serious power, speed  
and supremely accurate handling
£1,285, snowboard-asylum.com 

2
BURTON STEP ON 
Spend more time riding and 
less time faffing with your 

bindings getting a cold bum. Clip-in 
strap-free binding isn’t a new concept, 
but Burton’s brilliant system takes 
seconds to master – you click your  
heel in faster than a skier – while still 
providing a responsive feel between 
boot and board with zero heel lift. 
You’ll need the matching Burton Ruler 
(£290) boot with its multi-point Boa 
wire lacing system that tightens 
without creating pressure points.
£220, burton.com

3
DJI MAVIC PRO
Go one better than a GoPro 
and take epic video clips 

whether your skills are more dad  
than rad. This backpack-friendly  
743g personal quadcopter has 
image-stabilised 4K video, Full HD  
slow motion, iPhone-mounted remote 
control with OcuSync transmission  
and a professional-quality follow mode 
that tracks your (or whoever you 
decide to track) every move from 
behind, in front or alongside.  
£1,099, dji.com

4
ARC’TERYX  
VOLTAIR 20
Powered by a 22.2V Lithium 

polymer rechargeable battery instead 
of the usual one-shot compressed  
air canister this 20-litre backpack 
conceals a 150-litre airbag that can be 
deployed as many times as you like – 
great for avalanche emergency 
training and pub japes – making it  
a potentially lifesaving piece of kit  
if you love back-country riding.
£870, arcteryx.com

5
RUROC RG1-DX TITAN
Full-face helmets might look  
a bit badass for the beginner 

slopes, but this exceptional 700g all-in-
one helmet system with integrated 
goggles and detachable face mask 
completely cuts out the wind and snow 
while helping to prevent unwelcome 
attention from rocks. The face guard 
can be easily removed for sunny days 
and the silver nano-coated liner helps 
prevent bacteria build-up. 
£230, ruroc.com

6
PIQ ROBOT
If you want to show people 
who the mountain maestro 

really is, PIQ has recently developed 
the Robot, a performance-tracking 
nano-computer that straps onto your 
boots. The waterproof sensor can 
deliver every conceivable carving stat 
imaginable, including edge-to-edge 
speed and carving angle, and you can 
view all the data in real time on your 
Android or iOS phone, which should 
make long chair lifts more interesting. 
£169, PIQ.com

Simon Tanner
Simon’s going on a winter sports 

holiday this year, and wants  
a high-tech kit bag to help him  
make the most of his time out  

on the white stuff.

Chris Haslam
Tech expert and snowboarding 

veteran of 25 years – he remembers 
when the mono-ski was cool – Chris 
often risks life and limb in the pursuit 

of the perfect winter sport set-up. 

SNOWBOARD 
ESSENTIALS

WE CAN BUILD YOU…

Horizon
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We can build you…
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Cutting edge 
meets carving – 
this gear is perfect 
for the slopes
Nick Odantzis, Deputy Editor

SAYS…



JUST SOME OF THE GREAT MAGAZINE OPTIONS ON READLY

Sponsored by 

TECH 
There’s a great range of 

technology mags on Readly, 

including T3, naturally! And 

when you’ve finished us, you 

can also check out the likes of 

MacFormat, Digital Camera, 

How It Works, iPad User, 

and loads more!

The world of media is changing  instead of having to nd the 
things we like individually, we have services such as Spotify and 
Net ix that give us everything we love all in one easy app. These 
are great not just because we get easy access to all our favourites, 
but also for the new things we can discover there.

And there’s now a service just like these for magazines! Readly 
offers thousands of digital magazines to read, on-demand, as 
many titles you want for a monthly subscription fee. 

There are over 2,300 titles at your ngertips  which means 
you can have a whole newsstand on your phone, on your tablet, 
or even in any computer’s web browser. These magazines are 
ready to go when you are, with the new issues available right 
away, as well as huge libraries of back issues. 

And here’s the best bit  Readly is available for just 7.99 
per month. So, if you currently tend to buy just two magazines 
every month, this service will save you money and give you 
even more choice at the same time. 

And a Readly subscription isn’t just for you - your account can 
be accessed from up to ve devices, so the whole family can read 
about their favourite topics. Each family member can even have 
their own pro le, so you’re not digging through each other’s 
favourite mags to nd the ones you like.

The app works on pretty much everything – from smartphones 
to tablets to desktop PCs, so it’s great for reading at your desk on 
a lunch break, or on the commute to work in the morning, or on 
the sofa on a chilled-out weekend. And to make sure you’ve 
always got the latest issue when you want it, the magazines can be 
downloaded to your device, so not having the internet won’t be a 
problem – perfect for travelling.

And best of all, you can get two months of Readly access for 
free at Readly.co.uk/t3 – and you can cancel at any time after that. 
No obligations, no contracts, just the world’s best magazines.

Discover Readly, the ultimate magazine subscription

The must-have app for 
magazine lovers

ENTERTAINMENT 
Film and TV fans can keep up 

to date with the latest issues of 

Total Film, SFX, Empire and 

more, while music fans will 

love to dive into magazines 

including Q, Classic Rock, 

Metal Hammer, Acoustic, and 

Mojo, among others! 

GAMING 
Whatever platform you game 

on, there’s the perfect mag for 

you on Readly, whether that’s 

Official Xbox Magazine,  

PC Gamer, Edge, Official 

PlayStation Magazine, 

GamesMaster, and even Retro 

Gamer for the classics.

MEN’S INTEREST 
Make sure you’re always your 

best self with the latest fashion, 

style and general life advice in 

the likes of GQ, Esquire and 

The Gentleman. And after all 

that self improvement, indulge 

your need for speed with a bit 

of Top Gear magazine.

TWO  
MONTHS  
FREE AT

Readly.co.uk/t3



READ OFFLINE

When you download 

a magazine, it’s stored 

on your device, so 

you can read all your 

favourites on along 

plane or train journey

UP TO FIVE DEVICES 

 One Readly account 

can be used on up to 

five different devices, 

with five different 

users, so it works for 

the whole family

TWO FREE MONTHS! 

Get two free months of reading, 

with no obligation or hidden 

costs at Readly.co.uk/t3 – you can 

cancel any time (but you won’t!)

ON ALL PLATFORMS 

Apps for Phone and iPad, 

Android and Kindle Fire 

let you read on almost 

anything, and you can 

read on any PC or Mac 

through your browser!

Sponsored by

SPORTS 
Get the secrets of the football 

greats with FourFourTwo 

magazine, pick up some tips for 

the links from Today’s Golfer, 

keep up with the world’s fastest 

sport with F1 Racing, and 

tackle the latest news with 

Rugby World.

FOOD 
Fix up your kitchen skills with 

Readly’s sumptous range of 

magazines, including Jamie 

Magazine, BBC Good Food, 

Weight Watchers and 

Delicious. With all these 

amazing recipes and tips, you’ll 

be on Masterchef in no time.

HEALTH & FITNESS 
Whatever activities you like to 

do to keep fit, there’s a perfect 

magazine companion for you, 

from titles such as Men’s Health 

to specific hobby guides such as 

Cycling Weekly, Runner’s 

World, Muscle & Fitness, and 

tons more! 

TRAVEL 
Indulge the nomad in you with 

magazines such as Lonely 

Planet, Condé Nast Traveller, 

Family Traveller and 

Wanderlust that show off what 

the world has to offer, along 

with more specific titles such 

as France magazine.



 JUNYA WATANABE  

JERSEY TRACK JACKET

This elevated take on the track 

jacket is made from structured 

jersey panels with cosy wool-

jacquard and a faux-leather trim.

£440, mrporter.com

 TOPMAN BLUE  

WEEKEND BAG

Looking for a subtle sportswear 

hit? Try Topman’s funky Blue 

Weekender Bag, with nylon hand 

and shoulder straps, plus internal 

pockets to stash gadgets.

£35, topman.com

 RAF SIMONS NEW  

DAWN FADES T-SHIRT

Channel Big Apple style with Raf 

Simons’ ultra-fresh cotton tee. This 

is fast-garnering a cult following, 

thanks to its slightly oversized fit 

and red-hot label. 

£193, matchesfashion.com

 BELSTAFF SOPHNET  

ASTON SWEATPANTS

Give your jeans a rest by switching 

to Belstaff’s smart, slim-fit sweats, 

made from soft cotton jersey and 

featuring cuffed legs.

£150, belstaff.co.uk

 LUKE 1977 BOUGH

No ’90s sportswear look is 

complete without a tennis pump, 

and we love Luke’s affordable 

version designed with go-faster 

stripes and faux suede heel tabs. 

£75, luke1977.com

THE HOTTEST TIMEPIECES RIGHT NOW

 CHRISTOPHER WARD C7 
RAPIDE QUARTZ

 MAURICE LACROIX WATCH 
ELIROS CHRONOGRAPH MENS

 SWATCH SKINSNOW

Christopher Ward gets 

inspired by motorsport 

for its C7 Rapide Quartz, 

available with black 

or blue dial finishes 

and featuring a Quartz 

movement and 316L 

stainless steel case.

£395,  
christopherward.co.uk

Luxe brand Maurice 

Lacroix pays tribute to its 

heritage with this timeless 

piece. At its heart lies a 

Swiss quartz movement, 

enrobed in a 40mm steel 

PVD case with sapphire 

crystal glass.

£720,  
jurawatches.co.uk

The water-resistant 
Skinsnow is crafted 
with silver-coloured 
print dial and 40mm 
double-injection case. 
The white silicone  
strap makes it a  
perfect partner for 
minimalist dressing.
£76,  
shop.swatch.com
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BACK ON TRACK Thank Lewis Hamilton and brands like Palace and 

Undefeated for the current ’90s sportswear trend. 

Here are five retro-vibed pieces to get you started

WHICH WATCH



The flying jacket is back 
this season, and there’s 
one we have our eye on 
– Brunello Cucinelli’s 
sumptuous Leather 
Aviator Jacket, a flagship 
autumn/winter 2017 drop 
from the Italian fashion 
powerhouse. This new 
season aviator is hand-
crafted from pure leather 
and has a genuine 
sheepskin collar, plus 
contrasting ribbed knit 
trims. Wear it with camel 
slacks and chunky knits.
£5,170, harrods.com
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Style

DRESS LIKE

RYAN GOSLING
Steal the Blade Runner 2049 star’s  

smart-casual style with our copycat picks

MONEY  
NO OBJECT

Fly high with this classic aviator jacket from 

Italian tastemaker Brunello Cucinelli

THE SHIRT
To ape Gosling’s Cannes festival 
look, get a white shirt with rounded 
collar and breast pocket, and roll 
those sleeves up above your elbows. 
Try Jack Wills’s Salcombe End On 
End Regular Fit Shirt (£59.95, asos.
com) or Dries Van Noten’s Coen 
shirt (£260, harveynichols.com).

THE TROUSERS
Gosling often favours coloured 
trousers or those with a print. Get 
close to his light-grey choice with 
a pair of Boss Tailoring Slim-fit 
Trousers in Light Grey (£105, 
hugoboss.com/uk), or Kingsman 
Harry’s Light-Grey Wool Suit 
Trousers (£350, mrporter.com).

THE SHOES
Gosling’s accessories are always 
on-point – just look at those playful 
white brogues! Step out in a similar 
style with some Rolando Sturlini 
shoes (£199, luisaviaroma.com) or 
Church’s Classic Oxford Shoes in 
White (£290, farfetch.com).

So, you’ve been invited to an event where the dress code 
is black tie. Confused about what clothing is acceptable? 
T3 asked Lucy Hume, Associate Director of Debrett’s, a 
professional coaching company and authority on 
etiquette and behaviour, to break it down. 

“For men, it traditionally means a dinner jacket, black 
trousers – typically with braiding down each outside leg 
– and a white evening shirt with a turn-down collar, 
cufflinks and studs,” explains Hume. “Shoes should be 
black and patent or highly polished. Hand-tied bow ties 
are preferable to pre-tied versions. Some men also 
choose to wear a cummerbund or waistcoat.

“The dinner jacket can be black wool (barathea) or 
ultrafine herringbone; it can be single or double breasted 
with no vents. Lapels should be silk peaked (or a shawl 
collar) and buttons should be covered.” 

If you’re wondering about black tie dos and don’ts, 
Hume has some expert insight here too: “Trousers 
should be black with a natural taper and a single row of 
braid down each outside leg; the braid material should 
match the material on the lapel of the dinner jacket. 
Never wear a cummerbund with a waistcoat, and make 
sure that any kinds of frills or ruffles on a silk shirt are 
avoided. Finally, a wing collar is not acceptable for black 
tie – collars should be turn-down.”

For more information on Debrett’s, including The 
Modern Gentleman’s Programme, visit debretts.com. 
You can also view official Debrett’s style videos, 
including a Men’s Guide to Dress Codes, on YouTube.

BLACK TIE PARTY 
DRESS CODE

Lucy Hume, co-author of the Debrett’s  

and Bicester Guide to British Style, 

explains the rules

STYLE NOTES



GLOVE BOX 
ESSENTIALS

MATADOR POCKET 
B 0

S arm 

w

w g for 

by 

w ng up 

i ador’s 

H Lyte 

bla ket. 

p  

enough to fit on a keychain, 

so it will take up little space 

in the glove box.

£29.95, bearandbear.com

56 years after the E-Type was first introduced, 
Jaguar has announced that an electric version 
is in the making. The E-Type Zero is based on 
the 1968 Series 1.5 Roadster, but open up the 
bonnet and you’ll find an electric 220kW 
motor and battery packs.

It’s a prototype for now, but if it makes 
production you’ll be able to slip behind its large 
wooden steering wheel, sink into its leather 
seats and reach 62mph in 5.5 seconds, 
gunning it with a top speed of 150mph and 
roughly a 170-mile range. A classic reborn.

GP BATTERIES  
TASK P36
If you break down at night, 

you’ll need a way to see 

what’s happening around 

you or under your car’s 

bonnet. The weatherproof, 

300-lumen Task P36 torch 

can help, shining a 120-metre 

beam on the scene.

£34.99, uk.gp-design.com

GP BATTERIES

MATADOR POCKET
BLANKET 2.0

Stay wa

while

waiting

a tow by

wrappin

in Mata

HyperL

Nylon 

blb anket

When packed, it’s small

enough to fit on a keycha
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ROLLS ROYCE 
GHOST BLACK BADGE 

Feel the wind in your hair by driving an electric version  

of the world’s most beautiful car

Curtains twitched as a Ghost Black Badge 
moved silently down my road. It was my first 
time behind the wheel of a Rolls Royce and 
I’d been looking forward to it. This was no 
ordinary Rolls Royce, either, with black 
chrome pantheon grill, a black Spirit of 
Ecstasy and black exhaust pipe – and 
boosted 6.6-litre, twin-turbo V12 engine.

When I opened the Ghost’s doors I was 
enveloped by soft leather and unrivalled 
craftsmanship. Inside the cabin sparkled the 
Starlight Headliner, a constellation of 1,300 
fibre optic lights in the roof. I don’t care if it 
sounds gimmick or tacky – it’s breathtaking.

I was impressed by how the Ghost glided. 
I live in rural Oxfordshire where roads can 
shake out a filling, but the Ghost turned 
them into marshmallow pathways. The 
most difficult part is parking; the Ghost has 
cameras and sensors ensuring you don’t 
have an accident, but it’s still a big beast.

On my final night with it, I climbed into 
the backseat, fired up the massagers, and 
gazed up at the fibre optic stars. It’s not an 
alienating machine, it’s like home. I became 
incredibly attached to the Ghost Black 
Badge. It’s unlike anything I’ve driven  
before, and incredibly endearing.

It’s fast, refined and menacing, but can Rolls really roll out enough 

luxury to match its six-figure price? T3’s Spencer Hart finds out

TEST DRIVE

ELECTRIC DREAMS

Winter emergency 

gear every car needs

ANKER  
POWERCORE 20100
So, your car’s knackered and 

your phone’s dying. Lucky 

you keep a fully-charged 

power bank in your glove 

box, eh? This Anker beast 

offers 20,100mAh of power, 

which is several charges of 

an average smartphone.

£29.99, amazon.co.uk

JAGUAR E-TYPE ZERO





Sales of chainsaws and trimmers rise 
during the autumn as people prepare 
to cut back hedges and trees before 
winter kicks in. But do you know how 
to do this properly? We asked Tony 
Kirkham, Head of Arboretum, Gardens 
and Horticulture Services at Kew 
Gardens (kew.org), for advice. 

“There are special techniques to 
removing a branch to avoid damaging 
the tree,” says Tony. “The ‘three-cut 
method’ avoids the branch tearing 

back into the parent branch. The final 
cut should follow the ‘target pruning’ 
method, allowing the cut to callus over 
without disease entry.”

Kew Gardens uses Husqvarna and 
Stihl saws to maintain its grounds, 
while many tech-savvy gardeners are 
snapping up the Bosch EasyCut 12 for 
small branches. “Ideally anyone using a 
chainsaw should be trained and have a 
good understanding of how they work 
and are maintained.”

Tony also has advice for those using 
hedge trimmers. “We use petrol hedge 
trimmers at Kew Gardens, but the new 
lithium battery models are very good.” 
You could try Stihl’s HSA 45 or Makita’s 
DUH523Z cordless trimmer for home 
use. “Hedge trimmers will only cut a 
small diameter of branch and if the 
hedge is large the top may need 
removing with a saw,” offers Tony. 
“Don’t underestimate the weight of 
branches in a mature hedge.”
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GET TO THE 
CHOPPER
With storm season 

approaching, we get 

some expert advice 

on cutting back risky 

trees and hedges

 TOG SANTOKU
This is what the Japanese 
would call a multi-purpose 
knife, and is slightly 
squatter than a Western 
chef’s knife. 21 layers of 
roll-forged, high-carbon 
steel provide a precision 
cut, while antimicrobial 
copper makes it hygienic.
£150, togknives.com

 WÜSTHOF CLASSIC 
COOK’S KNIFE 
The Classic 18cm Cook’s 
Knife is a no-nonsense, 
well-balanced, manual 
food processor with an 
ergonomic polypropylene 
handle designed for 
maximum comfort. Great 
for just about everything.
£93, richmondcookshop.co.uk

 KUHN RIKON 
TITANIUM  
CHEF’S KNIFE
These Swiss-made knives 
are incredibly sharp, with 
titanium coating to protect 
and strengthen the blade. 
Kuhn knives are also easy 
to handle and, overall, are 
quite astonishing value.
£21.95, kuhnrikon.co.uk

Sharpen up your cooking with these top chef’s knives

BLADES OF GLORY





SMART 
SUITCASES

TECH IT EASY
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THE SMART WAY TO STAY
From a robot concierge to iPhones for room keys, travel journalist 

Simon Horsford checks into the world’s best high-tech hotels

In the past, your hotel room key might be 
attached to something akin to a doorstop 
and the TV limited to a few channels only. 
Nowadays hotels are wising up to the 
demand for the latest technology and  
our desire to control room features via  
apps and smartphones.

Hub by Premier Inn (hubhotels.co.uk)  
is the tech-savvy spin-off from the big 
chain, with a flagship hotel in King’s Cross 
(there are six others in London and two in 
Edinburgh). Download the hotel’s app and 
you can control almost everything in your 
room with it, from the smart TV and lighting 
to an interactive map on the wall. The room 
key also shows housekeeping whether the 

room is occupied or not, which might spare 
you a few blushes.

Or how about the automated check-in 
and a robot concierge that delivers your 
bags to your cabin (room) at Yotel in New 
York (yotel.com)? In each cabin you’ll also 
find a smart wall and a smart bed, as well as 
a “techno wall” with TV, a work station and 
monsoon shower.

Avant-garde design isn’t the only 
attraction of Blow Up Hall 5050 
(blowuphall5050.com) in Poland, either, 
where you get an iPhone for a room key –  
it uses digital recognition tech to direct  
you to your room and unlock the door.  
Talk about a smarter way to recharge.

BLUESMART SERIES 2 
Used by Usain 

Bolt and 

skateboarding 

legend Tony 

Hawk, this 

impressive 

travel case 

can charge all 

your devices 

(including 

laptops), has 

an automatic 

locking system, global 

location tracking device  

and weight sensors – no more 

unexpected charges! 

From £350,  

uk.bluesmart.com

SAMSONITE 
GEOTRAKR SPINNER
This ballistic-

weave nylon- 

covered smart 

case from 

Samsonite 

features 

the brand’s 

GeoTrakR 

location 

device and 

a rechargeable battery (up 

to 15 days’ use), and works 

with a smartphone app so 

that you can check on the 

bag’s location if you think 

it’s gone missing.

£299, samsonite.com

AEROLITE SMART 
SUITCASE
Light and 

compact, 

the Aerolite 

makes for 

the ideal 

high-tech 

cabin 

carry-on. 

It has a USB 

charging 

port (power pack not 

included) and a three-digit 

padlock, while the hard 

shell adds some sturdy extra 

protection for your gear.

£131.99, 

travelluggagecabinbags.com
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RESOLUTION
The PIXPRO 4KVR360’s 

twin 20MP CMOS 

sensors can individually 

take photos or 4K video; 

in VR mode, you can 

shoot 360-degree video 

at up to 3840x1920 and 

take 27MP stills

CONTROLS
As well as the on-board buttons 

you can add one of two optional 

Bluetooth remotes or connect 

your smartphone to use it as an 

active viewfinder

STORAGE
High-resolution footage puts 

big demands on storage 

space, so you can use 

microSD cards up to 128GB 

to store hours of H.264 

video action

LENSES
Two separate sensors 

means two unique lenses: 

a front-facing wide-angle 

155-degree lens, and a 

rear-facing 235-degree 

hemisphere. You can use 

either, or combine both 

into a 360-degree image

One lens, pointing forward. It’s the camera 
standard. But should it be? Kodak’s PIXPRO 
4KVR360 does things differently, with two 
identical sensors tucked behind two very 
different lenses, all crammed into a tiny 
super-portable 170g shell. With the 

snapping what’s in front of you, you’re able 
to capture the whole moment – the above, 

the below, and the behind, all stitched into 

The 4KVR360 can also take advantage 

stunning panoramic photos, shoot slick Full 
HD footage at 60fps, capture stunning 4K 
videos at up to 30fps with varying lens angle 
options, and even take incredibly smooth 

resolution. Each sensor takes advantage 

Even better, it won’t break the bank. 

action cameras, but with options you won’t 
get elsewhere for the price. It’s the perfect 

Find out more at www.pixpro.world

PIXPRO 4KVR360: go 
anywhere, see everything



THE FLEXIBILITY FOR 
PERFECT SHOTS

If you’re all about the action, grab 

your monopod and get moving, 

because the PIXPRO 4KVR360 

gives you everything you need 

to frame it perfectly. Its front-

facing 155-degree camera cuts 

a 197-degree slice in ultra-wide 

4K mode, capturing every inch 

of what’s happening; utilise the 

second lens instead and you can 

create fascinating 235-degree 

dome video, perfect for highlight 

shots. Then there’s the main 

event. Combine the 155-degree 

and 235-degree lenses and, 

with a bit of room to spare, you 

can take full 360-degree videos 

to remember and share every 

pixel of every big moment – 

anyone watching it back can 

explore the full environment! 

And the 4KVR360 is tough 

enough for almost anything, 

too: it’s splashproof, shockproof, 

dustproof, and it’ll withstand 

temperatures down to -10°C.

ANYONE CAN WATCH IN 360
If you’ve done something awesome or been somewhere spectacular, 

you’ll want your friends to see it as soon as possible. It won’t be hard 

for them to get in on the action: you can share your 360-degree photos 

and videos directly from your phone, with one-button upload of videos 

to YouTube, and both videos and panoramic photos to Facebook, all 

automatically rendered in the exact format those services require. 

Both YouTube and Facebook make it easy to view 360-degree media. 

Facebook makes it clear that you’ve shared 360-degree content, and 

anyone looking at it can pan around as they wish either by tapping and 

dragging or, on mobile, by moving their phone around in space. Google 

offers a similarly immersive viewing experience on YouTube. Both 

platforms also support VR viewing – slip on a phone headset such as 

Google’s Daydream and you can get right inside the moment. 

EASILY WORK WITH  
YOUR FOOTAGE

Think you’ve got the perfect shot in the perfect place? Use the PIXPRO 

4KVR360’s integrated Wi-Fi to transfer your footage straight to your 

computer wirelessly, or review your video in the field – including a 

handy 360-degree video preview – using Kodak’s PIXPRO Remote 

Viewer phone app.  Stitching that front and rear camera footage 

together into a single video needn’t be a complex affair. The twin lenses 

actually combine to take shots beyond 360 degrees, and that crossover 

means you’ll always get a perfectly combined image. The included 

PIXPRO 360 VR Suite, for PC or Mac, both lets you trim, stitch and edit 

your footage quickly and easily, and can act as a live viewer if you fancy 

getting more professional. Don’t leave anything to chance: take your 

laptop along and view that footage fullscreen as it happens.
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BRITISH 
TRAIL 
RUNS

THE GRIZZLY, DEVON
A cult classic. As probably 

the only trail race that has 

a ballot, it’s that popular. 

Despite being around 20 

miles of mud, hills, bogs  

and beach, runners 

keep coming back.

axevalleyrunners.org.uk/

grizzly

LAKELAND TRAILS: 
CARTMEL, LAKE 
DISTRICT
With 5k, 10k and 18k options, 

these races in the heart of 

fell-running country suit all 

levels. The land of fells and 

lakes is always dramatic, and 

this course is bound to be a 

slippery, slidey chortle. 

lakelandtrails.org/cartmel

SCAFELL SKY RACE, 
LAKE DISTRICT
Skyrunning is a combination 

of running and scrambling 

(using your hands) on terrain 

that’s difficult to run on. 

This 40km race goes over 

England’s highest point, 

Scafell Pike, and is considered 

a beginner-friendly skyrace. 

lakesskyultra.uk
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ARC’TERYX PROTON LT HOODY, 
£190, arcteryx.com   

The Proton LT Hoody is 20g lighter than the Ventrix 
Hoody and utilises Coreloft Continuous 65 Insulation. 

That ‘active insulation’ works in tandem with the water-
resistant outer shell to enable good airflow from inside 

and outside the jacket, keeping us warm without feeling 
sticky. Good for climbing and hiking.     

Horizon
Fitness & Outdoors

WILD LIVING
Nick Weston of foraging and cookery school Hunter Gather Cook 

s l five tools for cooking outdoors 

 THE NORTH FACE VENTRIX HOODIE  
£190, thenorthface.co.uk
This shower-resistant synthetic insulated jacket has 
laser perforations (Ventrix tech) under each arm to 
boost breathability. When you move, they allow heat 
and humidity to travel through. We find the jacket runs 
a little on the warm side, making it best-suited to active 
pursuits in cold temperatures.     

 Two temperature-regulating jackets go head-to-head

MID-LAYER FACE-OFF

 MORA COMPANION HIGH-VIZ KNIFE

At HGC (huntergathercook.com) this is 

our go-to knife for butchery. Go

with kit outdoors – it’s harder to
£12.95, bushcrafttools.com

 MITI X LARGE

This clever accessory 

enables you to turn four 

logs into an upright wood 

burner for cooking on.
$90CAD (£54.71), 
sportesoutdoortools.com

 GRANSFORS BRUKS 

SMALL FOREST AXE 

The finest axe you’ll own. 
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 SPUN IRON  

GLAMPING PAN

A perfect size for campfire 

cook-ups. The handle 

unbolts for travelling; slip it 

in your rucksack and go.
£52.50, 

netherton-foundry.co.uk
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Guru, do skin-cleansing gadgets really work?
LEILA PARTRIDGE, HOVE
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Horizon

T3’s maestro of the mechanical 
knows how to clean up your actGADGET GURU

ABOVE
Rough skin?  

Try an electric  

face brush  

for smooth,  

skin-buffing 

vibrations

A
Everyone wants a solution. 
And everyone comes to 
Guru for that solution.  

But since sandpaper therapy is yet 
to catch on – GaGu’s toolbox has all 
the grits, plus a Dewalt DWE6423-
GB orbital sander (£110) – you may 
wish to look elsewhere for some  
DIY skin fixing.

There are, as your question 
suggests, a number of devices out 
there which make a host of claims 
but offer absolutely no practical 
benefit. GaGu won’t mention any 
of them directly, since his love for 
litigation has waned after the last 
few lawsuits, but it’s definitely worth 
avoiding anything which shines a 

magical light on your face and 
claims to somehow heal it up.

The Actual Things That Work 
aren’t a million miles from Guru’s 
original suggestion. Oscillating 
electric-toothbrush-for-your-skin 
devices like Magnitone’s Full Monty 
Vibrasonic Daily Skincare Brush 
(£130) work to scuff filth away and 

clear up imperfections. The Full 
Monty even comes with a selection 
of heads and operating modes, so 
you can use it on your face and feet 
without potentially rubbing foot 
scrapings on your mug. 

Take it one step further towards 
the sandpaper and you reach 
microdermabrasion, as offered by 
the PMD Personal Microderm Pro 
(£199), which spins a rough disk 
over your skin in order to hack away 
at dead skin cells. It’s not something 
you can do regularly – just once a 
month, unless you favour the 
pained tomato look – but it can 
work on enlarged pores as well as 
brightening up the ol’ epidermis.

THE FULL MONTY COMES WITH 
A SELECTION OF HEADS AND 
OPERATING MODES SO YOU 
WON’T POTENTIALLY RUB FOOT 
SCRAPINGS ON YOUR MUG



Can you recommend upgrades 
to my in-car entertainment?

STEVEN FAULKS, ILFRACOMBE
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Gadget Guru

ABOVE
No more tedious 

games of I Spy – 

your car can be 

a wonderland of 

entertainment 

After one too many run-ins with idiots 
swerving around in four-wheeled death 
machines, Mrs Guru recently raided the 
family coffers for a video addition to her 
daily bicycle commute. Too frugal to cough 
up for a full-on GoPro, she instead opted for 
the decidedly not-named-for-Brits GitUp Git 
2 Pro 2K (£85 on eBay) which comes with a 
waterproof case, mounts for just about 
every situation and Wi-Fi. It is, GaGu must 
admit, outrageously good for the price, 
grabbing pin-sharp 60fps 1080p video (or a 
slightly dodgy 4K at lesser framerates) 
through its 170-degree lens.  
If you’re after action on a shoestring, bolt 
this to your skateboard and be done with it.

Guru has recently been spending quality 
time with the Logitech G613 Wireless 
Mechanical Keyboard (£150) which 
combines his dual loves of springy physical 
keys and 
sitting as far 
away from his 
PC as possible. 
On both counts 

it’s pretty 
much perfect, 
and Logitech’s 
LightSpeed 
interface 
was surely 
concocted by 
alien wizards with knowledge of technology 
far in advance of our own. There’s an 
absolutely instantaneous key response, a 
ludicrous range, and a purported battery life 
of 18 months on two AAs.

Sweatiness is GaGu’s key curse. As soon 
as he steps, or squelches, out of bed in  
the morning, there it is. Dripping away. 
Particularly in the winter, given the rest of 
the Guru clan’s fondness for fiddling with 
the thermostat. Enter the Embr Wave, a 
Kickstarted and only slightly terrifying $299 
(around £225) device which can either 
warm or chill the wrist at a touch. Goodness 
knows what the battery life will be like, and 
Guru’s wrist is full, but this could solve a 

number of problems that putting a pair of 
socks in the freezer can’t quite fix.

GADGET GURU’S MAGIC BOX A
If the TV has the right 
connections for the console, 
then obviously it’ll work well 

enough. But you’re not really asking 
the right question here; Guru would 
(and will) hastily recommend you 
dig up an old CRT and use that, 
since that’s what those consoles 
were made for. 

If you don’t want one of those 
massive things cluttering up your 
living room (Guru’s readers are 
sensible, aesthetic beasts, he 
knows), you’re better served  
looking for the right way to get 
the best picture from that console 
on a modern TV. 

A Framemeister upscaler 
(around £250) will give you the best 
picture via HDMI to stop old games 
looking bitty, but is a bit of an 
investment. You should also buy  
a new AV cable, ideally aiming for 
RGB output for the crispest signal. 
Switch off as much of your TV’s 
post-processing as possible to 
reduce input lag. If you’re shopping 
for a new TV, the LG 60UH650V 
(£659) is particularly responsive. 

A
To give a bit more context 
(our reader’s full question 
didn’t quite fit in that bit 

above) we’re looking at a wobbly 
mid-2000s’ kiddie-carrier, all stock. 
So your personal mileage with this 
answer may vary based on the  
car you own and the kind of 
gimmicks that you’ve already bolted 
to your motor. 

Guru’s first suggestion would be 
to whip out that radio and bang in 
an upgraded Double DIN unit.  
If you’re feeling flush, the Pioneer 
AVIC-F88DAB (MSRP £1,300, but 
you should be able to find it for 
about £800) has just about every 
connectivity option on board,  
a killer amp, rear camera support, 
the ability to play movies, and 
integrated navigation. It’ll do 
dual-zone media, too – add on 
some rear screens via the RCA AV 
output, and you can pipe the latest 
Disney hit into the back and quell at 
least some of the inevitable travel 
squabbling going on. 

Investing less? Make sure 
whatever stereo you choose has  
at least Bluetooth 4.0, a hands-free 
mic and some kind of auxiliary 
input, because you’ll inevitably want 
to use them. Also grab a reasonably 
priced set of headrest screens; 
Guru’s offspring love the Nextbase 
Car 9 DVD players at £180 for the 
pair. You could even  
go all Xzibit and stash an Xbox 
under a seat with a suitable power 
inverter like Bestek’s 300W number, 
which goes for £26.

Other media additions may  
turn out to be less desirable.  
A subwoofer and its associated 
amps and batteries is good tickly 
fun, but will likely vibrate the panels 
off an older car. A speaker upgrade 
is always pleasing, particularly if 
you’ve blasted the cones off your 
old set, but actually getting them  
in place is not an easy task, and 
you’ll need to ensure whatever  
you order is compatible with  
your existing grilles. 

What’s the 
best TV for old 
games consoles?

KEV ALLEN, 
KNIGHTSBRIDGE



Don’t miss another  
instalment of the  

legendary Gadget Guru! 

SUBSCRIBE
TODAY!

See p70
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Horizon

Guru finds the finest 
media your need on 
your various screens

GURU’S PRECIOUS  
SAMSUNG GALAXY S8 GOES 
EVERYWHERE WITH HIM – 
ON THE TRAIN, IN THE TOILET,  
IN THE TRAIN TOILET…

A
Guru loves a good old bit of 
manual labour, particularly 
when he’s watching 

someone else do it. In terms of 
tools, though, there’s the classic 
plunger, which should help shift the 
muck that’s sloshing around in your 
pipes, or a pipe snake should your 
personal fatberg be stubborn.

If all that doesn’t work for you, 
have a good look at the horrific 
innards of your waste plumbing 
with a borescopic camera, like 
BeneStellar’s chips-cheap £8.99 
USB OTG number, or employ the 
services of a power plunger. The 
Monument 2161X (about £30) is not, 
sadly, a motorised plunging device, 
but it will blast compressed air  
into your gubbins.

Can I charge my 
smartphone 
wirelessly?What’s your 

fave gadget?  

My kitchen sink 
is blocked, help!

A
Trust Apple to get people 
excited about a technology 
that’s been around ages. 

The Qi charging circuit in the iPhone 
X isn’t a new thing, but Guru’s 
bundle of ruined charging cords is 
testament to its usefulness.

Short answer: yes. If your phone 
has Qi charging built in, you just 
need a charging pad – Anker does 
one for £17. If it doesn’t, you’ll need 
to add it on. On iPhones, tuck the 
ribbon-cabled iQi Mobile Qi 
Receiver (£22) into a suitable case 
(or, indeed, buy iQi’s Qi-integrated 
case for £30) and you’re set. Similar 
receivers are available for Android.

A
That is like asking Guru 
which of his children is his 
favourite (it’s GaGu Jr) 

although his gadgets tend to rate  
a bit higher on the depth chart than 
his grubby progeny. Top of the tree 
has to be the everpresent Samsung 
Galaxy S8 (£689). It’s with Guru on 
the train, in the toilet, in the train 
toilet – although the barrage of lewd 
Snapchats from Guru’s admirers 
can be a bit of a negative.

Let’s turn this around to you, 
readers: drop us an email and let 
Guru know your favourite gadget 
– apart from your phone, because 
that is a rubbish answer that only  
a terrible charlatan would give.  
The results will feature in a future 
issue if GaGu actually remembers 
to collate them.

OLIVER TRIVETT, 
BRISTOL

ABOVE
Free yourself 

from fraying 

cords with a 

wireless Qi 

charging case

LES GRAVELL, 
DURHAM

ADAM SPRING, 
CARDIFFNOW 

PLAYING

THE HANDMAIDEN

Currently on Amazon Video, 

Oldboy’s Park Chan-wook tells 

the twisty, seductive tale of the 

rich Lady Hideko and her affair 

with haidmaid Sook-Hee. It’s 

shocking and sumptuous fare.

DESTINY 2

So, we love travelling across 

beautiful new locales, but the 

true joy of Destiny 2 lies in 

popping aliens’ heads off with  

a variety of shiny weapons. 

And we’re okay with that.

SPIRITS: A DRUNKEN DIVE 

INTO MYTHS AND LEGENDS

Get into the Halloween mood 

with this creepy-cool podcast 

about the real stories behind 

supernatural myths and cool 

legends from around the world.





ast month, I was at h  
T3 Awards, where  
Numan won our Tec  
Legend gong. Tha  

my idea. On Day Zero of Awa  
planning, I said, “I want Gary  
and Craig ‘Robot Wars/Red D f/
Corrie’ Charles to be there, b  
that would amuse me, as a m ddl
aged nerd.” And lo, it came t .

Mister Numan, in by far hi  
biggest hit, Cars, sang, “Here i   
my car, I feel safest of all.” That’s  
a sentiment shared by Volvo… who  
I just joined at a stellar ‘do’ to launch 
its new XC40 car! Spooky, right?

Cars today aren’t really marketed 
as things to drive, as such. They are 
extensions of your lifestyle, like your 
phone, or pants, or choice of craft 
ale. That’s why a growing number 
of brands will launch a car twice. 
Once for the sub-Clarksons from 
mags named things like Total Car 
Bastard. There, men in bomber 
jackets with the sleeves pushed up 
will drive it around the Nürburgring 
while yelling, “Good torque” and  
“I hate caravans!” I expect.  

Then, later in the day, they’ll 
launch it again, for people largely 
uninterested in actual driving. 
Tech-lifestyle gits, let’s say. Like me. 

SWEDE DREAMS
I thought the Volvo XC40 was  
a very sexy car. Who would have 
thought, in the ’80s, ’90s or even 
’00s, that someone might use the 
words ‘Volvo’ and ‘sexy’ together? 

On that level it’s a triumph. It’s 
not just a youthful car for non-old 
people, who may “have sex in it”,  
as one attendee put it. The XC40  
is to be sold via a lease-type 
agreement that allows a trade up  
to a bigger car for a set number of 
days per year (for holidays and trips 
to Ikea). It also includes insurance, 
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XC40? I’ll tell you: at Milan Fashion 
Week, at a pop-up store that is 
open for just 80 hours, selling  
40 Scandi-designed, lovely and 
tasteful things, of which the 40th  
is the actual Volvo car.

Then you invite highly stylish 
people, such as me, to scoff 
canapés and interview your CEO, 
Håkan Samuelsson, and the 
exquisitely named head designer 
on the project, Ian Kettle. 

wa
t
with Mr Samuelsson as me.  
question: “Why are you wearing an 
Apple Watch?” while revealing he 
was wearing a mechanical watch 
on both wrists. 

Seeking an even more incisive 
line of questioning, I asked how 
Brexit might affect pricing for the 
XC40, as the idea is that the lease 
price is also flat across all countries 
where it’s on sale. 

“I’m afraid,” he said, “after Brexit, 
no more nice cars for you.” A few 
beats later, “No, I am joking, you  
will still be welcome.” The Swedish 
sense of humour is quite dry.

Keen to do some more 
journalism, before returning to 
herring-based canapés, I asked  
him about self-driving cars. This is 
the interesting bit, so pay attention: 
Volvo, like a lot of car brands,  
is certain that cars will, to some 
extent, drive themselves by the 
early ’20s. I feel like most of us still 
think, “Ooh, seems dicey… will laws, 
custom and insurance allow it?” 
Ask Volvo Cars’ CEO and he’ll fix 
you with a gaze like Wallander and 
say, “Yes. By 2021.” 

“Who is ahead in the race?” 
asked another panel member,  
sadly not dressed as a couture 
umpire. “There are many brands 
involved,” said Volvo Cars’ CEO. 
And a few beats later. “But it’s us.”

Volvo is certain that  
cars will, to some 
extent, drive themselves 
by the early ’20s

Dunca  ll   
is self g
A day in Milan gives in h  f h  

marketing and Volvo’s n
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middle-
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is 
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at a flat 
rate. Now,
for young 
people –
who insurance 
companies hate with
a passion, let’s face it
– that could be a massive deal, 
so long as they can afford a £28K 
car in the first place. 

Anyway, never mind that. How
do you market a car like the Volvo

0? I’ll t ll you: at Milan Fashion 
was in
the same Q&A

ith Mr Samuelsson as me. His first

nsights into fashion, 

reinvention

L

It being Milan Fashion Week, 
there were some rather epic outfits 
on show. In our hotel’s lobby, there 
was a man with his hair teased out 
to either side of his head, in a way 
I’ve not seen since I was last at  
a circus. His ensemble? Couture 
sports, I’d call it. Tailored shorts; 
matching, football-esque shirt; 
platform trainers; knee-high socks. 
He looked like a fashion referee.

Turned out he was the editor  
of GQ Japan. Also turned out he 
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4K dream set-ups

dream 
set-ups

Take your home entertainment to the next 
e e ith these ama in  4K- o used set-ups  

hether you ant a e e rity-sty e home inema  
a s eet i in  room mo ie experien e  or  

super-sharp amin  nir ana

4K
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4K dream set-ups
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WHY LASER PROJECTORS 
ARE THE PRO CHOICE

The introduction of laser light engines into 
projectors is creating a huge buzz. From 
professional-cinema grade projection to 

laser brings to projection are dramatic. 
Models may come with a price premium, 

but they’re virtually maintenance free. 
While a traditional lamp will fade after time, 

(typically between 3,000 to 7,000 hours), 
laser light sources will run undiminished 

for over 20,000 hours. They can also offer 
better black levels and greater contrast, and 

4K dream set-ups
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Ultimate home cinema

THE PROJECTOR

JVC DLA-Z1
It may require a mortgage to buy, but JVC’s UHD laser 

projector offers a picture to rival any 4K commercial cinema. 
 

black level, plus the kind of colour vibrancy that makes the 
Hulk in a bath of Skittles look drab – this no-compromise 

beamer is the ideal choice for high-end home cinema. 
£34,995, jvc.co.uk

THE BLU-RAY

OPPO UDP-205
The most ambitious UHD Blu-ray player on the planet right 

now, Oppo’s UDP-205 sets a new benchmark for sound 
and vision. The deck is compatible with Dolby Vision HDR 

Blu-ray discs, and features two 32-bit ESS Sabre ES9038PRO 
DACs, one dedicated to stereo, the other multichannel.  

It is, as they say, the absolute business.
£1,399, oppodigital.co.uk

The ultimate home cinema
BRING THE MOVIE THEATRE TO YOUR 
HOME WITH THIS ELITE TECHNOLOGY

THE SPEAKERS

KEF R SERIES 

speaker system looks as formidable as it sounds. Imposing 

toppers to start, matched with an articulate centre R200c 
channel, a meaty R400b subwoofer, and R100 bookshelves 

£5,344 (for this set), kef.com

THE AV RECEIVER

DENON AVR-X4400H
This beast of an AV box offers nine channels of brawny 

power plant ensure it’ll sound sensational with music and 
movies. And with eight HDMI inputs and three outputs, it’ll 

cope with most system aspirations, no matter how excessive. 
£1,299, denon.co.uk
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4K dream set-ups

THE MOST SPECTACULAR 4K BLU-RAYS
Want to show off your 4K home cinema system? Blow your 

unsuspecting visitors’ high-res socks off with the right disc selection.
The Martian is a gorgeous UHD disc. From red planet landscapes 

The Revenant is also hard 

another level.  And if you have a wide-colour display, make sure you 
Despicable Me. Still the funniest entry in this madcap franchise, 

copy of Planet Earth II
Ultra HD photography with jaw-dropping HDR detail.
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THE PROJECTOR

OPTOMA UHD65
This amazing DLP projector delivers HDR 4K images courtesy of Texas 

which uses hyper-fast mirror switching to create a 4K picture. Light 

even motion smoothing, if you’re into that. The compact design makes it 

£3,000, optoma.co.uk

THE SPEAKERS

MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 200 5.1

£2,875, monitoraudio.co.uk

THE AV RECEIVER

MARANTZ NR1608

£599, marantz.co.uk

THE BLU-RAY

SONY UBP-X800

£329, sony.co.uk

Flashy home theatre

The ashy 
home theatre

ENJOY A NIGHT AT THE MOVIES IN THE 
COMFORT OF YOUR OWN HOME



THE TV

PANASONIC TX-65EZ1002 
 
 

£5,699, panasonic.co.uk

THE BLU-RAY

PANASONIC DMP-UB900
 

£379, panasonic.co.uk

THE AV RECEIVER

PIONEER VSX-S520D

£369, pioneer.co.uk

THE SPEAKERS

Q ACOUSTICS 7000i 5.1 SLIM  

£999, qacoustics.co.uk

The perfect 
living room 
experience
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4K dream set-ups

TAKE YOUR TV TIME TO THE NEXT LEVEL 
WITH THIS IMPECCABLE GEAR FOR 
SPECTACULAR VISUALS AND AUDIO
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Perfect living room experience

ADVANTAGES OF AN AVR
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THE TV

LG E7 65-INCH OLED 
Offering stunning 4K clarity, with beautiful, deep 

blacks and vivid colours, this 65-inch OLED makes 
even Len Goodman’s Partners in Rhyme look good. 

including Dolby Vision, and couples LG’s  
nifty webOS Smart Platform and Freeview  
Play for catch-up TV. There’s also a 55-inch 

version for £2,799. 
£3,599, lg.com

THE TV BOX  
SKY Q

 
viewing experience, perfectly integrating 

slicker than an otter’s pocket, and image quality  
is sensational. With Dolby Atmos now 

accompanying 4K Premier League coverage, 
there’s plenty  to sound off about. 

From £32 per month, sky.com

THE STREAMER  
APPLE 4K TV 

 

partner for the LG E7. Apple has loaded iTunes 

 
versions. 4K movies may only stream  

 
diminish this little puck’s appeal.

£179, apple.co.uk

THE SPEAKERS

LG SJ9 DOLBY ATMOS
 

speakers, crisp mid-range drivers and a room-
buckling wireless subwoofer, the SJ9 lays claim  

to the premium end of the soundbar market. 
 

as entertaining as it is big. The bar boasts two  
 

Sky Q Atmos broadcasts.
£1,000, lg.com

4K dream set-ups

The no-compromise  
TV set-up

BE THE ENVY OF ALL YOUR FRIENDS  
WITH THIS SPECTACULAR TV TECH

Hailed as 3D for the ears, Dolby Atmos has quickly become the defacto standard 
for next-gen audio. It’s an object-based (rather than channel) system, which means 

Atmos-encoded content can be precisely steered any way a sound mixer wants. 
Dolby Atmos supports height channels, in addition to rears, which makes for truly 

immersive listening. You’ll hear Dolby Atmos in select movie theatres, and this 
can be replicated in the home using a Dolby Atmos AV receiver or Atmos-enabled 
soundbar. Dolby Atmos soundtracks aren’t just found on Blu-rays. The technology 

is used by BT and Sky to enhance 4K sports broadcasts (crowd ambience really 
 

It’s also gaining traction on Xbox and PC games.
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No-compromise TV set-up
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THE TV

49-INCH HISENSE N5700
A UHD HDR big-screen for how much? This 

bargain 4K  combines a tasty screen size with 
vivid colour reproduction, HDR compatibility 

and a punchy integrated sound system. It’s also 

giving easy access to Catch-Up TV. Its LED  
display can’t match OLED, but it’s utterly  

fantastic for the price. 
£449, hisense.co.uk

THE TV BOX

BT TV YOUVIEW 4K

UHD YouView TV box is a great gateway to 4K 
sports, including Premier League footie and 

platform is awash with treats, including exclusive 
shows from the AMC entertainment channel.

From £54.99 per month, bt.com

THE BLU-RAY

PANASONIC DMP-UB300
Just 320mm wide, this miniature disc player 

There’s no Wi-Fi, but if you’ve a wired router 
that’s no biggie. Even better, it has the same  
4K High Precision Chroma Processor as the 

 
 

bit of a steal, all-in-all.
£250, panasonic.co.uk

THE SPEAKERS

PHILIPS FIDELIO B1 NANO  
CINEMA SPEAKER

Proving that you don’t need a lot of space to 

creates a wide sound stage, leaving a wireless 
200W sub to detonate with explosive force.

£450, philips.co.uk

The top value  
TV buys

4K dream set-ups

WHAT TO GET WHEN YOU DON’T HAVE  
AS MUCH CASH TO SPLASH

The BBC is dragging its heels when it comes to offering a 4K streaming 
option from iPlayer (we’d hazard a guess on a launch for the football 

leads the way, with a rich selection of 4K and UHD programming, from 
Stranger Things’ second season to the Marvel Comics TV universe. 

Amazon isn’t far behind; The Grand Tour is pure eye-candy. YouTube 
is also a good secondary source of 4K, though not every smart TV or 

streaming box supports YouTube’s VP9 UHD codec.  
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4K dream set-ups

THE POWER TO PERFORM 
It’s no good having gorgeously rendered in-game graphics if it’s like watching 
a PowerPoint presentation when you’re moving around a world, so it’s vitally 

important that you have a system that’s not only capable of making games look 
great, but also play great too. The higher the frame rate (measured in frames 
per second), the smoother the experience, and the better you will inevitably 
perform, as there will be less lag to slow you down and give the enemy the 

advantage. 30fps is a minimum, 60fps is ideal. But if you want the highest frame 
rates, you’ll have to fork out for the privilege…
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WIRED2FIRE DIABLO ELITE 
At the heart of any good PC gaming 

experience is a powerful rig. 
Wired2Fire’s Diablo Elite is a meaty bit 
of kit, ensuring you can play the latest 
games in 4K, at a nippy 60fps. Packed 

inside that Cooler Master chassis is an 
Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 8GB and 
a water-cooled Intel Core i7 7700K 
processor, and it’s all been tuned for 

maximum speed.

THE MONITOR

AOC AG271UG
Ultra-widescreen monitors are certainly 
impressive, but 16:9 still reigns supreme. 

This 27-inch beastie from AOC has an 
IPS panel which offers an impressive 4K 

image at 60Hz. It’s also equipped with 
Nvidia G-SYNC, so if you’re packing an 
Nvidia graphics (like our Diablo Elite is) 
you’ll be able to enjoy a smoother, tear-

free image while playing.

THE HEADSET

TURTLE BEACH ELITE  
PRO - PC EDITION

If you want the most immersive in-
game set-up without bothering your 

neighbours, this gaming headset from 
Turtle Beach should do the trick. With 

DTS Headphone:X surround sound built 
in, you can hear exactly where the bad 
guys are coming from, while TruSpeak 

tech ensures that your teammates know 
exactly what you’re up to.

THE CHAIR

NOBLECHAIRS ICON
You don’t have to have a gaming chair 
to game. But if you’re planning some 
long sessions, it pays off. The Icon is 
height- and tilt-adjustable, with arm 

rests adjustable in four dimensions and is 
a seriously comfy place on which to rest 
your unmoving backside. It comes in full 

leather or vegan options, and a variety of 
colours and contrasting trims.

Elite PC gaming gear

The elite PC  
gaming gear
PLAY GAMES IN EYE-SEARING 4K QUALITY, 

WITHOUT DROPPING A SINGLE FRAME
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PHILIPS 50PUS6262
For only a little more than the price of 

the Xbox One X, you can net yourself this 
gleaming 50-inch 4K HDR set from Philips 
and revel in its visual splendour. Added to 

this is the Amblight background glow, which 
changes colour to suit the action on screen. 

£529, philips.co.uk 

The lounge gaming heaven 
4K GAMING TO BLOW YOU AWAY, RIGHT 

FROM THE COMFORT OF YOUR SOFA

THE CONSOLE

XBOX ONE X
You can expect our full review of the world’s 
most powerful console next issue, but we can 
tell you now that it’s a gaming wonder, thanks 

to performance most PC owners would be 
jealous of. The result? Native (rather than up-

scaled) 4K HDR gaming goodness at 60fps.
£449, xbox.com

THE HEADSET

STEELSERIES SIBERIA 840
A good headset is a vital component of 
console gaming. The Siberia 840 is the 
pinnacle of headset tech, with lag-free 

wireless audio, hot swappable batteries to 
keep you juiced in-game, and the full 3D 
sound courtesy of Dolby Headphone:X. 

£280, steelseries.com 

4K dream set-ups
Lounge gaming heaven
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THE 
SET-UP

Each issue, we show you how to set  
up a key piece of connected-home 

tech. This month…  
Nest Protect

ESSENTIAL ALERTS 
The Nest Protect will send 

bunch of reasons. Obviously, it’ll 
let you know when it sees smoke, 

or detects high levels of carbon 
monoxide, but it will also alert you 
when its batteries are running low, 

the internet, if it detects a failure in 
one of its sensors, or if it’s getting 

close to its expiry date (each 
Protect lasts 10 years, the maximum 

A LITTLE HELP 
It wouldn’t be a smart home geegaw 
if it couldn’t talk to other products. 

Nest Protect is compatible with 
anything that has the Works With 

Nest logo, but being a specialist 
safety product, it’s not something 

that opens up a whole new world of 
exciting interaction – it plays well 
with others in a few key ways to 

boost what it already does. There 
are some examples on the next page, 

or see nest.com/uk/works-with-
nest for a full list of compatible stuff.
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TAKE MORE CONTROL 
OF YOUR HOME SAFETY 
WITH A SMART ALARM
If you only ever buy one piece of  
smart home tech, make it this

If there’s one consistent thing about smart 
home products that really hit the mark, it’s 

exibility  When something does more than its 
‘dumb’ equivalent could, in a way that quickly 
convinces you to never go back, it’s a true 
essential – and that goes double when we’re 
talking about safety, as with the Nest Protect

Nest’s smoke and carbon dioxide alarm 
screws onto the wall or ceiling like any other 
smoke alarm, but it does a lot to help you with 
general peace of mind, as well as kicking up a 
din when it detects smoke

For a start, it connects to your Wi-Fi 
network, so you can check its status from 
anywhere at any time, and it doesn’t just warn 
you of smoke with a noise: it sends your phone 
a noti cation too, wherever you are  Most 
usefully for novice or forgetful chefs, it gives 
you a gentle warning about lower-level smoke 
build-up before it gets to the stage where it 
fully kicks off, so you can silence it with a press 
of its central button (or through the app), save 
your ears, and open a window to clear the 
ha e  And, if you have more than one, they all 
know their location, and alert you together, so 
a Nest Protect on the top oor will announce 
that smoke has been detected in the kitchen, 
or wherever

There’s even more great stuff in the details  
You don’t have to test it: you can set it to test 
itself, and while you’re out, it uses its own 
microphones to check its speakers work  It 
also does its own battery monitoring  It has a 
dim green light around its central button, and 
when you turn the lights off for bed, this 

ashes once to indicate that everything is 
working correctly, so you know you’re covered 
overnight  It uses light-based sensors to detect 
smoke, which means it can differentiate smoke 
from steam, so your shower won’t accidentally 
set it off – but the sensors can also detect 
motion  This means that if the lights are off 
and you walk past it in the middle of the night, 
it gives off a gentle glow, so you can nd the 
bathroom  And it works with other smart 
home stuff – see the next page

The Nest Protect 2nd Generation costs 
£99 for a battery-powered version (£94 
wired)  You can read more about the models  
at nest.com/uk.
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Let’s get your Nest Protect set up, and show you  
how to access its most important options

SAFE & SOUND

HEATING 
AND 
KITCHEN 
If your Protect 
detects  
a carbon 
monoxide 

build-up, it can tell your Nest 
thermostat to turn your heating off, 
in case that’s the cause  This also 
works for some smart ovens, such 
as Bosch’s Home Connect range 
– the Protect can turn it off it’s  
been left on

SMART 
LIGHTING 
When the Protect 
detects a smoke 
emergency, your 
Philips Hue or 
LIFX lights will 

ash red to  
help warn you, 
then stay red, 

which helps cut through the smoke   
They’ll do this even when turned 
off in the middle of the night, so 
you easily see your escape route

INTERNET 
CAMERAS 
If you have a Nest 
Cam as well as  
a Protect, your 
camera will kick 
into life when 
smoke is detected, 
sending you a 
video clip along 

with the smoke noti cation  So if 
you’re away from home, you can see 
that it’s just the kids burning the 
toast instead of having to call 999

PROTECT AND 
CONNECT WITH 
MORE GEAR
Some smart home recipes 
that work with Nest

H
A
K
I
d
a
m

build-up it can tell you

010101

SET IT UP IN THE APP
Get the Nest app on your 
phone if you don’t already 

have it, and log into your Nest 
account (or create one if you 
need to)  Tap the ‘Add New’ 
button to add a Nest device, 
then follow the instructions 

on-screen, which will guide you 
through adding the product 

using the QR code on the back, 
and adding it to your Wi-Fi

020202

CHOOSE A LOCATION
As part of the set-up process, 

you’ll need to specify the 
Protect’s location – this is 

what it will call itself if it needs 
to alert you to something, so 

pick one that makes sense for 
where you’ve installed it   

You can go from the speci c 
(‘Master Bedroom’) to the 
wider (‘Upstairs’)   You can 

also type in your own location

030303

NEST HOME
When you have at least one 
product installed, the Nest 

shows a Home screen when 
you open it  This lists any 

products you own, grouped by 
location, with easy access to 
any handy controls for them 
– a Protect is represented by 

a small white circle, with a 
green ring showing if it’s all 

working as intended

040404

GIVE IT A CHECK-UP
On the Nest app’s Home 

screen, tap the icon 
representing your Protect   

A new screen will appear, with 
an immediate pop-up showing 

the health of your Protect, 
including the last times it 

tested itself  Dismiss this and 
tap the ‘Check-up’ option at 

the bottom to run tests, 
including the full alarm noise

050505

ALARM OPTIONS
Tap the cog in the top-right 

corner of this screen for some 
alarm options  ‘Sound check’ 

lets you choose whether your 
Protect tests its own alarm 

system once per month – you 
can specify a time, and it will 

wait until you’re not at home in 
that window  ‘Silencing alarms’ 
lets you toggle whether alarms 
can be stopped from the app

060606

NEST SENSE
In the list of your Protects on 

this screen, tap one’s name for 
even more options  Some of its 

fancier options, including its 
night-light mode and advanced 

warnings before alarms, are 
listed under Nest Sense – tap 
them to see what they do, and 

turn them on or off  You can 
also change its location and 
tweak the light’s brightness

“There’s no way I’d 
go back from using 
a smart alarm to a 
regular one. The extra 

peace of mind you get is huge, and 
bonuses like getting a warning 
before it goes off cement it for me. 
I think everyone should get one.”
MATT BOLTON, EDITOR

SAYS…





LaserSmart tech helps 
the Botvac to map and 
navigate rooms while 
robust suction delivers  
a powerful clean

We’re so over vacuuming. It’s sweaty work 
and there are far more exciting things we 
could be doing instead of sucking up 
dust-balls from under the sofa. If you’re  
of the same mindset, Neato wants to end 
your house labour woes with its new  
robot vacuum, the Botvac D7 Connected. 
It sounds ace, but be warned: initial  
pricing suggests it could cost more than  
a Dyson 360.

To justify that price tag, Neato’s 
marketing the Botvac D7 Connected as 
“the most powerful, intuitive and 
connected robot vacuum you will ever 
own” (which seems like an overly bold 
claim. Ever ever ). It’s setting out to 
achieve this with a range of smart cleaning 

and mapping features, plus a new and 
improved Neato app offering additional 
alerts and a Cleaning Summary Map.

LaserSmart tech helps the new Botvac 
to precisely map and navigate rooms, so 
it’s not bumping around all the time, while 

robust suction, an ultra-performance  
lter, turbo mode and an improved brush 

system should combine to deliver a 
powerful clean.

Use the Botvac D7 Connected in 
Discovery Mode and it will create a 
personalised MyFloorPlan (which you can 
access via the app). To this you can add 
virtual ‘No-Go’ lines, blocking off any 
rooms you don’t want cleaned at that point 
in time. The vacuum is also launching with 
IFTTT compatibility, enabling integration 
with Alexa, Google Home, Apple Watch 
and Neato ChatBot for Facebook. 

It rolls out this autumn, with a price 
of 899 (£810) – you can check out 
neatorobotics.com for more information.

The D-shape helps the 

cleaner get into corners 

without scuffing them 

(and it’ll remember 

where the walls  

are once it’s been 

around the room)

Leave the vacuuming to the robot by letting Neato’s powerful new 
Botvac D7 Connected clean house. Time to put your feet up!

Clean up your act
HOME  UPGRADE
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DESIRE
Make a smart house a home with  

our pick of the nest furniture  
and sharpest accessories
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Desire

01 LYFE LEVITATING 
PLANTER

The future of house plants 
continues with LYFE’s 
geodesic silicon hub, which 
levitates thanks to a magnet  
in the planter’s base and an 
electromagnetic eld in the 
base unit. Choose from one  
of three Air Plants, then  
watch it rotate in mid-air to 
get maximum sun exposure.
£220, noxuhome.com

02 RUSSELL HOBBS 
CHALKBOARD 

SLOW COOKER
Make your time in the kitchen 
easier this autumn with Russell 
Hobbs’ 3.5L slow cooker.  
The chalkboard-style coating 
enables you to leave notes  
for your family, telling them 
what’s for dinner.
£25, debenhams.com

03 TRANQUILITY 
ABSTRACT 

ACRYLIC ON CANVAS
We love this piece of textured 

0
6

08

artwork, featuring wide, rustic 
brush strokes of block colour 
layered with rich tones of blue, 
steel grey and cream. It’s also 
a great way to add a sense of 
depth to a small space.
£245, brissi.com

04 ZINK CONSOLE
Inspired by television 

cabinet tables of the 1960s,  
the ink Console has a de nite 
space-age feel. Welsh design 
house Odddot has created  
a slim yet shapely pro le  
here, nishing it with steel 
hairpin legs and offering  
it in eight colours.
£625, noxuhome.com

05 BLOMUS LIMBO 
WATERING CAN

Keep your winter plants 
nurtured, whether they’re 
inside or out, with the 
Flo -designed, 1.5-litre 
stainless steel Blomus Limbo 
Watering Can, available  
in anthracite and taupe. 
£35, black-by-design.co.uk

06 ODIS WOOL RUG
With multi-coloured 

tones and thick black edging, 
this wool, cotton and polyester 
blend rug will ja  up any 
contemporary living room.  
It’s hard-wearing, handwoven 
and features a reversible 
design for when you’re in  
the mood for a fresh look.
From £129, urbanara.co.uk

07 MARBLE EFFECT 
WALL CLOCK

Swathes of moss, jade and 
emerald green swirl together 
on this gold-rimmed wall  
clock, with marble effect  
face and durable glass 
covering. At 45.5cm in 
diameter, it’s the ideal si e  
to wake up bland walls. 
£43.50, thefarthing.co.uk

08 ISLAY  
WHISKY 

CONNOISSEUR SET
Mad Men may be over, but  
you can still infuse some  
old-school style into your 
home with this hand-blown 
glass decanter, jug and nosing 
glasses set, made especially 
for enjoying ne whisky.
£295, annabeljames.co.uk
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ELGATO AVEA FLARE
£89.95, elgato.com

The Elgato Avea Flare’s egg-shaped design looks great 
anywhere you put it, and – as with the other lamps here –  

its battery power enables it to be carried all over; even 
outdoors, thanks to IP65 waterproo ng. Elgato’s lamp offers a 
whopping eight hours of battery life, and the wireless charging 

base makes it easy to juice up. Although the name would 
suggest an eye-searing light output, in reality this is anything 
but, with just 60 lumens of brightness; it’s one for enhancing 
the mood rather than lighting a room, though multiple lights 
can be joined to increase output. If you do this,  the app will 

automatically recognise each light and coordinate their output 
accordingly. The app offers loads of cool mood scenes, our fave 
being the ickering re, and Flare can also be used as a wake-up 

alarm, using a combination of light and sound.

WITTI NOTTI
$49.99 (£37.77), wittidesign.com

Small, oddly-shaped and – if we’re honest – a little on the imsy 
side, the Notti doesn’t immediately appeal. But, cast aside 

those initial impressions and you’ll be rewarded with a capable 
little smart light, that’s easy to carry wherever you go and that 
boasts over ve hours of battery life. The basics are all present 
and correct: connecting over Bluetooth is quick and painless; 

it’s really rather bright (considering its size); and you can adjust 
lighting easily via the somewhat simple-looking, but feature-
rich, app. Aside from its mood-enhancing capabilities, there’s 
much more it can do. The Notti doubles as a sort of beacon, 

notifying you when new messages or emails arrive. It will even 
ash neatly in time with your music, though you won’t be able 
to stream your Spotify Tidal tunes. Multiple Nottis can also 

be grouped together and controlled in tandem.

It’s the priciest light here, but there’s a lot to love 
about the Avea Flare - it’s easy to charge and great 

as a mood light indoors or out.

    

The smallest, and possibly smartest, light in this group. 
Great for taking places, and friends will love dancing 

in time with it at parties.

    

VERDICT VERDICT

Want to improve the ambience in your home? T3’s expert panel has 
hand-picked the best smart portable lamps to suit your needs

The best smart mood lights
HOME  TEST

BEST FOR
DESIGN
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PHILIPS HUE GO
£69.95, philips.co.uk 

Unlike the others, Philips’ offering isn’t so much a lamp, but 
more of an uplight. This directional lighting is great for mood-

boosting room corners, but with a huge 300 lumen output, 
you’ll have to lower the brightness if you want it facing forward. 
Happily, this is easy to do – just unplug the power and it’ll dim to 
40 per cent brightness. Alternatively, there are pre-set scenes 

to choose from, such as warm light and classic candle icker. 
Just tap the rear button to ick through these, or double tap 
and hold to cycle through its myriad colour options – release  

to choose one. Sadly, unless you pair the Hue Go with a 
compatible Philips Hue Bridge, you won’t be able to control this 
light through an app, so colour choice is more limited. If you do, 
you’ll be rewarded with remote control, scheduling, and more. 
Hue Go isn’t waterproof and battery life is a mere three hours.

MIPOW PLAYBULB SPHERE
£49.99, mipow.com 

Despite being the cheapest mood lamp here, MIPOW’s 
offering is outstanding. Not only do you get a great-looking, 

well-built light constructed from glass, it also comes with  
a wireless charging pad (which has grippy rubber underneath) 
so you can easily recharge it when it runs dry. And that won’t 

happen too soon, what with its eight-hour battery life. It’s also 
IP65 waterproof, meaning you can use it in the rain, and a small 

carry handle on the underside allows you to carry it around 
with ease. At 230 lumens, it’s also plenty bright. So far, so great. 

On the app side of things, there’s a cavalcade of options, 
including ve different lighting effects, a TapTap function  

which enables you to double-tap the top of the light to change 
colours, and you can shake your phone to switch colours.  

You can even group multiple lights to control them all at once.

Super bright and a great mood-enhancer, though 
the need for a Hue Bridge to access its smarts will 

no doubt put off some people.

    

The Playbulb Sphere does everything remarkably 
well, making it the lamp of choice for any situation, 

indoors or out.

    

VERDICT VERDICT

GET MORE LIGHT
If you’ve got a big space to light up, you’ll 

want to lay your hands on more lamps to 

increase the ambience. The more you 

have, the greater the light output, and 

– bonus feature – you can individually 

adjust the lighting to suit each area.

JOIN THEM UP
Now that you’ve created a flotilla of lights 

throughout your home, is there anything 

else you can do? Well, yes. All the lights 

featured here can be connected to 

another (of the same type), enabling 

you to control them all at once.

SAVE SOME JUICE
If you leave your light on all day, the 

battery will drain quicker than T3’s bank 

account on payday. Most of the lights 

here can be put to sleep with a simple 

button press. The Hue Go can even be 

scheduled using a Hue Bridge.

HOW TO GET THE MOST FROM YOUR SMART MOOD LIGHT
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A NICK ODANTZIS REPLIES:
While it’s true that Amazon Echo 
and Google Home are the best 

and most popular smart speakers, there 
are a few newcomers on the horizon that 
promise both impressive sound and AI. 
The rst is Apple’s HomePod (£349, 
apple.com/uk), the company’s rst smart 
speaker, which is shipping this December. 
The HomePod will suit you if you play a 
lot of music at home, because this 
Siri-controlled speaker – with built-in 
musicologist! – boasts a seven-tweeter 
array to pump out 360-degree sound.

What are the best smart speakers beside Amazon Echo?
TILLY EVANS, YORK

 SEND YOUR QUESTIONS TO: inbox@t3.com or www.facebook.com/T3mag 

SMART HOME SURGERY  
Your connected-home queries answered by T3’s experts

Sony’s new LF-S50G is rocking a 
similar aesthetic to the HomePod and the 
Google Home, with its washable mesh 
cover and 360-degree sound array.  
The LF-S50G (£TBC, sony.co.uk) has 
exciting gesture controls and Google 
Assistant built-in, making it ideal in the 
kitchen if you’re playing music and in 
need of a recipe.

Harman Kardon is also getting in on  
the smart speaker action with the Allure 
( 249.95 £184.59, harmankardon.com), 
available this winter, and featuring built-in 
Amazon Alexa Voice Service. The 

Allure’s design may split opinion, but it 
does offer a nice mood lighting function 
– so you could use it as part of your 
pre-sleep routine.

Lastly, Panasonic has recently released 
details of its Amazon Echo challenger (in 
terms of looks, at the very least), due in 
early 2018 (£TBC, panasonic.com/uk). 
The SC-GA10 is a stylish smart speaker 
with built-in Google Assistant and 
multi-room support, and seems set to 
suit you down to the ground if you want 
a smart home hub that dishes out hi-  
quality sound.

Q
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Smart Home Surgery

A CLAIRE DAVIES REPLIES:
Outdoor hangtimes in the 
autumn and winter can be fun, 

providing you have the right tech to keep 
your guests warm and able to see what 
they’re doing. If you don’t fancy drilling or 
screwing in xed lanterns or porch lights, 
choose plant-spike lights, portable 
lanterns and string lighting. 

You could also choose solar gadgets,  
but these renewable energy lights are 
tricky to charge in autumn winter.

SLV’s Nautilus Stainless Steel 316 Spike 
Garden Spotlight (£92.31, dusklights.
co.uk) with adjustable head throws out  
an impressive amount of light. Menu’s 
minimalist Carrie Lamp would look stylish 
on a garden table (£119, utilitydesign.
co.uk), or you could jazz up a clothesline  
or your garden shed with John Lewis’s 
Festoon Outdoor Line Lights (£60, 
johnlewis.co.uk). For something a little 
more otherworldly, try the Ex.Moon 
Outdoor Floor Lamp (from £360, 
babatude.com) by In-es.

Ticking both the heating and lighting 
boxes are chimeneas and re bowls.  
They provide a focal point for outdoor 
gatherings and can range enormously  
in price. For example, La Hacienda’s 
Colorado Chimenea (medium) costs 
£116.99 (gardenforless.co.uk) while the 
show-stopping Solus Hemi Fire Bowl 
starts from £2,500 (solusdecor.co.uk).  
A portable patio heater is also worth 
considering, especially one as stylish and 
affordable as the Fire y Tabletop Infrared 
Patio Heater (£129.99, amazon.co.uk).

A DAN GRABHAM REPLIES:
Yes! Although the answer is a 
little more complicated than 

that. If your smart TV runs Android TV 
– like one of Sony’s – then the Google 
Assistant will be coming to your TV soon. 
Other manufacturers – like Samsung’s 
Smart TV platform – have their own 
voice control systems. Most systems 
work by holding down a button on the 
remote as you talk – like the mic button 
on LG’s Magic Remote. So it’s the remote 
that actually picks up your speech, 
meaning you don’t have to SHOUT 
ACROSS THE ROOM at the TV. 

Most TV voice control systems enable 
you to search for programming; if, How can I keep 

my patio warm and 
lit in winter? 

Is it possible to control my 
TV with just my voice?

ALAN BROWN, HERTFORDSHIRE

MARK POLE, BIRMINGHAM

SMART THERMOSTATS

Why you need them and which ones to buy

With autumn upon us, you might  
be thinking about buying a smart 
thermostat if you don’t already own 
one. A smart thermostat could lower 
your monthly heating bills by 
enabling you to create heating 

life. Smart thermostats are app-
controlled, so you can switch your 
heating on or off remotely. Many 
thermostats, such as the Nest 
Learning Thermostat (from £219, 
nest.com/uk), Hive Active Heating 
(from £179, hivehome.com) and 
Honeywell Lyric T6 (£179, 
getconnected.honeywell.com), use 
geofencing/GPS to alert you if you’ve 

left the heating on 
and are away 
from home, 
and some can 
control your 
hot water, 
too. There 
are several 
other smart 
thermostats , 
including the budget-priced 

Tado’s Smart Thermostat v3  
(£199, tado.com) and Netatmo’s 
Smart Thermostat (£149,  
shop.netatmo.com), which you can 
install or pay to have installed.

Q

indeed, you’re using the on-demand apps 
on the system or Freeview Freesat tuner 
that’s built into the TV rather than a 
separate box like Sky Q. You’re also able 
to change system settings, such as asking 
for the brightness to be reduced. It’s 
possible to add voice control to any TV, 
though, with accessories such as 
Amazon’s Fire TV or Fire TV Stick with 
Alexa built-in, or Apple TV with Siri 
control. Again, voice control is enabled 
via the remote control. Of course, these 
add-ons won’t enable you to control the 
settings on your TV itself, but they 
will enable you to select on-demand 
programming, search for your favourite 
shows, and much more. 

Q



If you want to get a kid to sleep, you offer 
them a routine: a bath, a story, a cuddle. 
When it comes to getting yourself to sleep, 
if the crew at T3 Towers is typical, you 
binge Net ix until 3AM and resign yourself 
to being bleary-eyed the next day. This 
isn’t healthy, but you can use your smart 
devices to create an evening pattern that’ll 
get you into a sleeping frame of mind, 
giving you a mental refresh and help  
you sleep soundly and securely. 

Primarily you’re going to want to 
eliminate blue light from your diet. Your 
phone might do this automatically, as 
Apple’s Night Shift mode does. But by 
using Philips’ Hue lighting app, you can set 
up timed or triggered fades, both from that 
blue-infused white to a warm orange, and 
from bright to super-dim. Stretch the fades 
out over half an hour or more to give 
yourself a gradual mood change.

There’s much more that you could add 
to your routine with an automation service 
– we’d recommend mobile app Stringify 
for this task, as it can deal with those light 

fades internally, and works with lights such 
as LIFX as well as Hue. Try tying  the light 
action to a time, or the Stringify Alexa skill. 
Also consider using its ‘if and only if’ 
functionality to only begin the bedtime 
process if it’s past 10pm and a Hue motion 
detector sees that you’re in your bedroom. 

Then think about the little extras you 
can add to your night time routine, too. 
With a Jawbone UP, for example, a 
Stringify ow can be triggered as soon as 
you fall asleep – why not use this moment 
to cut the lights, switch off anything you 
have connected to a WeMo plug, and  
arm your Netgear Arlo cameras  It’s so 
simple it’s a downright snooze.

Make your body and eyes 

comfortable as your lights 

help you mentally unwind

Tie your smart home devices together  
to get better sleep

Improve your  
night-time routine

HOME  LIVING SMARTER

LINK UP
Drag the 
Hue icon 
into the 
circle next 
to the clock 
and tap it to 
set up your 
fade 
duration 
and colour. 
When 
you’re 
happy, drag 

the clock icon onto the Hue icon to 
link the trigger and the action, then 
tap ‘Enable ow’ to activate it.

CREATE 
A FLOW
Tap the plus 
button 
again, then 
‘Create a 
new ow’. 
Use the plus 
button to 
add ‘Date  
Time’ and 
Hue, then 
drag the 
orange 

clock icon onto one of the empty 
circles. Tap it to set it up, and 
choose an appropriate time. 

ADD 
HUE
If you’ve not 
used your 
Hue lights 
with 
Stringify 
before, 
just open 
Stringify, 
tap Things, 
the plus 
icon, then 
‘Add a new 

thing’. Find Hue on the list, then 
connect by logging in and hitting 
the button on your Hue Bridge.

TRIGGER TIMED 
LIGHTS WITH 
STRINGIFY

Fade out gracefully when 
it’s time to snuggle down

Philips’ Hue lighting app 
sets up timed fades to  
change your mood
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Home 
Living Smarter





Want an ebike to beat the rush hour, but don’t want anyone to know? 

These urban warriors offer electric power and cycling chic

City slickers
 Words: Nick Odantzis  Photography: Joseph Branston

VANMOOF  
ELECTRIFIED S
It looks pretty discreet, but new-
to-the-scene Vanmoof promises 
great things with its ebike, such as 
integrated smarts and app control.
£2,798 
vanmoof.com

1 TREK SUPER 
COMMUTER +8
When you combine Trek’s extensive 
bicycle heritage with the power of a 
Bosch CX motor, you’ve got  
a potentially winning ebike.
£3,800
trekbikes.com

3RIESE&MULLER NEW 
CHARGER GH NUVINCI
R&M’s New Charger ebike is  
hot off the press and features 
Bosch Powertubes hidden in  
the frame.
£3,959
r-m.de

2

WHAT’S ON TEST…

1

2

State of the Art



bike sales continue to explode. 

Whether you’re thinking about 

buying one to get a bit fitter, 

commute to work faster than 

ever, or just have fun on a weekend without 

breaking a sweat, they’re a supremely smart 

option. But, despite widespread adoption, 

ebikes still suffer from a bit of a stigma -  

that is, an ebike looks like an ebike. For 

some people, it’s because they think electric 

power is cheating and that makes them a 

bit unfashionable, but we think it’s simply 

because the majority of ebikes don’t look cool. 

E
With a sizeable battery taking up a large 

portion of the frame’s triangle, ebikes lack the 

simple, streamlined style that conventional 

bicycles have enjoyed for hundreds of years. 

Things are on the up, though. In this issue’s 

State of the Art we’re showcasing three of the 

latest ebikes from Trek, Reise&Muller and – 

new-to-the-escene – Vanmoof, and good 

news: they don’t look like ebikes. Instead of 

the traditional battery bolted to the frame, 

like an afterthought that we’ve become 

accustomed to, these two-wheelers have 

their electric credentials tucked away inside 

the frames, or integrated in such a way 

that it doesn’t visually jar. 

These aren’t just rides for the fashion-

conscious either, they’re also packing  

next-gen tech that’ll make your ride better 

than a normal bicycle ever could. We’re 

talking integrated smarts, lights that come 

on when you ride, continuously variable hub 

gearing, adaptive power modes and more. 

So, they look good, they sound good, but 

what are they like to actually ride in the real 

world, and which one would we recommend 

straddling? Read on and find out.

3

Super ebikes
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taid, boring, unadventurous 

– most ebikes tend to come under 

these descriptions. But that’s 

certainly not the case here. Right 

off the bat, the bike that catches the eye is 

Vanmoof’s Electrified S. It’s a scintillating 

blend of traditional Dutch bicycle design 

and high-tech componentry. Nestled 

inconspicuously within the top tube is the 

bike’s battery, along with the integrated front 

and rear lights and touchscreen display. It all 

looks so neat that you wonder why nobody’s 

ever come up with it before. There are no 

lights to pinch when it’s locked up and you 

can quickly access the computer’s settings 

without it dominating your handlebar space. 

Then there’s the locking system - it’s a 

revelation. Remove the chunky chain from 

its neat frame-mounted bag, loop it round 

an object and all you need to do is plug it into 

the frame to secure it. When you want to 

unlock it, you can do so from the app, via 

the touch-screen display or the keyfob. No 

padlock to carry, no fuss. It’s genuinely 

game-changing stuff.

By comparison, Trek’s Super Commuter 

doesn’t look half as cool, but it’s still a 

The Vanmoof is a blend of 
Dutch design and high-
tech componentry

Like all great design, the Electrified S manages to look 

good without trying too hard. Its integrated smarts 

should be the norm on all ebikes

handsome bike, with a cohesive design. Sure, 

the external battery is noticeable, but the 

frame has been designed to make it flow with 

the lines rather than disturb them. It comes 

in standard red or bomber black (in the +9 

version) Of course, the Trek’s advantage over 

the Vanmoof  is that the battery can be 

removed to be charged up, making it more 

convenient for those living in terraces or flats.

If you want a bike that looks like it’ll 

conquer the world, then look no further  

than the R&M New Charger. It isn’t the most 

finesssed bike, but it’s beefy frame is built like 

a tank. A Bosch PowerTube battery hidden in 

the downtube means other riders will never 

know what hit them when you leave them in 

the dust. Again, like the Trek, it’s removable 

for easy charging. The New Charger also 

comes in several appealing colour options  

for you to choose from.

DESIGN
TEST 01:

Ebike style has come a long way recently, 
but which one offers killer looks?

VANMOOF ELECTRIFIED S

TEST 01: WINNER

SPECS 

MOTOR 250W front-wheel hub BATTERY 418Wh integrated 
CHARGER 36V, 2A POWER LEVELS Four available, including boost 
button for maximum power BRAKES Cable disc SHIFT SRAM 
Automatix two-speed, chain drive  TYRES 28-inch Schwalbe Big 
Ben FRAME Anodised aluminium  DISPLAY Touch display built into 
frame LIGHTS Integrated front and rear LED SECURITY Anti-theft 
location tracking using Bluetooth and GSM, chain lock+ bag with 
remote locking SMARTS App control, compatible with iOS or Android  
WEIGHT 18.4kg COLOURS Grey and black

VANMOOF ELECTRIFIED S

BEST FOR 
DESIGN

S

State of the Art
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TREK SUPER COMMUTER +8R&M NEW CHARGER GH NUVINCI

SPECS 

MOTOR 250W mid-mount Bosch Performance CX BATTERY 
500Wh Bosch Powerpack Performance POWER LEVELS Four 
available, including eMTB adaptive mode BRAKES Shimano M615 
hydraulic disc SHIFT Shimano XT Rapid Fire, 11-speed, chain driven 
TYRES 27.5-inch Schwalbe Super Moto X FRAME Hydroformed, 
with integrated battery and Motor Armour  DISPLAY Bosch Purion 
LIGHTS Supernova front and rear LED lights SECURITY None 
SMARTS Bosch bike computer WEIGHT 21.7kg COLOURS  
Red (black available with +9 model)

SPECS 

MOTOR 250W mid-mount Bosch Performance CX  
BATTERY 500Wh Bosch PowerTube integrated POWER LEVELS 
Four available, including eMTB adaptive mode BRAKES Magura MT4 
hydraulic disc SHIFT NuVinci N380SE, continuous hub gear, belt 
drive TYRES 27.5-inch Schwalbe Super Moto X FRAME Aluminium  
DISPLAY Bosch Intuvia LIGHTS Supernova E3 E-Bike front, Busch 
& Müller Toplight Mini LED rear SECURITY ABUS Bordo Plus, 
with frame mount SMARTS Bosch bike computer WEIGHT 27kg 
COLOURS Black, red, white

HIDDEN TALENT 
SOON YOU WON’T EVEN KNOW 
IF SOMEONE IS RIDING AN EBIKE

At last year’s Cyclocross World 
Championships, a motor was found inside a 
rider’s frame. Hiding batteries in frames is 
illegal in racing, but for the rest of us it’s 
good news. Two of the ebikes here have 
internal batteries. The Vanmoof’s is located 
in the top tube, while the New Charger 
uses Bosch’s brand-new PowerTube tech: a 

either top tube or downtube. In some of its 
bikes, R&M offers a double capacity option, 
utilising both tubes, so you can go even 
further on a charge.  Even roadies are 
getting in on the action. Orbea recently 
announced the Gain: a road bike with its 
250W battery and rear wheel motor so 
neatly integrated, you’d never know. So you 

Super ebikes
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hough the New Charger is the 

least outwardly special of the 

bunch, it packs an astonishing 

array of tech. Mind you, at £4k 

you’d expect something decent. There’s the 

newly-introduced Bosch PowerTube, which 

integrates the battery in the frame. This is 

matched with a potent Bosch Performance 

CX motor – basically the most powerful 

‘engine’ in Bosch’s range, normally reserved 

for mountain bikes. You also get an odd 

gearing set-up, courtesy of a Nuvinci hub 

gear, which does away with the clicks and 

clunks of regular gears - just twist backwards 

or forwards to change. Added to this is a belt 

drive, for a buttery-smooth, silent ride. 

Elsewhere, there’s a feature-rich Bosch 

Intuvia computer. This GH version gets more 

powerful Magura brakes, and beefier front 

suspension, for carrying heavier loads. You 

also get an Abus folding lock, with frame 

carrier, and an innovative bottle mount on 

the side of the frame, by the stem. Phew.

Other than the frame, and some other 

components, Trek’s Super Commuter shares  

a lot of similarities with the New Charger. 

Instead of a hub gear, though, you get a 

A belt drive is added to 
the New Charger for a 
buttery-smooth drive

conventional 11-speed gear set-up that’s 

chain-driven. Its brakes are Shimano’s 

almost equally powerful front hydraulic 

stoppers. But for some reason the Trek gets a 

low-spec Bosch computer which really looks 

outdated compared to the New Charger’s. 

The Electrified S has a more basic frame 

type, cable discs and the electric motor is 

located in the front wheel, instead of the 

crank. There’s a slightly smaller battery too. 

Drive is dealt with by a chain-driven SRAM 

Automatix two-speed hub, and you get a 

boost button for hills. Its party piece is app 

control through your phone. Once connected, 

you have access to power settings, lights, 

chain unlocking and GPS tracking, so you can 

find it if it ever gets nicked. You can control 

most of the functions using the touchscreen 

display, too. That’s a lot of tech for an asking 

price under £3k.

FEATURES
TEST 02:

The more smarts these bikes have,  
the more they’ll enhance your ride

VANMOOF ELECTRIFIED S

(top), and its integrated locking system is a masterstroke (bottom)

Though the Electrified S has more connected tech built 

in, the New Charger is packed with more conventional, 

and arguably more useful, cycling tech

TEST 02: WINNER

R&M NEW CHARGER

T

State of the Art
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TREK SUPER COMMUTER +8R&M NEW CHARGER GH NUVINCI

WHICH MOTOR? 
HOW TO KNOW WHAT TYPE YOU 
NEED FOR YOUR RIDING

The motor in an ebike is the bit that does 
the hard work – taking the energy from  
the battery and powering you along.  
They come in all shapes and sizes: you can 
get hub-mounted motors in the front or 
rear wheel, and they can be geared or 
gearless. The advantage of hubs? They 
work with any type of drivetrain (whether 
it’s geared, internal hub-geared, chain or 

belt drive) and if they’re mounted at the 
front, you get an all-wheel-drive bike (good 
for snow). However, they do add unsprung 

By comparison, mid-mounted motors 
use the drivetrain to deliver the power, 
giving you better hill-climbing abilities. 
There’s less unsprung weight, and their  
low, mid position is better for bike handling.

The Trek features a cheap and cheerful Bosch display (top), while 11-speed 
gearing means it’s a super ride on any terrain (bottom)

The New Charger features a feature-rich Bosch Intuvia display (top), and a 
Cane Creek suspension seat post that makes it comfy to ride (bottom)

BEST FOR 
FEATURES

Super ebikes



POWER:
4 LEVELS (WITH 

BOOST 
BUTTON)

CHARGE TIME: 
 6 HOURS

RANGE: 
37 MILES (FULL)

75 MILES 
(ECONOMY)

BATTERY SIZE:
418WH 

(INTEGRATED)

MOTOR: 
250W 

(FRONT HUB 
MOUNTED)
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rek’s Super Commuter is built  

for riding pleasure. It’s the most 

dynamic ride in the group –  

the turn is perfectly weighted, 

allowing you to flick it through corners 

without nervousness. Then there’s the power 

- it’s got lots. In any mode it flies off the line, 

and you’ll be smashing through the gears to 

keep up. Pop it in mountain mode and you get 

the power when you need it, but not when 

you’re cruising. The 11-speed gearing makes 

easy work of any terrain; even the biggest 

hills are a doddle. It’s not super comfortable 

– the saddle is a bit hard, and there’s no front 

suspension – though you can lower the tyre 

pressures on those chunky Schwalbes to soak 

things up. At night, the front light is very 

powerful, with a tight, focused beam. 

At 18kg, Vanmoof’s offering is the lightest 

here - you can easily pick it up without fear of 

slipping a disc. On the road, it rides nicely, 

that upright riding position giving you a fun, 

commanding position, but dynamically it 

feels quite basic compared to the others.  

The ride is a little harsh and the steering 

slightly twitchy. It’s not bad, by any means,  

it just doesn’t feel like it’s in the same league. 

The Super Commuter’s 
11-speed gearing makes 
easy work of any terrain

The electric power is decent, and the hub 

makes for effortless riding, but it really needs 

an extra gear. Hills aren’t the Vanmoof’s 

forte, but then it’s a Dutch bike, so it’s to be 

expected. The lights are visible at night, but 

they’re not going to light lanes in pitch black.

If you’re looking for supreme comfort, the 

New Charger has it in spades. This is partly 

due to the front suspension, but also the 

ingenious Cane Creek Thudbuster seat post 

- it’s like a pillow for your buttocks. But the 

New Charger is a bit of a beast - at 27kg you’re 

going to struggle to lug it around. It rides 

smoothly on road, not quite as nicely as the 

Trek, but with the same motor it’s just as 

quick. The adaptive hub gears are arguably 

more usable than the Trek’s, making easy 

work of any terrain and we love the visual 

‘gear’ indicator. For riding at night, the 

Supernova front light offers plenty of beam.

RIDING
TEST 03:

This is where the action happens,  
so which offers the best city ride?

VANMOOF ELECTRIFIED S

Trek’s extensive heritage shines through here. It might 

not be the lightest or comfiest, but it’s an absolute 

pleasure to ride in any scenario

TEST 03: WINNER

TREK SUPER COMMUTER

T

State of the Art



POWER:
3 LEVELS (+ 
ADAPTIVE 

MODE)

BATTERY SIZE:
500WH 

(EXTERNAL 
POWERPACK)

CHARGE TIME: 
4.5 HOURS

RANGE: 
37 MILES (FULL) 

75 MILES 
(ECONOMY)

POWER:
3 LEVELS (+ 
ADAPTIVE 

MODE)

BATTERY SIZE:
500WH 

(INTEGRATED 
POWERTUBE)

CHARGE TIME: 
4.5 HOURS

RANGE: 
35 MILES (FULL)

72 MILES 
(ECONOMY)

MOTOR: 
250W 

(CRANK 
MOUNTED)

MOTOR: 
250W 

(CRANK 
MOUNTED)
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TREK SUPER COMMUTER +8R&M NEW CHARGER GH NUVINCI

RANGE FINDER
HOW FAR CAN YOU REALLY 

Range on an ebike might not be quite as 
crucial a number as it is in an electric car – 
you’re not going to get stranded in the 
middle of nowhere if your battery runs 

 
of range, though, which is why most of the 
manufacturers in this test are reluctant to 
quote it; there are many factors that will 

Vanmoof quotes is entirely reasonable, 
given what we experienced, but we’ve used 
the Range Assistant on the Bosch website 
to calculate the others (both of which use a 
Bosch motor and battery). Here you can 
calculate the range based on the rider, bike 

your use case. Try it out at bit.ly/2y2X5zl

BEST FOR 
RIDING

Super ebikes



3rd

THE 
DESIGN 
AWARD
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1st

2nd

FIVE WAYS TO CYCLE SMARTER

State of the Art

IMPRESSED Lovely to ride; 
looks great from all angles; 
powerful drive; especially good 
on hills; lights are very powerful.
IMPROVE Bosch computer is  
a bit low rent; not the com est 
ride; pricey.
FINAL WORD A top alternative 
to the Vanmoof if you favour 
riding pleasure over smarts.

    

IMPRESSED Superior comfort; 
loads of features; easy to ride 
thanks to a CVT hub; integrated 
battery; powerful for any ride.
IMPROVE It doesn’t look quite 
as slick as the others; really 
heavy; the most expensive bike.
FINAL WORLD The New 
Charger would make a great city 
or touring bike.

    

TREK SUPER COMMUTER +8

£3,800, trekbikes.com

R&M NEW CHARGER GH NUVINCI

£3,959, r-m.de

01 PROTECT  
YOUR REAR
Driving at night can be 
daunting, but great lights will 
help you overcome any evening. 
Garmin’s Varia smart lights 
(garmin.com) alter brightness 
depending on the level of light. 
The front projects further the 
faster you go, while the rear 

approaches from behind.

02 DRESS 
APPROPRIATELY
British weather is notoriously 

unreliable, so it pays to wear 

day ahead. You’ll get better 
protection against the 
elements, but you won’t sweat 

about. It’s worth building a 
variety of wardrobe options,  
for any occasion – just  
check the forecast and  
choose the best option.
 
03 GET A  
SMARTWATCH
If you want to track your stats 
as you ride – for speed, distance 

and more – get a smartwatch, 
specially one that’s designed for 
outdoor activites. There are 
some great options out there, 
from the likes of Suunto and 
Garmin, and even the Apple 
Watch Series 3 comes with GPS 
built in, so you can accurately 
track your actitives as you ride.

04 BAG IT UP
Vanmoof offers some tasty 

for carrying luggage. But there’s 
a simpler way to take stuff with 
you: the Restrap Bar Bag 

Holster (restrap.co.uk).  
Essentially it’s a dry bag (which 
means your stuff stays dry) 
strapped to your handlebars.

05 FIT A  
COMFY SADDLE
No matter how inviting a seat 
may look, it might not be 
designed to offer your 
particular derrière the comfort 
you desire. It’s hard for us to 
recommend a saddle, of course, 
but talk to a bike shop about 
getting the right one – you’ll 
thank yourself on longer rides.

VANMOOF ELECTRIFIED S

£2,798  
vanmoof.com

THE OVERALL 
WINNER IS…

VERDICT:

WE’RE IMPRESSED Quick (on 
the ats); lightweight; easy to 
ride; integrated lights; locking 
system and display; GPS 
security; smart app control.
WE’D IMPROVE It needs an 
extra gear to make it more 
usable, especially on those bigger 
inclines; feels a little budget; 
could be a bit more comfortable.

THE FINAL WORD If you want 
to buy something truly different 
that offers loads of tech built-in, 
the Electri ed S will make you a 
very happy cyclist indeed. But 
it’s best if you live in a city like 
London, and not the rocky 
terrain of the Lake District.
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ESSENTIAL
ELECTRIFIED S OPTIONS
The Electri ed S will make life a breeze –  
literally – but with these optional add-ons you  
can go one step further and perfect your ride

 1 VANMOOF BAMBOOMAN
Carry your worldly goods (well 10kg of 
them, anyway) with this handy rack, 

constructed out of gorgeous bamboo, which 
attaches to the front of your Electri ed S. 
The two elastic cords enable you to hook up 
pretty much anything to it in safety.
£72, vanmoof.com

 2BONCHO
So you live in the UK, and want to ride 
in all weathers, huh? Then you’re going 

to need some protection from the elements. 
But don’t settle for a rain jacket, get the 
Boncho instead! A poncho made for bikes, 
(hence the name), the Boncho covers your 
entire upper body, and looks neat.
£52, vanmoof.com

 3VANMOOF COMFORT 
HANDLEBAR
The standard handlebars on the 

Electri ed S are pretty comfy as they are, 
but if you want an even more upright and 
laid-back riding position then you’ll want to 
get the Comfort Handlebar. You’ll also need 
a replacement grip set when you change this.
£24, vanmoof.com

 4 STEM RISER
With the saddle raised on the 
Electri ed S (to accommodate longer 

legs), we found that this would force tall 
bodies into an uncomfortable position, 
making our shoulders hunch as we rode. 
With this handy stem riser, you can raise the 
handlebars in line with the saddle, to make 
your riding position more natural.
£20, vanmoof.com

 5 URSUS DOUBLE-LEG 
KICKSTAND
If you opt for the optional front  

or rear child set, or front and rear rack, 
 then you’ll also want to boost the bike’s 
standing strength with this double-leg 
kickstand; an upgrade over the single leg  
that comes as standard.
£36, vanmoof.com
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t’s official. Everyone is 

back in love with vinyl. 

Turntable sales are 

booming, 12-inch 

albums are back in fashion, and  

Ikea is selling collector-friendly 

Kallax shelf units by the truck load. 

Streaming music services are all well 

and good, but the tactile pleasures 

offered by physical records, and the 

ritual associated with playing them, 

is something else entirely.

But if you’re new to the hobby,  

or rekindling an old passion, there 

are things you need to know about 

the vinyl renaissance.

When it comes to hardware, not 

all record players are created equal. 

Turntables range from low-cost 

all-in-one transportables to 

stratospherically priced objets d’art. 

If you’re shopping on a budget, 

Crosley will be your go-to brand.  

It dominates the bargain basement 

with offerings like the Crosley 

Cruiser. This retro-styled briefcase, 

available in all shades of everything, 

offers built-in stereo speakers, a 

headphone jack and mini-jack input 

for a separate music player. Priced at 

£80 or less, it’s hardly audiophile, 

but folks dig the Beatnik style. Still, 

with vinyl priced north of £20, 

would you really trust new discs to 

Crosley’s heavy tracking needle? 

While even the cheapest record 

deck will spin a record, the quality 

gap between a budget buy and 

something more accomplished is 

pronounced. On a cheapie deck, you 

won’t simply hear all the music in 

the grooves. It’ll literally scratch the 

surface. And there’s no option to 

upgrade hardware at a later date.

The simple truth is a higher-spec 

player will be consistently more 

entertaining to listen to. What’s 

more, it’ll provide you with the 

opportunity to maintain and 

improve performance at a later date.

The sweet spot for turntables is 

actually between £250 and £399. 

There are some sensational players to 

be had here, from the likes of Audio 

Technica, Rega, Onkyo and Pro-Ject. 

And they’re far from cookie-cutter.

Most decks in this happy hi-fi 

hunting ground are belt drive, but 

you will find a direct drive model if 

you look hard enough. Popularised 

by Technics, direct-drive models 

have a motor directly connected to 

the platter (also known as the round 

thing you put the records on). They 

are reassuringly low maintenance, 

because there’s no rubber belt to 

stretch, get up to speed instantly, 

and keep flutter preposterously low.

MELODY MAKER
One such player is Onkyo’s CP-1050.  

It hits a suitably retro pose, with its 

quartz-locked, die-cast aluminium 

platter and S-shaped tone-arm.

For a more modernist option, cast 

your peepers at Pro-Ject’s RPM 1 

Carbon. This belt-drive beauty 

features an uncoupled motor and 

platter. Here your furniture will 

have just as important a part to play 

as the deck itself (more on this later).

A lot of modern turntables offer 

dubbing functionality, allowing you 

to digitise that first needle drop for 

posterity. Most simply provide a USB 

output, and expect you to rip using 

Audacity on your PC. Sony, however, 

rewards PS-HX500 owners with 

software that copies discs in 

high-resolution DSD format. 

I

 Words: Steve May  Photography: Neil Godwin

Do you feel the siren call of analogue audio pulling you back 
into the world of vinyl records and turntables? You’re not alone. 

Read on if you want to hit the decks running

Vinyl
THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO…

Vinyl
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CONTINUUM OBSIDIAN
Fear you might 
outgrow that mid-
range record 
player? 
Upgrade to 
the astounding 
Obsidian. This 
high-end marvel 
features a novel plinth-free design, putting 
its motor and tonearm on separate, 
mechanically isolated mounts. Tungsten 
steel provides density and dampening.
£35,000  absolutesounds.com

PARASOUND JC3 JUNIOR
Compact but compelling, the Parasound 
JC3 Junior is a super-slim high-performance 
phono-preamp. It boasts supremely low 
distortion, caters for both MM and MC 
cartridges, and has a selectable gain output. 
It also has a mono switch for older vinyl.
£2,199, parasound.co.uk

BLUE HORIZON PROMAT
This elaborate mat features  
a dual-layer design to 
cope with different 
record thickness,  
so you don’t need 
to alter tonearm 
height. Made  
from India Rubber, 
cork and leather, it  
combats resonance between platter and 
disc, resulting in clearer de nition and focus.
£50, bluehorizonideas.com

Of course, if you want to splurge, there 

are some special record spinners. Technics’ 

£2,999 SL-1200G may ape the iconic design  

of yore, but it sports all manner of techy 

innovation. Obviously it sounds sensational, 

but you should plan on partnering it with 

high-end components (we’d suggest 

Technics’ own SU-G700 stereo amp).  

But we’re only scratching the surface.

WHAT IS A PHONO STAGE? 
The phono stage is there to amplify the very 

small signal produced by the cartridge that’s 

plugged into the end of the tone arm (which 

is typically a few millivolts). Sometimes 

called a phono-preamp, it provides a bridge 

between your record deck and amplifier.  

The signal from the cartridge needs to be 

amplified to a 1V line-level signal before it 

becomes a source loud enough for your amp.

Plenty of record players feature a phono 

stage built-in. Models like the VPI Player, 

T&A G2000, Audio-Technica AT-LP3 and 

AT-LP5, and Sony PS-HX500 make life easy, 

allowing a direct line connection between 

turntable and amp.

If your turntable doesn’t have one, look  

to your amplifier, preamp or AV receiver, as 

these may well have one built in. The telltale 

signs are a designated phono input and 

Ground spade connector on the rear, which 

tethers to the turntable. These fell from 

favour when the record industry shifted 

to CD, but since the vinyl resurgence, it’s  

made a bit of a comeback.

If there isn’t an integrated phono stage, 

you’ll need a separate phono-stage preamp. 

There’s a plethora of these available, so you 

can buy on brand, style and price. 

Here’s a tip: even if your record deck  

has a built-in phono stage, a separate one 

represents a significant upgrade in sound 

quality. The precision offered by an external 

box should far outperform any basic 

provision within the deck itself.

 

CARTRIDGES
Cartridges come in two flavours: Moving 

Magnet and Moving Coil. They are essentially 

two ways of slicing the same cake.

A moving magnet (MM) cartridge has a 

magnet which moves inside a coil of wire.  

A moving coil (MC) cartridge takes a slightly 

different approach, in which the magnet 

wraps around the coil. MC cartridges are 

more fiddly to make and cost a good deal 

more. They also proffer a lower voltage and 

thus demand greater amplification. 

Apart from the mechanics of cartridge 

design, they are subtle sonic differences 

between the two approaches. Not only  

are high-output voltage moving magnet 

cartridges cheaper, they offer a more 

pronounced bass, making them particularly 

suited to dance tracks or rock music.

Low-output voltage moving coil 

cartridges are thought to be intrinsically 

more dynamic. This plays well if your record 

collection is more classical or orchestral. 

While MC cartridges have their supporters, 

most of us will happily use an MM cartridge.

Upgrading the cartridge may be the most 

immediate improvement you can make to 

your turntable, but it’s not a move you should 

make lightly suggests Clive Atkins, Audio-

Different cartridges 
are essentially two 
ways of slicing  
the same cake

The phono stage provides 

a connection between your 

record player and amp, and 

gives you great sound

VINYL 
INDULGENCES
How far do you want to 
venture down the vinyl 
rabbit hole? Here are three 
ways to enhance your 
analogue listening…

Complete guide to…



PHONO STAGE

VALUE TURNTABLE

MID-RANGE TURNTABLE

CARTRIDGE
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AUDIO-TECHNICA VM540ML CARTRIDGE
The VM540ML is a premium 
cartridge upgrade that features a 
low-distortion, accurate tracking  
MicroLine stylus that keeps its 
shape even after prolonged use. 
The housing, which also allows 
users to change styluses, features 

a dual-magnet design that matches 
the left and right channels in the 
groove, giving your favourite 
records the sensational stereo 
imaging and channel separation 
they deserve.  
£235, eu.audio-technica.com

We love this compact phono 
stage. It supports both MM and 
MC cartridges, and offers wide 
gain control to match all types of 
ampli er or AV receiver. Once 
everything is set via dip switches, 
you can leave the box to weave 

its magic on your music. This 
simplicity belies the sophisticated 
design of the power supply and 
componentry beneath the lid, 
which work to keep the sound as 
clean and true as possible.
£400, arcam.co.uk

An understated design 
underscores the classic appeal of 
this perennially popular British 
turntable. The glossy laminated 
plinth and oating Optiwhite 
10mm platter look distinctly 
upmarket. The deck lacks an 

integrated phono stage, but boasts 
an excellent low-noise motor. 
The straight RB220 aluminium 
armtube comes with a great-
sounding Carbon MM cartridge. 
It’s brilliant for the money.
£375, rega.co.uk

A stonking uncomplicated budget 
option from a heritage hi-  brand, 
the Pro-Ject Primary is a bare-
bones player with DNA derived 
from the brand’s lauded Elemental 
II turntable. It lacks a phono 
stage, but has a mature-looking 

matt nish and tracks lightly with 
a straight aluminium tonearm 
pre-con gured for the supplied 
Ortofon OM5e MM cartridge. It 
sound lovely, and is simply superb 
value as a rst turntable.
£189, henley-audio.co.uk

PRO-JECT PRIMARY

ARCAM RPHONO PHONO STAGE REGA PLANAR 2

TOP PICKS TO GET ON 
THE VINYL LADDER
There’s lots to think about when it comes to 
buying vinyl gear, so we’ll make it easy!

You don’t need a surfboard to ride the analogue wave, but these 

hand-picked components will certainly do the job. Whether you’re 

looking for a lauded top-value turntable (it’s astounding what you 

can get for less than £200!) or aspire to a record deck that belies its 

mid-range price tag, we’ve got you covered. Our chosen decks are 

thoroughbred performers, but if you really want to get the best from 

them, we’ve got a cracking phono-stage suggestion too. System 

upgraders should also note that we’ve got a cartridge here with your 

name on it, which is bang for buck unbeatable – a great next step 

after picking up these spinners. Now if you don’t mind, we’ve got 

a stack of newly pressed vinyl to be getting on with…

T3 recommends... 

Vinyl



Tonearms track the record 

groove, and need to be 

feather-light so they don’t 

damage your records
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BLACK SABBATH: THE TEN 
YEAR WAR SPECIAL EDITION BOX SET

Hide your pet bats, the world’s heaviest band are back on vinyl

One reason to love the resurgence of vinyl  
is the outpouring of remastered classics  
and special editions. This year’s best-selling 
record release is the 50th anniversary 
reissue of Sgt Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club 
Band, however we’ve only got eyes for this 
colossal special edition box set from heavy 
metal icons Black Sabbath.

With two Grammys, 70 million records 
sold and the creation of an entire music genre 
to their credit, it’s perhaps surprising that the 
band enjoyed a fairly tumultuous relationship 
with the music press during their early days. 

This period, referred to as The Ten Year War,  
is what’s celebrated here.

The set covers the band’s rst eight 
albums. All lovingly remastered by Sabbath 
engineer Andy Pearce from the original 
studio tapes, they’re pressed on high-grade 
multicoloured vinyl, and packaged in pixel-
perfect rst edition sleeve livery.

The set also includes two seven-inch 
singles, the Japanese version of Evil Woman, 
and prohibited Chilean version of Paranoid. 
There’s a luxurious hardback book featuring 
photography of the band taken during the 

’70s, plus a reproduction of the band’s Tenth 
Anniversary World Tour programme from 
’78 and the Ten Year War fanzine, which 
served as inspiration for this release.

But the magic is in the music. The newly 
pressed albums sound astonishingly fresh 
and vibrant. The tolling bell and doomy Tony 
Iommi riff that opens their debut conjures up 
the ambiance of Regent Sound, the pokey 
London studio where the tracks were rst 
recorded. This isn’t just vinyl, it’s time travel.

The Ten Year War retails for £199. It’s 
probably worth selling your soul for.

record groove. The most common type are 

pivoted (let’s stick with these for this 

introduction), and distinguished by their 

shape – straight, J or S shaped. There are 

arguments pro and con, but armtube shape  

is largely an aesthetic choice. All pivoting 

tonearms come with a counterweight and 

anti-skating adjustment. Using the 

instructions supplied with the deck, a 

tonearm only takes a few minutes to set up.

WHAT ABOUT THE PRACTICALS?
It goes without saying that a wonky table  

is not a good perch for your prized new 

possession. Every record player needs a 

stable, level playing surface. There are 

dozens of specialist AV and hi-fi furniture 

suppliers offering a wealth of stands and 

racks which guarantee isolation. 

Tonearms need to 
be light and stable 
for a cartridge to 
track the groove

Technica’s resident hi-fi guru. “You should 

benefit from a more detailed sound and  

a wider frequency response as a stylus 

retrieves more information from the record 

groove,” he told us. “This will lead to a more 

exciting and engaging presentation.” 

Upgrading your cartridge is no more 

difficult than slotting the colour-coded pins 

into the tonearm, but it’s worth talking with 

your friendly neighbourhood specialist 

retailer about your system and the tonearm 

you’re using before making an investment. 

Some moving magnet cartridges allow 

you to upgrade the stylus, which could eke 

even more detail from your records.

TONEARMS
Tonearms need to be light and stable, 

allowing a cartridge to accurately track the 

Without some element of isolation, 

movement within your listening room  

could be transmitted from the floor into  

the tonearm. Resonance is your enemy.  

A cartridge isn’t generally smart enough  

to distinguish between groove modulation  

and unwanted vibrations emanating from 

elsewhere, and could theoretically assimilate 

both into its electrical signal output. However, 

optional isolating feet for your turntable are 

one quick and easy solution for this. You 

might also consider upgrading the platter 

mat, to further minimise vibration. 

Unlike CD players and discs, which are 

generally low maintenance, vinyl merits a 

little TLC. Clean the stylus with a dedicated 

cleaning brush. Ideally, you should clean the 

stylus before every record is played - unlock 

the tone arm and brush in a back-to-front 

direction. A stylus should last for around 

1,000 hours before it needs replacing.

Finally, and most importantly, store your 

records upright to prevent warping – don’t 

lay them down flat. And when you pull them 

from their sleeve, avoid touching the playing 

surface with your fingers if you can. If you 

need to, a carbon fibre brush can be used to 

remove surface dust. Specialist cleaning 

fluids are also available if you’ve been 

careless with the nachos.

Complete guide to…





Man vs Tech

THE MISSION 

With Halloween fast approaching, it’s 
time to pit GamesRadar+ horror fanatic 
Louise Blain against the ultimate in VR 

scares. While it would, of course, just be 
fun to watch her turn into a puddle of fear, 
we fitted her with a heart rate monitor to 

make things a little more scientific. 
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Fear the VReaper
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VReaper 
Fearthe

V-AHHHHHHHH

How heart-stopping can VR horror really get?   

MAN

TECH



RIGHT 
Do I have 
something on  
my face?

FAR RIGHT 
We also find train 
delays terrifying
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Man vs Tech

exercise. During the 35 minutes of 
queueing and scares, my heart rate’s 
new average is 122bpm and at one 
point reached the lofty highs of 
141bpm. The Fitbit app even proudly 
tells me five minutes of my time inside 
counted as cardio. Who needs the 
gym when you have life-threatening 
demonic peril? Thanks, Derren. 

VR NOT AFRAID
Thankfully my next challenge doesn’t 
involve other human beings hearing 
me squeak. From the safety of my 
own living room, I load up Paranormal 
Activity: The Lost Soul on PlayStation 
VR feeling somewhat trepidant. As a 
lover of the franchise – well, at least 
the first one and, oddly, the third – 

I know the demonic nasty that lurks 
in the very normal-looking houses 
of the series. The Lost Soul sees you 
arrive in one of these and, spoilers, 
never wants you to leave. Even in 
the tutorial, I’m instantly, horribly 
afraid. Despite a set of truly counter-
intuitive controls that expect you 
to know where the face buttons are 
on the PlayStation Move wands, the 
atmosphere is foreboding and grim. 
The house creaks and groans gently 
around you as you find a torch and 
pop a battery inside and that’s before 
the randomised hauntings begin.

dmit it, you’ve always 
laughed at the videos  
of that person on YouTube 
stupid enough to don a  

VR headset and venture into horror 
games. “Why would they do that to 
themselves,” you ask as you gleefully 
watch them seize up in genuine 
terror when something goes bump 
in the digital night. As someone who 
loves horror movies and VR, I appear 
to be top of editor Matt’s list as he 
casually saunters across the office 
with a fun idea. Of course it seems 
great on paper. All I have to do is 
wear a heart-rate tracker and head 
into this year’s most terrifying VR 
experiences to track my physical 
response to the horror. What’s the 
worst that can happen? 

BROWN TROUSERS
Well firstly, what Matt didn’t tell me 
was that I’d have to leave my living 
room. Great. Public humiliation 
already. The first trial for my poor 
ticker is the newly revamped Derren 
Brown’s Ghost Train: Rise of the 
Demon at Thorpe Park. Combining 
live theatrical illusions, real actors and 
VR, the Ghost Train is the first of its 
kind and, not so hilariously, proudly 
comes with the longest warning list in 
a park that also holds the official Saw 
ride. Anything that says, “Guests will 
be kept safe at all times; however...” 
should really have given me a clue, 
but I strap on Fitbit’s Alta HR tracker 
regardless. Ignoring the big board of 
nope and taking note of my resting 
heart rate – a rather average 79bpm 
– I head into the darkness. It quickly 
becomes apparent that liking horror 
films has given me absolutely no 

desire to be inside one or meet the 
monsters that lurk there.

A holographic Derren Brown 
introduces the experience, telling us 
that if we don’t like what’s happening, 
we can close our eyes and it’ll all go 
away. Oh good. I’m vaguely VR smug 
as someone who has at least donned  
a headset before, but entering an 
enormous warehouse where a 
Victorian train carriage is suspended 
on chains leaves me feeling a little 
uneasy. This doesn’t go away when 
we’re herded inside only to find a 
modern London underground carriage 
full of HTC Vive headsets – no, sorry, 
protective masks. I won’t spoil the 
experience but the following 15 
minutes of scares are exhilarating. 

Once you’ve donned the headset, 
you’re immediately transported to a 
different train, or is it the same one?  
Obviously that creature isn’t real, but 
the screams in my carriage are and 
WHAT JUST GRABBED MY LEG? 

A break from the VR in the  
middle sees the group heading 
screaming into the depths of the 
London Underground where live 
horror actors lurk, and I’m personally 
relieved when we return to the relative 
safety of VR. Escaping into the fresh 
air afterwards, I log my activity and it 
turns out that horror makes great 

A

MY FIVE MINUTES OF TERROR COUNTED  
AS CARDIO. WHO NEEDS THE GYM WHEN 

YOU HAVE DEMONIC PERIL?



 

It simulates the most 
horrifying Tube experience 
imaginable: the other 
passengers trying to start 
a conversation with you…
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Fear the VReaper

FITBIT ALTA HR
When it’s not being used 
to measure your heart rate 
to check how terrified you 
are, the super-slim Alta HR  
records steps and calories 
consumed, and there’s an 
excellent sleep tracker to 
measure just how many 
nightmares you’re having.  
£129.99, fitbit.com/uk

PLAYSTATION 
VR
Sony’s VR headset 
impresses with its 
exceptional OLED display 
and PS4 compatibility.  
It ’s comfortable for even 
the most terrifying games. 
A slightly updated new 
version is on the way.
£349.99, playstation.com

OCULUS RIFT 
If you want the best 
virtual reality controllers 
on the market, nothing 
can rival Oculus’ intuitive 
tracking technology, which 
makes you feel horribly at 
home even when dropped 
into a long-abandoned 
crumbling hospital.  
£499, oculus.com

PLAYSTATION  
4 PRO 
Want your horror in even 
higher definition? The 
super-charged PS4 has 
twice the processing 
power of the original. 
Throw in HDR support  
and 4K gaming and it’s  
a perfect upgrade.
£349.99, playstation.com

RAZER BLADE 
If you’ve not got the space 
for a VR-ready PC, but 
still fancy the horrifying 
delights of VR, Razer’s 
MacBook Pro-alike has a 
Nvidia GTX 1060 graphics 
card and enough ports to 
support the Oculus Rift  
in your living room.
£1,799.99, razerzone.com

HTC VIVE
It ’s not being used in 
the theme park industry 
for nothing. HTC Vive 
delivers an exceptional VR 
experience and room scale 
exploration if you’ve got 
the space. The HD screen 
means you probably won’t 
like what you find. 
£599, vive.com/uk

THE SIX HORROR TECH ACCESSORIES TO DIE FOR  

SCREAM OF THE CROP



DON’T KNOCK TWICE
This supernatural horror game throws in a few decent jump moments, but 97bpm highs aren’t quite existential dread

DERREN BROWN’S GHOST TRAIN
The VR does a hell of a job keeping Louise scared at 122bmp average, but that 141bpm high is actually the bit with real actors

WILSON’S HEART
The more sedate portions of this game allow a reasonable average, but you can see when things take a 106bpm nasty turn…
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Man vs Tech

TOTAL ECLIPSE OF THE HEART
How much did Louise’s heart rate 
increase as she played in VR?



To try to deal with motion sickness, 
controls mean you can only turn in 
45-degree increments, which makes 
traversal difficult and even more tense. 
This was built solely for VR and even 
on Sony’s realtively low-res headset, 
the environments look horribly real. It 
only takes the second rattle of a door 
behind me before The Lost Soul wins 
the accolade of being the first 
experience to force me to do the 
age-old ‘make things less scary in VR 
trick’ and take one headphone off. It 
doesn’t help in any way. I enter a 
darkened living room only to find the 
TV click on and I see the remote 
control floating ominously over the 
sofa. Every jump scare finds its mark 
and I’m left trembling in the house of 
horrors with an average heart rate of 
90bpm and highs of 105bpm. 

Next on the list is YouTube bait 
Don’t Knock Twice, also on PS VR. Just 
like Paranormal Activity, the game 
shares its ideas with a movie of the 
same name which is currently 
streaming on Netflix. Honestly, I don’t 

recommend either. Despite tackling 
the control issue with an easier 
teleportation mechanic via the Move 
wands and a few effective jump 
scares, Don’t Knock Twice is the 
hokiest of horrors. Thunder crashes 
outside, children laugh and at one 
stage, I pull a burning doll out of an 
oven. While the quiet, quiet, quiet, 
LOUD school of scares is obviously far 
more effective in VR, and there are 
more than a few moments where I find 
myself cowering in my own living 
room, this feels like the kind of ghost 
train you might laugh your way 
through at a travelling funfair. The 
hand controls feel off, the teleportation 
stutters occasionally and the feeling of 
immersion is constantly shattered by 
the sensation that I’m having to try far 
too hard to have fun. It shows in my 
heart rate readings. A relatively calm 
88bpm is my new resting rate with 
highs of 97bpm at the jumps.

And finally, fittingly, I load up 
Oculus Rift exclusive Wilson’s Heart 
where a man voiced by Peter Weller 

wakes up in a 1940s noir hospital with 
a mechanical heart where his own 
should be. By this stage, I’m hoping for 
one of my own as I’m not sure how 
much more horror mine can take. 
Thankfully, Wilson’s Heart delivers a 
genuinely intriguing scary tale where 
jumps are almost incidental. It’s 
instantly clear that the Oculus Touch 
controllers are terrifyingly intuitive. 
Looking down at hairy arms and 
ultra-realistic hands, I yank shackles 
off my wrists before spending a little 
too long admiring the visuals on offer. 
Atmospheric just doesn’t cover this 
beautiful and horrifying monochrome 
world and the fixed teleportation 
points mean that the developer, 
Twisted Pixel Games, has made sure 
you see everything it wants you to. 
Flicking to silhouettes of Wilson with 
the press of a button makes traversal 
the least of your worries and the little 
nuances creep up your spine. I see a 
silhouette of Wilson looking upwards 
and do the same thing. It’s not spoiling 
anything to say that my heart rate 
spike of 106bpm is related to what I 
saw through the ceiling. Time for a cup 
of tea, I think. 

  NEXT MONTH  
Can you make a bar-beating beer 
with the latest home-brew tech? 
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Fear the VReaper

THUNDER CRASHES OUTSIDE, CHILDREN LAUGH, 
AND I PULL A BURNING DOLL OUT OF THE OVEN
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In T3, we feature only the finest gadgets out 

there, and we believe that you – our loyal 

reader – deserve only the best tech in your 

life. We don’t want you to waste time, and 

money, on inferior products, and that’s 

exactly why our Tested section exists.

In here you’ll find only the latest and 

hottest tech. Each product has been 

handpicked and tested by T3’s experts.  

We only choose people with specialist 

knowledge for each test, so you know you’re 

going to get an outcome based on many years 

of experience in their respective field.

As well as our traditional five-star rating 

system (right), we also give out awards to 

particularly exceptional gadgets, using the 

line-up below - so when you spot one of 

these, you’ll know you’re onto a good thing.

THE SCORES EXPLAINED

     Forget it 

      Below average 

      Good for the price 

      Very good all round 

       An exceptional,  
best-in-class product

For kit with exceptional 
industrial design and 

to being a great buy

This accolade, and 
others like it, show you 
which gear is best for 

This is given to winners 
of our group tests, so 
you can see which is 
the best at a glance

Only the best products 

stars – receive our 
THE 

DESIGN 
AWARD

BEST ON 
TEST

BEST FOR 
BATTERY 

LIFE
PLATINUM 

AWARD

Get the lowdown on the latest 
gadgets before you buy

Edited by Nick Odantzis
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et’s be honest – the iPhone 

8 Plus would formerly 

have been known as an 

iPhone 7S Plus. It’s no 

slight on this phone to say that; 

previous iPhone ‘S’ handsets have 

been great moves forward, and that is 

reflected here with a slew of updates 

that make it an admirable upgrade 

over the iPhone 6S Plus and previous 

models, even if less so over last year’s 

iPhone 7 Plus.

But actually, the S-ness of this 

phone isn’t the biggest elephant in 

the room of the 8 Plus – that’s the 

iPhone X (pronounced ‘ten’ officially, 

but we’ll see how long that lasts).  

It’s even more flagshippy than  

this big 5.5-inch flagship phone.

In terms of Apple’s handsets,  

the Plus series has always been our 

favoured models since the debut of 

the iPhone 6 Plus back in 2014. It’s  

the screen size and detail, the dual- 

camera in the 7 Plus, the beefier specs 

(again the Plus-sized phone features 

3GB of RAM instead of 2GB in the 

standard model). It also has a bigger 

battery, which we’ll come to.

The 8 Plus, however, does look 

dated compared to its rivals, and that 

is such a shame. The large bezels look 

ridiculous up against the Galaxy Note 

8 and S8+. Surely subsequent iPhone 

handsets at remotely this price will 

look like the iPhone X, with the Home 

button banished to history. The build 

L

The design of this iPhone might be familiar,  
but it’s all change inside, where new cameras, 

unbelievable speed and wireless charging 
mean it mustn’t be overlooked

iPhone 8 Plus
OLD IS NEW AGAIN

From £799 
apple.com/uk

Reviews
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quality is still excellent, of course, 

and there are people happy about 

keeping a Home button (and Touch 

ID), but now that we’ve had a taste of 

this no-bezels future, it’s all we want.

This time, there are three colour 

options for the iPhone 8 and 8 Plus; 

slate grey, silver and gold – although 

the new gold colour is a bit rosier in 

appearance than the old gold (but it 

isn’t as rosy as rose gold, which has 

gone). We preferred the old gold,  

but there will be a commercial  

reason behind the decision for sure.

Packed with power
There are two main strides with this 

latest version in our book; first is the 

A11 Bionic processor, which moves to 

six cores rather than the four inside 

the iPhone 7 Plus’ A10 Fusion. It is 

fast. Faster than fast. According to 

our benchmarks, this is easily the 

fastest phone on the market today.

Graphics, too, have been given 

a boost. These latest iPhones actually 

mark quite a departure for Apple in 

terms of graphics, because they’re  

the first handsets that use an Apple-

designed graphics processor instead 

of Imagination’s PowerVR graphics 

that it has used over the last decade.

These performance improvements 

show in general use and everything  

is very punchy when you’re adding 

effects to photos or editing them. 

Anecdotally, it is clearly faster than 

an iPhone 7 Plus in general use on iOS 

11, but our iPhone 7 Plus has had a lot 

more use and is laden with more stuff 

than our 8 Plus, so it’s not really a 

scientific comparison.

The second big change is the glass 

back, which means we can say hello 

to Qi-compatible wireless charging. 

As always, Apple isn’t first with this 

tech – not by a mile – but it will push 

it into the mainstream at a whole new 

level, and that’s great for wireless 

charging in general. 

Battery life is actually an area  

of great interest with this handset, 

because the battery is smaller than 

last year’s 7 Plus: 2,691mAh instead of 

2,900mAh. Apple says that – thanks 

to improvements in efficiency – it 

should still clock up the same battery 

life as the iPhone 7 Plus, despite the 

smaller pack.

While intensive use will drain  

the battery within the working day, 

occasional use will see you easily get 

through the day and into the first part 

Price From £799 Storage 
64GB, 256GB Screen 

5.5-inch LCD Resolution 
1920x1080 Rear cameras 
12MP wide-angle, 12MP 

2x telephoto; 4K 60fps 
video recording Front 

camera 7MP; 1080p video 
recording Processor Apple 

A11 Bionic Dimensions 
78.1x158.4x7.5mm  

Weight 202g

GLASS BACKWARDS
Wireless charging requires 

a new glass back. It looks 
great, and Apple says it’s 

tough, but get a case, yeah?

SUPER 60
4K 60fps video looks 

stunning, though you need 
something like an Apple TV 

4K to get the most out of 
watching it

The glass back is 
less slippery in the 
hand than the old 

aluminium, but 
slides off tables  

or laps easier

iPhone 8 Plus



of the next. We find that, generally, 

we can get it to last 24 hours like the 

iPhone 7 Plus, charging it when we 

reach the office each day. By that time 

you are struggling for battery life a 

bit, but you can get it there. An hour’s 

intensive use – streaming media or 

constant emails, social and chat - will 

drain the battery by eight to 10 per 

cent. It’s much in line with its rivals.

There are also many incremental 

updates, such as the True Tone display 

from the iPad Pro, Bluetooth 5.0, fast 

charging (if you have a powerful 

enough adapter and a USB-C to 

Lightning cable) and more.

True Tone, which changes the 

screen colour to better match the light 

in the room, is really welcome, and 

you can see the difference between 

the screens when compared with the 

7 Plus – we love it on the iPad, and 

definitely wouldn’t want to live 

without it now. Sadly, the 8 Plus 

doesn’t have an HDR display like the 

Note 8 or the iPhone X. While the 

5.5-inch display is still bright, crisp 

and looks fantastic with a wide colour 

gamut, its 1080p resolution does lag 

behind rivals.

Apple has beefed up the storage  

of the standard model from 32GB to 

64GB, while the larger 256GB model 

remains (the 256GB iPhone 7 Plus has 

now been dropped, leaving 128 and 

32GB options available). The iPhone X 

also follows the 64GB/128GB pattern.

It’s lit
The camera has also received some 

love too, with a bunch of upgrades 

including the ability to record 60fps 

4K video (which looks sweet). The 

results are stunning thanks to a new 

larger sensor - the core camera specs 

are the same as last year’s model, 

meaning twin 12-megapixel sensors, 

with one camera lens offering wide 

GEAR4 TRAFALGAR CASE
Gear4’s range uses D3O, a substance that 
becomes more protective the harder it’s 
impacted. This case comes in silver, gold  

and rose gold – the latter two better  
match Apple’s older, loved iPhone colours.

£29.99, gear4.com

MOPHIE WIRELESS CHARGING BASE
This wireless charging pad works with all 

Qi-compatible products, but Apple worked 
with Mophie to make it charge iPhones faster, 

at 7.5W maximum, instead of Qi’s usual 5W 
maximum, so you get more juice in the time. 

£54.95, uk.mophie.com

APPLE AIRPODS
AirPods are still arguably the best true 
wireless headphones out there from a 

technical standpoint, and they work super-
seamlessly with Apple gear (naturally). They 

sound great, and stay in the ear perfectly.
£159, apple.com/uk
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ESSENTIAL ADD-ONS

The 1920x1080 
screen is lower res 
than rivals, but is 

still a perfectly 
healthy 401  

pixels per inch

LCD-LIGHTFUL
We wish this had an OLED 

screen, but it’s  
as good as LCDs get  

– bright and colourful

Reviews



angle shots, and one offering a 2x 

telephoto zoom. The bigger sensor lets 

in more light, so colours are brighter, 

edges are crisper, and low-light shots 

are much improved.  

White balance is much better too 

- you can easily see this from more 

accurate skin tones - while a new 

colour filter makes everything more 

vibrant and striking.

Portrait Mode, which enables a 

kind of DSLR bokeh effect on shots, 

has been taken a stage further with 

Portrait Lighting, letting you apply 

different lighting effects to a picture’s 

subject, such as dramatic studio-style 

lighting. This is still in beta currently, 

but is already insanely good. You 

seriously get something like pro 

lighting tricks without all the kit. You 

can edit portrait effects in the gallery 

afterwards too, as if switching filters. 

Optical image stabilisation is 

confined to the wide-angle lens only, 

as with the iPhone 7 Plus, but the dual 

camera on the iPhone X will also 

introduce it to the telephoto lens as 

well (the same setup as the superb 

camera on the Samsung Note 8).

The long and short of it is that this 

is probably the best phone camera 

we’ve used yet, and the new features 

just add to what you can do with it.

Everything here is pretty excellent 

then, but a lot of these won’t be 

enough to convince iPhone 7 Plus 

users to upgrade – but then, that’s 

what the iPhone X is for, we guess…

Bigger is better
We should talk about the smaller 

iPhone 8 too, briefly. Basically, if 

you’re getting one of the 8 models,  

we recommend the bigger one, 

because it has better battery life than 

its little sibling, a far superior camera 

setup (the small one still has a single 

wide-angle 12MP camera), and a 

much sharper screen. The 4.7-inch 

iPhone is still a four-star device,  

but to our minds, this is demonstrably 

better as a phone.

For a lot of people, then, the main 

question is whether you should buy 

this phone or get the incoming iPhone 

X. Our take is that you should only 

wait for the iPhone X if you’re ready 

to embrace its changes, such as no 

Home button or Touch ID, wholesale. 

Not everyone is, which is why we 

bring it up. The iPhone 8 Plus is super 

similar to the X – the fast processor  

is the same, the rear camera is almost 

identical. You miss out on the new 

design, edge-to-edge OLED screen, 

Face ID and the better front camera, 

so how sure are you that you need 

them? Even the 256GB iPhone 8 Plus  

is slightly cheaper than the 64GB 

iPhone X, so you can get big storage 

for the price, too.

We’re holding off final judgments 

on which is better until we can  

test the X long-term, but if you’re 

stronger than us and can resist the 

pull of having the flashiest, newest 

design, you won’t be disappointed 

with this as your next iPhone at all.

We’re impressed The camera and associated 
trickery is phenomenal, and it really feels like 

the fastest phone ever. And wireless charging, 
though late, is a great addition. 

We’d improve No getting away from it – it 
looks dated compared to edge-to-edge phones.  

The last word The 8 Plus is more than an 
afterthought to the X – it’s a brilliant phone. 

    

VERDICT

See the latest iPhone 8 deals at T3.com:
bit.ly/iphone8deals
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The AR features in 
iOS 11 work really 

slickly on the 8 Plus 
– that’s a real table, 
but a digital game

HOME AGAIN
If you really don’t like the 

idea of Face ID, Touch ID is 
just as good as ever here – 

fast and reliable

iPhone 8 Plus
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Discover more of the best on- and over-ear headphones at: bit.ly/t3headphones

We’re impressed The dramatic design is cool; the 
amp emphasises dynamic attack; bass is great.  

We’d improve Too bulky for everyday use; the head-
hugging design is fatiguing.

    

We’re impressed Boasts detail and musicality in 
abundance; lightweight design is easy to wear. 
We’d improve Don’t expect booming bass, as it’s not 
there; the latex ear cushions get warm quickly.

    

PLANAR MAGNETIC HEADPHONES

VERDICT VERDICT

£599, OPPODIGITAL.CO.UK£655, BLUEMIC.COM

DESIGN     
With a clamping headband and whopping driver 

enclosures, Ella’s style may not suit everyone -  

but we’re fans. Heavy padding and synthi-leather 

earcups provide a snug fit. The cans ship with two 

3.5mm audio cables, one offering iPhone control.

FEATURES     
An integrated 250mW amp is used to energise the 

50x50mm planar magnetic drivers, and battery 

life should see the day out. The amp enhances 

dynamics and bass reach. The design also provides 

an element of passive noise cancellation. 

PERFORMANCE     
Crisp articulation and naturalistic imaging are 

hallmarks of planar magnetic headphones, but 

they can lack bass. Thanks to amplification, that’s 

not an issue here. Vocals are sweet and musicality 

with all hi-res audio sources is outstanding.

USABILITY     
The funky design is a head-turner, and doubtless 

looks cool when you’re vlogging, but it’s too bulky 

for a commute or gym session. The multi-joined 

headband can prove a little fatiguing, and the  

cans feel chunky around the neck.  

DESIGN     
A stripped-back version of Oppo’s PM-1 flagship 

headphones, these cans are seductively light and 

comfortable. The headband is padded while the 

cup holders swing and pivot. Their open-back 

design compromises noise isolation, though. 

FEATURES     
The PM-2 use a seven-layer flat diagram and 

magnet arrangement. The open-back design adds 

space to the soundstage, but needs a quiet place to 

work well. The audio cable connects via two mono 

mini-jacks, while a headphone jack is included.

PERFORMANCE     
The dimensionality we experienced with the PM-2 

is invigorating. Crunchy guitars and flouncy 

strings all sound nuanced and real. Bass-light 

perhaps, but a sublime listen. Partner with a 

headphone amp for the best attack and clarity.

USABILITY     
These Oppos are unashamedly play-at-home.  

The open-back design makes them ill-suited  

for travelling, as they let ambient noise in. Don’t 

squander them on lossy sources either. They revel 

in hi-res 24-bit audio, regardless of genre.

Blue Ella Oppo PM-2

2nd 1st

Tested



From £399 (4G), £329 (GPS only) 
apple.com/uk
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he Watch Series 3 adds cellular 

connectivity to a successful recipe. 

To denote the 4G version, Apple has 

added a red dot to the Digital Crown 

(the cheaper non-4G version is dot-less). You 

pay a reasonable £70 premium for cellular 

connectivity, though as usual with the Watch, 

you pay more for fancier materials and bands.

So does the cellular connectivity work well? 

In a word, yes, but there are a couple of caveats 

when considering whether to plump for cellular 

or the standard version. Siri, messages and calls 

from the Watch work really well (the Watch’s 

audio quality seems improved); while you can 

use the Watch itself to call, things are far better 

when teamed with a pair of AirPods or another 

Bluetooth headset. The cellular connectivity 

kicks in when the watch is no longer connected 

to your phone or a known Wi-Fi network. 

There’s a new watch face, Explorer, that shows 

the signal strength in the middle of the dial. 

The drawback to cellular connectivity is that 

it’s only supported on EE in the UK at present 

– your iPhone will also need to be on EE, 

because both use the same number. It isn’t 

possible to, say, keep your phone on Three and 

just pay the £5 per month cost to connect the 

watch to EE (yes, it needs its own plan). 

We’d only really recommend the cellular 

option to those who regularly go out without 

their phone, and that’s primarily going to be for 

exercising, where you want to travel light. 

We found battery life was similar to the 

Series 2; from a charge in the morning it will  

last all day and evening (if you’re not using the 

GPS for exercise). If you are using the GPS 

non-stop for exercise, expect around five hours.

Otherwise, it continues to be generally the 

slickest smartwatch experience – it’s faster now, 

and new watchOS 4 features such as the Siri face 

and Heart Rate app, along with ‘smart coaching’ 

(basically, prompts) for fitness, are welcome. 

But you get these on older models, too.

If you have an Apple Watch Series 2, we 

wouldn’t recommend the upgrade. But if you 

have a Series 1 or no Apple Watch, then we’d 

wholeheartedly recommend the Series 3; just 

think hard on whether you really need 4G. 

The world’s best smartwatch goes independent,  
with 4G meaning you can leave the phone at home

Apple Watch Series 3
LOOK MA, NO PHONE!

We’re impressed 4G works great; faster 
 

We’d improve EE-only for now.  
The last word The best smartwatch gets 

better, and 4G is great to have (if you can).

    

VERDICT

T

Find the best Apple Watch deals:  
bit.ly/t3applewatchdeals

Apple Watch Series 3







£849 
royole.com/moon
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ne of our favourite things 

about the PlayStation VR is 

how it works with non-VR 

content, displaying it on a 

floating screen in front of you, as if you 

were in a cinema. You get a personal 

space to watch movies, or play 2D 

games, without taking over the TV. 

That’s why we were so excited to try 

the Royole Moon, which aims to do the 

same thing, though without the VR 

elements. It has twin OLED 1080p 

displays that sit just in front of your 

eyes, replicating the feeling of sitting 

O

No, it’s not a VR headset – meet the 
Android-powered personal ‘mobile 

theatre’ that gives you a virtual  
cinema screen to watch anywhere

Royole Moon
YOUR OWN CINEMA

in front of an 800-inch screen, so you 

can watch videos without distraction.

Cleverly, and unlike a VR headset, 

it’s an all-in-one system, with great 

headphones built in, and powered by  

a small connected box that runs 

Android, so it’s pretty much a 

phone-less smartphone where the 

screen sits right on your head. This 

means it has a built-in battery too, so 

you can use it anywhere. We found the 

battery was good for a little under six 

hours of use, which is impressive.

You’ve got a good range of sources 

for movies – you can watch video files 

from its internal storage, or attach a 

USB drive to it and watch from there, 

or even plug a HDMI cable into it to 

play a games console on it. And on top 

of that, it has Wi-Fi and, being 

Android, you can install apps like 

Netflix to stream to it.

Which all sounds fantastic! And it 

nearly is, but if it seems like you’re 

being offered the Moon on stick, you 

kind of are – as is often the case, it’s  

all about the details.

Picture perfect
Before we get to where the Moon 

stumbles, let’s start with one area it 

absolutely nails: the image quality is 

just beautiful. A 1920x1080 display for 

each eye means things look incredibly 

detailed (you can just about see the 

pixels on text, but that’s no problem), 

and the vividness of colours is 

stunning, as is the depth of blacks, 

Price £849 Screen 2x 1920x1080 
OLED Storage 32GB Headphones 

8HZ to 20kHz active noise cancelling 
Interpupillary Distance 58mm – 

70mm Diopter adjustment -7.0 to 
+2.0 Battery capacity 6000mAh 

Connectivity 802.11n Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth, micro-USB, micro-HDMI 

(adapter supplied) 

Tested
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even when you’re staring right into the 

screen. On the menus, some ghosting 

(one image showing through into 

another after the first image has 

changed) was apparent, but it didn’t 

seem to be a problem in movies or 

games, when it matters.

It also works well for glasses 

wearers – you don’t need them! Its 

lenses are easily adjustable to get 

things looking sharp for your 

prescription and pupil width.

That said, when you’re setting it up, 

you’ll encounter one of its problems, 

which is that the lack of a strap at the 

rear of your head makes it easy to get 

the screen position slightly off – only 

the band that goes on top of your dome 

and padding around the eyepieces 

hold it in place. This makes it easy to 

put on, but not to put on correctly, so 

you might realise you’re trying to get 

the image sharp when it’s actually not 

in quite the right spot. It also results in 

a bit more light leaking in than we’d 

like, and makes it less comfortable for 

long periods than the likes of the 

PlayStation VR, though Royole 

recommends a break every hour 

anyway (you can set the system to 

remind you about this).

And you may well find yourself 

wanting that break, because we did 

find the Moon could be uncomfortable 

on our eyes at times. A big part of it 

is how far you have to move your eyes 

to focus on anything not in the centre 

– they’re just not used to it. In a 

cinema or on PS VR, you can move 

your head to help them, but not here; 

the screen is fixed in the centre of your 

vision. You can adjust how large the 

screen appears in your vision using the 

menus, and this helped for games 

especially (Royole does warn about 

this), but it lessens the cinema impact 

when you make the screen smaller.

Wrong gesture
Speaking of the menus, you control 

them using gestures on a touch panel 

on the right speaker cup, and we’re  

not fans. Entering any text with it is a 

nightmare, especially a Wi-Fi 

password (and this is the first time 

we’ve ever had to use the WPS button 

on the side of our router to connect 

something, which added confusion). 

You can actually attach a USB mouse to 

make it easier, but no one ever will.

Similarly awkward is getting new 

apps onto the Moon – you don’t do it 

through an app store, but instead by 

downloading APK packages to your 

PC, then transferring them over to the 

Moon. So, if you want Netflix, you’d 

have to do this – the only built-in app 

is YouTube. But this reveals other 

problems, like Amazon Prime Video 

not even being on Royole’s suggested 

download site. It’s far from slick.

If you’re planning to use the Moon 

for its basic movie-watching function, 

and are planning to load your own 

content, or don’t mind the clumsy app 

support, it’s a good device – nicely 

constructed, the image quality really 

is terrific, and there’s even 3D support, 

which works fine. And we love that it’s 

portable. But it needs more polish.

WE’RE IMPRESSED Beautiful, 
high-res displays; great sound 

quality; nicely built; pretty  
great battery life.  

WE’D IMPROVE
the head better; less awkward 

controls and proper app support; 
some content strains the eyes.

THE LAST WORD The gorgeous 
screens mean this is worth it  

if you know exactly what you’re 
getting, but the experience needs 

improving overall.

    

VERDICT

ABOVE LEFT  
You tap and swipe 

on the earcup to 
control the Moon, 

which is ne for 
changing volume, 

less so for 
searching on 

YouTube

ABOVE RIGHT  
The Moon’s control 

box houses its 
smarts and battery, 
and connects over 

USB-C to the 
main headset

PLAYSTATION VR
If you’re looking to game or 
watch movies at home on 
your own screen, PS VR is 
a much more comfortable 
way to do it, but the screen 
is about half as detailed as 
the Moon’s. Still, it and a PS4 
Pro cost less than a Moon… 
£349, playstation.com

ZEISS VR ONE PLUS
If you want a private movie 
experience on the go, you 
can use loads of common 
phones in this VR headset. 
Again, less detailed than the 
Moon, but it’s compatible 
with lots of apps thanks to 
Google Cardboard support.
£99, zeiss.com

ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS

Read about the best VR 
headsets at: bit.ly/t3vrheadsets

Royole Moon
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ONE FOR BARGAIN HUNTERS

HONOR 6A
£140, hihonor.com

The Honor 6A packs features that you 
previously only saw on much more 

expensive products. A metal body, large 
battery, capable camera and Qualcomm 

430 processor enable impressive 
performance, and 16GB of onboard storage 

means you shouldn’t run short of space. A 

coating are surprising omissions. The 

those who prefer a smaller device.

    

ONE FOR PHOTOGRPAHERS

 
are more capable than ever. We look at what’s on offer

Budget yet brilliant?

MOTO E4 PLUS
£140, motorola.co.uk

The Moto E4 Plus stands out among the 
crowd for one main reason – its huge 

battery. The 5,000mAh cell means the 
phone can run for days without charging. 

make it feel bang up to date, and the 3GB 

compromise, but overall performance is 

    

ONE FOR BATTERY KILLERS

VODAFONE SMART N8
£80, vodafone.com

Is an £80 phone really worth buying? You 
might be surprised. The Vodafone N8 

includes a raft of features that belie its 

of storage and the same processor as the 

makes the phone perfectly pocketable and 
it’s very light, by virtue of the plastic build 

    

Tested

BEST FOR 
VALUE
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s flagship phones 

continue to rise in 

price – evidenced by 

the near-£1,000 

iPhone X and Galaxy Note 8 

– this trend is at least offset by 

improvements that filter down 

the product ranges to low- to 

mid-range devices. It wasn’t so 

long ago that buying a cheaper 

phone meant almost unbearable 

compromise – slow processors, 

poor screens, limited memory 

and shoddy cameras – but this 

no longer has to be the case. You 

see this not only in great-value 

phones from traditional device 

manufacturers, but also in new 

entrants to the space who are 

doing a top job of challenging 

the  bigger boys. Let’s see what 

you can buy from a starting price 

of under £80, and stretching up 

to a more mid-range £270.

ALCATEL IDOL 5
£160, alcatel-mobile.com

The Alcatel Idol 5 doesn’t feel like a 

the front black slab uninterrupted courtesy 
 

gyroscope, vital for VR headset use.  

    

ONE FOR PREMIUM ASPIRATIONS

WILEYFOX SWIFT 2 X
£220, wileyfox.com

yet it’s still from a largely unknown brand 
(though it’s frequently discounted at retail). 
What does your extra spend get you? Quite 
a lot. A very capable Qualcomm processor, 

display, a 3,010mAh battery with Quick 

updates are frequent.

    

ONE FOR FEATURE FANS

SAMSUNG A3
£270, samsung.com

Highlights include Samsung’s own Exynos 

Elsewhere, it’s clear you’re paying for brand 
rather than specs – while the f/1.9 cameras 

 

    

ONE FOR BRAND FANS

Value smartphones

A
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es, these are pricey speakers (the 

original LS50s were £1,200 cheaper), 

but let’s put it this way - if you buy 

these Wireless versions, you don’t 

have to buy an amp or streamer. Nor do you  

have to find a space in your lounge to house 

them. That’s because all the necessary hardware 

is neatly integrated. The result? Two simple 

boxes offering the sort of sound that makes 

bigger, more complex systems blush.

 The added hardware of an amp and heatsink 

on each speaker has made them a bit bigger than 

the originals at the back, but otherwise they 

still look stunning, with their curved front.

Playing your favourite tunes is also 

uncomplicated - using the companion app you 

stream tunes from Tidal, your local library,  

or from a media server. Or you can switch 

sources and use Bluetooth. Either way, you’ll 

be rewarded with scintillating sound. The app’s 

clever room correction settings let you adjust 

the EQ of the speakers to suit whatever space 

they’re in. Bass performance in Tricky’s 

Black Steel is room-shaking stuff, but nicely 

controlled, while Michael Jackson’s Wanna Be 

Startin Something reveals perfectly balanced 

sound. In Dead Combo’s After Peace, Swim 

Twice, we’re convinced there’s a Telecaster 

being plucked right in front of us, such is the 

level of instrumental realism. 

All the performance without  
the cumbersome components

KEF LS50 Wireless
TWO-BOX AUDIO HEAVEN

We’re impressed Epic sound, with excellent 
streaming options in a space-saving system. 
We’d improve Can’t change sources in-app; 

no Spotify available (yet!).
The last word Hugely powerful; sharp-

sounding and perfectly balanced; the LS50 
Wireless are an exciting listen every time.

    

VERDICT

Y

For more amazing wireless speakers,  
head to: bit.ly/t3wireless

£2,000 
uk.kef.com

Tested 
KEF LS5O Wireless
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Competition 

WORTH 
£2,499! 

WIN!
A 55-INCH PHILIPS OLED 4K HDR TV!

It’s that time of year when we start 
thinking about upgrading our TVs, to make 
hiding indoors over winter that much 
more bearable. Well, beat the buying rush 
and nd yourself in home entertainment 
nirvana by entering to win a glorious 
Philips 901F 55-inch OLED 4K HDR TV!  

This TV is so good that we gave it our 
coveted five-star rating and Platinum 
Award, and said that it made everyday 
viewing an “eye-candy experience”.   
That’s partly thanks to its three-sided 
Ambilight, which adds a new level of 
immersion to your TV. When combined 
with the inky blacks and vivid colour 
reproduction of its top-quality OLED 
panel, movies and TV shows become 
more spectacular than ever.

To enter, simply answer the following question: 
 

WHAT IS THE SUBTITLE OF  
THE NEXT STAR WARS FILM?
 

 The First Wookiee   
 The Last Jedi 
 The Lonely Gungan

 

Enter today at: bit.ly/philipstvcomp

The competition closes 23 November 2017. By taking part, you agree to be 
bound by the competition rules: futureplc.com/competition-rules. Entries 
must be received by midnight on 23 November 2017 (UK time). Open to UK 
residents aged 18 years and over. There will be one winner, entitled to one 
Philips 55POS901F/12 TV. The prize is non-transferable and non-refundable. 
There is no cash alternative.

Upgrade your living room entertainment with this fantastic  
T3 Platinum Award-winning TV, featuring Philips Ambilight!

Total Film celebrates the 100 greatest movie 
characters as voted by you – with 100 covers!

Love Han Solo (he knows) or got mad respect for Don Vito Corleone?  
Pick up the special collector’s edition covers of your favourite characters!

It’s powered by Android TV, so has a 
broad range of streaming services built 
in, with a quad-core processor to keep it 
smooth in use. It’s also got great upscaling 
capabilities, thanks to Philips’ Perfect Pixel 
Ultra HD engine, making HD content look 
fantastic on its 4K screen.

And on top of all that, it even sounds 
brilliant, with a six-speaker integrated 
soundbar giving action movies the  
punch they deserve, but also keeping 
speech crystal clear.

In conjunction with our friends on Total 
Film magazine, we have one Philips 901F 
TV to give away – for a chance to win, 
answer the question below. To find out 
more about the Philips 901F TV,  
visit philips.co.uk.
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INSIDE

BEST OF 
THE BEST

The world’s best tech, all in one place

Edited by Matthew Bolton

ENTERTAINMENT 

SMART HOME 

LIFESTYLE 

COMPUTING 

AUDIO 

LIVING 

AUTO 

TRAVEL

If you’re looking for the very best 
tech available today, you have 
de nitely come to the right place. 

Best of the Best is the most 
useful gadget-buying guide you 
will ever encounter. To create it,  
we’ve ruthlessly ltered down to 
the biggest groups, to bring you 
rock-solid recommendations for 
your home life, daily commute  
and the tech you use all the time.

Within each of those groups, 
we’ve got a dozen categories for 
key tech buys. We’ve picked one 
product for every category that 
we think is the best you can get 
on balance, taking into account 
price, quality and features, so it’s 
easy to know what you need in 
your life.

You should also check out 
T3.com, where you’ll nd even 
more categories, if you’re looking 
for something that isn’t here. 
From big-budget buy to the little 
(but essential) accessories, we’ve 
got you covered.

130

134

132

136

131

135

133

137



VALUE 4K BLU-RAY PLAYER

AV RECEIVER 

PORTABLE GAMES CONSOLE

OLED 4K TV 

TOP-END 4K TV 

TOP-END 4K BLU-RAY PLAYER

UNIVERSAL REMOTE 

TV SOUNDBAR

4K GAMES CONSOLE

4K HDR PROJECTOR 

4K STREAMER
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VALUE 4K TV

Q ACOUSTICS M3
This brilliant soundbar offers balanced 
drivers, room- lling sound, and an 
integrated subwoofer. Massive audio in 
a small, attractive bar, ideal for adding 
cinematic sound, with no messing around.
£299, qacoustics.co.uk

NINTENDO SWITCH
Not the most powerful current-gen 
console, but with Nintendo’s legendary 
games line-up and the exibility to play in 
stacks of different control con gurations, 
it’s the best portable machine you can buy.
£279, nintendo.com

PANASONIC DMP-UB900
Clean lines, great software design and 
the processing power to create simply 
the best 4K picture you’ll get from a UHD 
disc. If you’re building a serious collection, 
this is the serious player for you.
£600, panasonic.com

ROKU ULTRA
Even though the rest of the range is 
gaining 4K support, the high-end Roku is 
the box to get if you’re into streaming the 
highest-resolution content – it’s happy 
displaying 60fps 4K with HDR.
Around £130, roku.com

SONY PLAYSTATION 4 PRO
The power of the PS4 Pro is palpable, a 
huge upgrade from the previous version, 
and it’ll upscale even older games to 4K, 
remap their colours with an HDR boost, 
and improve their frame rates too.  
£349, sony.co.uk

LOGITECH HARMONY ELITE
A dual-purpose remote, as at home in 
your hands as it is sat in the corner of 
your living room, controlling everything 
from your TV to your lighting. You can 
even control it from a phone app! 
£299, logitech.com

LOEWE BILD 9 
Loewe creates art just as much as it does 
high-end AV equipment, and its towering, 
sculptural bild 9 TV is as attractive as 
it is exquisitely powerful, with a hidden 
soundbar and top picture quality. 
£8,990, loewe.tv

HISENSE N5700 
HiSense offers up a massive amount of 
prime 4K tech for your money, with HDR 
support, great 4K image quality and built-
in soundbar tech. Even the bezel is tiny, 
and it comes in 43-, 49- or 55-inch sizes.
From £399, hisense.co.uk  

DENON AVR-X4300H
Each of the X4300H’s 9.2 channels has an 
identical 200W amp driving it for clarity 
and separation, and it supports up to 11.2 
Dolby Atmos and DTS:X for even the most 
complex cinema room set-up.
£1,199, denon.co.uk

XBOX ONE S
Yes, this is primarily a games console, but 
it’s a damn good UHD Blu-ray player too. 
Why pay more for something that just 
plays discs when you could be getting your 
game on with the money left over?
£199, microsoft.com

ACER V7850
Our favourite home cinema centrepiece 
offers brilliant colour with Rec. 2020 
compatibility, blinding brightness, 4K HDR 
support and, perhaps most importantly,  
it’s not so noisy it’ll drown out your lm.
£2,699, acer.com

SONY A1 SERIES
Incredible 4K HDR is only a tiny part of 
this awesome package. The panel (55- or 
65-inch) and bezel are super slim, it offers 
lightning response times, and great sound 
comes from a screen that’s also a speaker.  
From £2,800, sony.co.uk

ENTERTAINMENT
BEST OF…

However serious you are about your TV, movies and gaming set-ups,  
we’ve got the perfect buys for a tricked-out living room

Best of the best
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PORTABLE BLUETOOTH SPEAKER 

WI-FI SPEAKER 

BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS HI-FI STREAMER

MULTI-ROOM SPEAKER

PREMIUM IN-EAR HEADPHONES

PREMIUM OVER-EAR HEADPHONES

TURNTABLEHI-FI STEREO AMP

WIRELESS IN-EAR HEADPHONES 

RHA T20i
Heavy but comfortable – the around-ear 
wires make sure of that – these steel ear 
buds pack in some solid sound, and include 
interchangeable lters to tweak their 
output precisely to your liking.
£189, rha-audio.com

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO AZUR 851A
Nine easily selected inputs and Cambridge 
Audio’s own patented Class XD ampli er 
design combine to make this a truly  
unique and special amp, one that can 
stand up to any musical test.
£1,400, cambridgeaudio.com

OPPO PM-3
Miraculous sound from closed-back 
headphones, tough as nails, comfortable 
enough for all-day use, and are as at home 
pulling audio from your phone as they are 
hooked up to a serious headphone amp.
£350, oppo.com

SONY MDR-1000X
These Bluetooth cans sound awesome, 
with excellent noise cancellation that you 
can dial up or down as needed. They even 
offer support for hi-res audio though 
Sony’s LDAC codec.
£300, sony.co.uk

MARANTZ TT5005
Not a looker, but when it comes to 
practicality and sound, the TT5005’s 
automatic tone arm and moving magnet 
cartridge are unparalleled. It even includes 
a pre-amp for amps without phono input.
£169, marantz.co.uk

NAIM UNITI ATOM
An immensely stylish streamer with a 
great screen, that’s compatible with a 
host of music streaming services. It’ll 
play anything on your network and via 
Chromecast, AirPlay and Bluetooth aptX.
£1,600, naimaudio.com

BOSE SOUNDLINK REVOLVE
Bose knows its speaker salt, and the 
Soundlink Revolve res that well-
engineered sound through a full 360 
degrees, lighting up any room or garden 
party with up to 14 hours of audio.  
£199, bose.co.uk

NAIM MU-SO QB
A compact box stuffed with individually 
ampli ed tweeters, mid-range drivers and 
a solid woofer, with a 32-bit DSP inside 
for crystal-clear sound, all from the minds 
behind Bentley in-car audio. Sublime.
£649, naimaudio.com

WHARFEDALE DIAMOND 220
These are great value, yet offer up 13cm 
Kevlar mid/bass drivers, deep-dish 
tweeters and outstandingly punchy sound. 
Place them next to a wall for the strongest 
output from the rear-set bass port. 
£179 (pair), wharfedale.co.uk

OPTOMA NUFORCE BE SPORT3
An incredibly light set of Bluetooth 
earphones that are perfect for sport 
but absolutely no slouch in the audio 
department. Class-leading sound, decent 
battery life, and premium looks to boot.
£59, optoma.co.uk

PORTABLE HI-RES PLAYER

ASTELL & KERN KANN
A substantial audio device at nearly 300g, 
but one that does incredible things. It’s a 
DAC in its own right, it’s an astonishing 
hi-res player, and its massive battery will 
keep you rocking for days on end.
£899, astellnkern.com

DENON HEOS 7 HS2
Denon’s HEOS system offers rich sound, 
and its simplicity of set-up, the look of its 
speaker units, and its general speed and 
reliability are top tier. You can’t get better 
wireless speakers. 
£549, denon.co.uk

AUDIO
BEST OF…

From wireless convenience to audiophile heaven, this is the gear  
you need to make the most of your favourite music

WIRELESS OVER-EAR HEADPHONES

Best of the best



SMARTWATCH

ELECTRIC RAZOR

ANDROID PHONE

MID-RANGE PHONE

HYBRID WATCH 

FITNESS TRACKER

BLUETOOTH TRACKER

ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSH

VALUE PHONE

ANALOGUE WATCH

SMARTWAT
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PREMIUM PHONE

TILE SLIM
A tiny keyring-sized square that helps 
your phone keep tabs on your wallet and 
vice versa, with a selection of ringtones, a 
year’s battery life, and the endurance to 
last a lifetime sat in your back pocket.
£30, thetileapp.com

EREADER 

KINDLE OASIS
Ultra-thin, lighter than a imsy paperback, 
and weighted to be held in one hand, the 
Oasis takes digital reading to the next 
level. Clip on the leather charging cover 
and you’re set for months of books.
£269, amazon.co.uk

MISFIT PHASE 
Smartwatch functionality without the 
screen – all the alerts, connectivity and 
activity tracking you desire, packed into 
a stunning and completely inconspicuous 
analogue watch with a six-month battery.

VICTORINOX INOX PARACORD
With a strap woven out of 250kg-tension 
paracord and sporting a transparent 
compass-marked bumper, the INOX 
Paracord is a durable survival tool that 
happens to look super-cool on your wrist.
£479, victorinox.com

PHILIPS SONICARE  
DIAMONDCLEAN SONIC
Whiten and polish with the vibrations 
from this versatile brush, which whips 
your toothpaste into a bubbly frenzy to 
get between your teeth more effectively.
£149, philips.co.uk

FITBIT CHARGE 2
The Charge offers ultra-accurate tracking 
of your heart rate, activity, tness level 
and sleep on a device you’ll forget you’re 
wearing – good job it also automatically 
detects what exercise you’re doing.

HONOR 9
Coming in at half the price of a agship 
phone, this is truly a hidden gem. It looks 
great, with a diffracted curved glass nish, 
and its cost completely belies its specs – 
especially its excellent dual cameras.
£379, hihonor.com

APPLE iPHONE 8 PLUS
One of the nest phones on the market 
has become even better. Apple’s latest 
is the fastest handset on the planet, has 
simply brilliant dual cameras, a big bright 
screen, and wireless charging tops it off.
£799, apple.com/uk

BRAUN SERIES 9 9095CC
Stubble is man’s worst friend, but Braun’s 
waterproof Series 9 can handle even a 
three-day beard without ripping out your 
face hair. When you’re done, the charging 
station automatically cleans and dries.

APPLE WATCH SERIES 3
Nothing in the smartwatch market does 
more than the Apple Watch, and this third 
generation can do it all without a tethered 
phone – perfect for keeping your life in 
order whatever you happen to be doing.
From £329, apple.com/uk

MOTOROLA MOTO G5 
There’s a lot on offer here that you 
wouldn’t expect under £200, from its 
part-aluminium case to its 1080p display 
to its integrated ngerprint scanner. A 
quality phone which runs Android 7, too.
From £170, motorola.co.uk

SAMSUNG GALAXY S8
Tremendously fast, with an In nity Display 
that almost completely eliminates bezels, 
cameras that work in any light, and iris-
scanning security. Samsung’s agship  
is as much an experience as it is a phone. 
From £689, samsung.com

LIFESTYLE
BEST OF…

Kit yourself out with the ultimate in personal technology. This is the stuff  
you use every day, so make sure you get it spot on with our picks

Best of the best
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CITY ELECTRIC CAR 

FUN CAR 

ELECTRIC FOLDING BIKE

IN-CAR CHARGING

FAMILY CAR 

ELECTRIC BIKE

LONG-RANGE ELECTRIC CAR 

SAT NAV 

BIKE NAV SMART HELMET

CAR DISPLAY

DASH CAM

GTECH EBIKE SPORTS
You still need to pedal, but Gtech’s 
battery assist makes a huge difference in 
acceleration and torque, meaning you’ll 
handle hills with ease and leave other road 
users standing at the lights.
£995, gtech.co.uk

LIVALL 2017 SMART HELMET
A connected helmet with turn signals, 
speakers for safe Bluetooth calling, ride-
tracking facilities to keep you pushing 
harder, and an SOS alert which detects 
impacts and shares your location.
£100, livall.com

TOMTOM GO 6200
Sat nav brought bang up to date, with pin-
perfect mapping joined by on-board Wi-Fi, 
a data SIM to keep you up to date with 
the traf c, and full hands-free facilities for 
your phone, including narrated alerts.
£339, tomtom.com

GARMIN DASH CAM 55
Constantly watching the road, the Dash 
Cam 55 does more than record footage 
and save it in case of an incident. Driver-
awareness warnings will tell you if you’re 
too close or veering out of your lane.
£149, garmin.com

BEELINE BIKE COMPASS
More of a traditional navigation device 
than a modern one, the backlit E-Ink 
display of the Beeline constantly points 
to your destination and tells you how far 
precisely you have left to ride. 
£99, beeline.com

STK HUB 
Five ports in two parts – a pair plugged 
into the 12V socket, and three in the 
back via an extension module – means 
everyone in the car can share the Hub’s 
10.8A of charging power at one time.
£25, stk-life.com

BMW i3
BMW’s i3 is a responsive, highly practical 
electric runabout packed with connectivity 
options and enough power in its 170bhp 
motor to hit 62mph in just 7.3 seconds. 
Perfect for a daily commute.
From £30,250, bmw.co.uk

JAGUAR F-TYPE
In coupé or convertible form, the latest 
F-Type rules the road. Fine lines, amazing 
agility and a two-litre, four-cylinder turbo 
engine that kicks hard without costing the 
earth. You’ll be grinning behind the wheel.
From £48,830, jaguar.co.uk

TERN VEKTRON 
Collapsable into a luggage-sized package 
via a super-robust hinged frame, and 
adjustable in seconds to t riders up to  
6ft 5in, this Bosch-driven bike feels more 
like a full-size cycle than you’d think.
£2,980, ternbicycles.com

NAVDY
An innovation that takes the concept of 
the car heads-up display to the next level, 
with translucent mapping in your eyeline 
and gesture control so you can answer 
calls or dismiss alerts with a wave.
£599, navdy.com

TESLA MODEL S 100D
Safe, super-smart and speedy, Tesla’s 
all-electric saloon has everything you’d 
expect and more. It’s a true technological 
marvel, with a range of over 350 miles, so 
even long journeys are no problem.
From £93,388, tesla.com

VOLVO XC60
Well-appointed and exquisitely designed, 
this mid-size hybrid SUV has all the 
entertainment options you need, the poise 
to make those long journeys smooth and 
enjoyable, and is safe as houses.
From £35,655, volvocars.com/uk

AUTO
BEST OF…

Get the best driving experience possible, no matter whether you tend to go for  
two wheels or four – these are the top vehicles and accessories around

Best of the best
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SMART LIGHTING SYSTEM

BELKIN WEMO INSIGHT SWITCH
This isn’t just a way to switch your devices 
on and off (though it does do that); the 
WeMo also keeps close tabs on your 
energy usage, so you can see just how 
much that tumble dryer is costing you.
£50, belkin.com/uk

NEST LEARNING THERMOSTAT
This is a crowded market, but Nest’s 
quality app, clever preference-learning 
tech and automatic energy-saving options 
push it to the top for us. Plus the 3rd-gen 
Nest looks amazing on the wall.
£219, nest.com

NETGEAR ARLO PRO
With a battery lasting months inside each 
camera, the Arlo system does away with 
the painful process of wiring your security 
cameras, and you get seven-day cloud 
storage of motion-detected recordings.
£486 (two cameras), netgear.co.uk

HIVE WINDOW OR DOOR SENSOR
Super-simple to install, reasonably priced, 
and highly inconspicuous once they’re up, 
Hive’s sensors are a great addition to an 
existing Hive set-up and there’s even one 
in the Hive starter pack. 
£29 each, hivehome.com

AMAZON ECHO PLUS 
The Echo Plus isn’t just Alexa – its built-in 
hub can discover and control tech from 
Philips Hue, Samsung SmartThings, Hive 
and others directly, so you don’t need a 
hub for every different home tech brand.
£139, amazon.co.uk

YALE CONEXIS L1
Unlock your front door with a key fob, a 
phone tag or using Yale’s cool Bluetooth 
Twist and Go tech – just turn your phone 
90 degrees and you’re in. PA24-certi ed 
for security, and tamper-proof, too.
£269, yale.co.uk

RING VIDEO DOORBELL 2
Part motion-detecting security camera, 
part ring-anywhere doorbell, the Video 
Doorbell 2 alerts you via your smartphone 
when you have a visitor – and you can 
two-way talk even if you’re not home. 
£179, ring.com

PHILIPS HUE
Philips is the big name in smart lighting, 
thanks to a exible, expandable system. 
Great app control, clever lighting options 
and integrations with other smart home 
devices make it the brightest of the bunch.
From £60 (starter kit), philips.co.uk

NETATMO WEATHER STATION
Netatmo’s outdoor sensor pulls in metrics 
about temperature, humidity and more, 
but it’s the indoor sensor, which keeps 
tabs on the air quality and CO2 levels  
in your home, completes the package.
£139, netatmo.com/en-GB

LOGITECH CIRCLE 2 
Indoor, outdoor, in a plug socket, on a 
handy surface, mounted on a wall or stuck 
to a window‚ Logitech’s clever 180-degree 
camera doesn’t leave you short of options, 
and streams some ne 1080p footage.
From £169, logitech.com

Y-CAM PROTECT
Y-Cam’s smart networked alarm supports 
up to 32 sensors and alerts your phone if 
it detects motion, or doors or windows are 
breached – and the built-in battery and 
phone SIM means it works in a blackout.
£149, y-cam.com

AMAZON ECHO
Alexa is everywhere these days, but 
nowhere is Amazon’s AI more at home 
than in its Echo. It couples an awesome 
array microphone with pleasing design  
for the perfect assistant experience.
£90, amazon.co.uk

SMART HOME
BEST OF…

Upgrade your house with the best tech for monitoring security,  
saving energy, and controlling everything from one place

Best of the best
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COOKER

KETTLE

REGULAR VACUUM

DISHWASHER

COFFEE MAKER

ROBOT VACUUM 

MICROWAVE

PURIFIER

PRESSURE WASHERROBOT LAWNMOWER 

DEHUMIDIFIER

WASHING MACHINE

NEATO BOTVAC CONNECTED
More than just an autonomous vac, this 
Wi-Fi connected sucker can be used from 
wherever you are, using its associated app. 
Choose Turbo mode for a battery-burning 
mega clean or Eco for a thorough job.
£729, neatorobotics.com

ROBOMOW RS635
Not a blade of grass out of place, 
particularly once the Robomow activates 
its edge mode. With 56cm cutting width 
and up to 100 minutes’ work time on a 
charge, it’ll cover even the largest lawns. 
From £2,199, robomow.com

PHILIPS AC3256 AIR PURIFIER
Philips’ device doesn’t just do a great job 
of cleaning the air in your room, it lets you 
know the current quality at a glance with 
its glowing coloured ring. If it turns red, 
it’s time to clear out for a while…
£339, philips.com

MIELE WKG 120
Pre-load enough detergent for 30 washes, 

ll the 8kg drum, and watch it spin. But 
you’ll struggle to hear it: Miele’s premium 
washer is near-silent, even when it’s 
steaming your clothes to reduce wrinkles.
£1,249, miele.co.uk

KAERCHER K7
By using multiple pressure layers and 
an adjustable spray lance, Kaercher’s 
premium water blaster cleans ef ciently 
and quickly, with enough options available 
to scrub just about any surface or vehicle.
£569, kaercher.com

AEG COMFORTLIFT FSS62800P
ComfortLift means just that. Pull out the 
bottom rack and it rises up to meet you, 
meaning you won’t need to bend to ll this 
A++ rated washer. It even opens the door 
at the end of the cycle to let off steam.
£989, aeg.co.uk

RANGEMASTER ELISE 110
Want the versatility of gas hobs and 
the reliability of an electric oven? This 
dual-fuel range is the ultimate in kitchen 
convenience, with six solid burners, two 
ovens and a grill with glide-out action.
£2,379, rangemaster.co.uk

SAGE BY HESTON BLUMENTHAL 
SMART KETTLE
The perfect cup of tea requires careful 
temperature control. The Sage kettle 
offers ve options, and can keep itself 
nicely warm for 20 minutes.
£129, sageappliances.co.uk

DYSON CINETIC BIG BALL  
ANIMAL UPRIGHT
Heavy, yes, but the suction the Cinetic 
Big Ball generates is beyond compare, 
particularly considering its unique skill  
at dealing with pet hair. 
£419, dyson.co.uk

MEACO 25L ULTRA LOW  
ENERGY DEHUMIDIFIER
This small unit can drag 25 litres of water 
out of the air in a day, perfect for drying 
clothes indoors without the risk of mould 
or condensation ruining your windows.
£299, meaco.com

SAMSUNG MS28J5215AS
The most attractive metal box your 
kitchen counter has ever seen – it almost 
looks like a Galaxy S8 – with a host of 
settings, such as a deodorisation blast for 
purging the scent of last night’s meal.
£139, samsung.com/uk

GAGGIA NAVIGLIO
Everything you need to create a delicious 
bean-to-cup brew at an entry-level price. 
Gaggia’s pedigree is all poured into this 
quality espresso maker, and proves you 
don’t need to spend a penny more.
£439, gaggia.uk.com

LIVING
BEST OF…

The home and garden technology that makes life easier,  
from cooking and cleaning to lifestyle luxuries

Best of the best
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PRO LAPTOP

RAZER DEATHADDER ELITE
Razer’s Chroma-lit mouse is ultra-
ergonomic for even the most awkward 
hands, and its Omron switches (good for 
50 million clicks, apparently) are only 
bested by the 16,000 CPI optical sensor.
£69, razer.com/gb-en

APPLE iPAD 5TH-GEN
Apple’s latest consumer-grade iPad does 
amazing things considering its incredible 
price point. Its A9 processor is blazing 
fast, the 9.7-inch Retina display is rich and 
sharp, and its software library unmatched.
From £339, apple.com/uk

SAMSUNG U28E590D
Everyone’s getting in on the 4K game, 
but Samsung’s 28-inch panel is yet to be 
bested. A 1ms response time means it’s 
perfect for even twitchy games, and 60Hz 
4K action is just a DisplayPort away.
£300, samsung.com/uk

STEELSERIES ARCTIS 7
Super-comfortable thanks to SteelSeries’ 
ski-goggle-inspired headband, with great 
full-range drivers and a studio-quality mic, 
all in a wireless package which features 
DTS Headphone:X 7.1 surround sound.
£139, steelseries.dk

AMAZON FIRE HD 8
While it’s a budget device, don’t expect 
budget performance. The Fire HD 8 
offers up everything you need for a 
smooth experience, and enough muscle to 
deal with anything you can throw at it.
From £80, amazon.co.uk

COUGAR 700K
Made for serious gaming with every 
possible mod con – from the FPS wrist 
rest to repeat rates adjustable on the y 
– with your choice of Cherry MX switches 
to get the exact experience you’re after.
£125, cougargaming.com

RAZER BLADE STEALTH
A sumptuous Core i7 processor, a 4K 
screen, a Razer Chroma-infused keyboard, 
all in a beautiful ultrabook shell. Add in 
desktop GPU power via the Thunderbolt 3 
Razer Core and you’re in gaming heaven.
From £1,349, razer.com/gb-en

APPLE MACBOOK PRO
This Apple hardware isn’t just hip, it’s also 
ef cient. macOS is made for productivity, 
and it’s at its best in the MacBook Pro, 
where the Touch Bar works in a ash  
and the internals run faster for longer.
From £1,249, apple.com/uk

APPLE iPAD PRO 
The iPad Pro is more than a tablet. It’s a 
creative toolkit, a processing powerhouse, 
and an essential addition to any mobile 
work ow, whether you opt for the  
10.5-inch or 12.9-inch model.
From £619, apple.com/uk

APPLE iMAC WITH  
5K RETINA DISPLAY
There’s never been a screen like this. Big 
enough for every task, detailed, bright, 
colourful, and it happens to have a Mac 
stuffed in the back of it as well.
From £1,749, apple.com/uk

ALIENWARE AURORA R6
Compact, cool and nowhere near as 
ostentatious as many larger gaming PCs 
tend to be, the Aurora R6 (particularly in 
its water-cooled con guration) is a great 
way to get VR-gaming ready.
From £1,449, alienware.com

HP SPECTRE 13
Simply the most glamorous and handsome 
laptop you can buy today, and that doesn’t 
mean sacri cing power, either: HP has 
somehow managed to squeeze a Core i7 
into its impossibly thin 1cm thick shell.
From £1,149, hp.com

COMPUTING
BEST OF…

From gaming paradise to mobile workhorses to tablets with laptop power, 
these computer and accessory picks will up your productivity

Best of the best
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MIRRORLESS CAMERA

FULL-FRAME DSLR

CHARGING CABLE 

WATERPROOF PORTABLE SPEAKER 

ENTRY-LEVEL DSLR 

BATTERY PACK 

COMPACT CAMERA

CAMERA DRONE

UNIVERSAL CHARGER BACK-UP PHONE

ACTION CAMERA

RUNNING WATCH

ANKER POWERCORE 20100
Being away from a power socket doesn’t 
mean you’re away from power. Anker’s 
battery pack can charge an iPhone 7 seven 
times, determine the best way to charge 
your devices, and weighs only 350g.
£29, anker.com

NOKIA 3310
The 3310 will win no awards for its tech, 
that’s true. But for a bargain price like this, 
with a battery that goes on and on, it’s the 
perfect second phone to chuck in a bag 
when you’re hitting the great outdoors.
£49, nokia.com

DJI MAVIC PRO
The Mavic Pro folds into a small package, 
but that’s only one of its talents. More 
affordable than the Phantom 4, capable of 
shooting awesome video and 27 minutes 

ight time with a four-mile range.
£999, dji.com

GARMIN FORERUNNER 935
The Forerunner 935 measures every 
aspect of your workout, from heart rate 
to complex running metrics like ground 
contact time. It helps you to improve 
posture and upgrade your pace.
£469, garmin.com

MU WORLDWIDE TRAVELLER DUO
Two ports for a pair of devices that can 
charge at once, a range of foldable plug 
pin connectors for different countries, 
and the thinnest design we’ve seen for 
a USB wall charger.
£34, themu.co.uk

UE WONDERBOOM
As at home on the beach or oating in the 
pool than it would be in your kitchen, the 
UE Wonderboom generates a 360-degree 
sound from its tiny IPX7-rated shell. Up to 
10 hours of battery life is great, too.
£79, ultimateears.com

SONY A9
Cleverly engineered to put every 
component right behind the 24.2MP 
sensor for speed, the A9 can shoot at a 
ridiculous 20fps, take 4K video, and has 
693-point focus with a full-frame sensor.
£4,499, sony.co.uk

CANON EOS 5D MK IV
A 4K-video-capable pro-level camera with 
a few amazing tricks up its 30MP sleeve, 
not the least of which is the Dual Pixel 
RAW functionality, which lets you make 
focus shifts after the photo’s been taken.
£3,349, canon.com

STK BINARY 3
There’s no universal charging port on 
modern gadgets, but there is a universal 
cable – this has adapters for compatibility 
with micro-USB, USB-C and Lightning, 
with brilliant braiding so it won’t fray.
£30, stklife.com

GOPRO HERO5 BLACK
The current pinnacle of action camera 
technology. Stabilised 30fps 4K video, 
completely water resistant with no need 
for a Perspex housing, and integrated GPS 
so you can see where the action is.
£399, gopro.com

SONY RZ100 V
Speed runs in the Sony family, and if 
you’re pointing and shooting, you want 
your pocket camera to perform. The 
RZ100 V really does, with 4K video, 0.05 
second autofocus and a Bionz X processor.
£949, sony.co.uk

CANON EOS 800D
Make no mistake: the EOS 800D’s tech, 
trickled down from higher models in the 
line, is remarkable. It offers up 45-point 
autofocus, a touch-sensitive screen and 
awesome image quality. 
£779, canon.com

TRAVEL & OUTDOORS
BEST OF…

Whether you’re off for a holiday or just hitting the running trail,  
get the most from your trips with these amazing tech buys

Best of the best
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Build the perfect connected pad with this how-to guide
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Have you been hankering after a smart 
home for a while, but haven’t worked out 
where to get started, or what you need to 
make it work? Or maybe you’ve just been 
putting it off until the smart home scene 

matures? Whatever the reason, there’s no 
reason to delay – now’s the perfect time to 
pull the (smart) plug. There’s so much good 
stuff out there, and it’s all really easy to set 
up and use. And once you’ve got your smart 
home sorted, you’ll wonder how you ever 
lived without it. So, with that in mind, we’ve 
created this handy guide, which clearly 
highlights each of the main areas of your 
home that you should consider upgrading, 
and what smart gadgets you need to 
achieve this, whether it’s how to control 
everything, using the power of voice to get 
things done, or just making life a little easier.  
We want you to have the smart home of 
your dreams, so read on to nd out how. 

Nick Odantzis 
Editor, Smart Home The Basics

IT’S TIME  
TO UPGRADE  
YOUR HOME

Smart Home  
The Basics
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If you’re looking to set up a smart home, it might 
seem a little daunting when you realise just how 
much smart home stuff is out there.  Knowing 

exactly what you need to purchase can be tricky, and 
then you have the potential issue that not all of it may 
play together nicely. But an easy way to ensure that 
you get everything you need in a neat, one-box 
solution is to purchase a smart home starter kit. There 
are a few options out there, from the likes of Samsung 
and Yale, and which you go for depends what your 
smart home priorities are and what other stuff you 
want to add in the future. As standard, each kit comes 
with a hub – this is the absolute bare minimum for a 

smart home, and it enables all of your smart home 
gadgets to communicate on your network. Beyond 

motion sensors, window sensors, smart plugs and 
more. Some kits, such as the Bosch Security Starter 
Pack, are tailored toward keeping your home safe, so 

not sure what you want, fret not – many of these 
gadgets can be added at a later date through third 
party manufacturers. If you’re in doubt about what 
products will work with your chosen kit, check out the 
support area on its relevant website – this will tell you 
which gadgets are supported within its ecosystem.

As we mentioned above, a smart home starter  
kit is a great way to begin building your dream smart 
home. But once you’ve done that, the fun doesn’t 

end there. Each smart home ecosystem supports a 
multitude of smart home products – some more than 
others. If you’re worried about future support for  
your smart home ecosystem, an easy way to secure 
compatibility is to make sure it works with Amazon 
Echo (p6) or Alexa, as its AI voice is called. The good 
thing about Echo is that it acts as a smart home hub, 

giving you access to a huge range of smart home 
products. With its current popularity, practically 
everyone is offering support for Alexa right now.  
So if the product you want isn’t compatible with,  
for instance, SmartThings, adding an Amazon Echo 
probably will, and you’ll get the added bonus of being 
able to voice-control your stuff. If that’s not enough, 
consider taking a look at IFTTT (ifttt.com). This web 
service will help you to join up products that aren’t 
necessarily compatible with your chosen ecosystem.

An easy way to get your smart home off the ground is with  
a starter kit – it’s everything you need in one neat package

START YOUR  
SMART HOME

THE LOWDOWN

GET SMARTER

Smart Home  
The Basics
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WHO TO BACK

HIVE
Hive doesn’t offer a one-box solution – 
instead you buy its products separately 

and build your own. You can’t add 
non-Hive products to its ecosystem, but 

it does have support for Alexa and IFTTT.
£Varies, hivehome.com

BOSCH SMART HOME
With a focus on security, Bosch offers  

a smart home Security Starter Pack, with 
a hub, alarm, motion sensor and window 
sensor. Bosch Smart Home works with 

Hue, Alexa and its own smart appliances. 
£350, bosch-smarthome.com

SAMSUNG SMARTTHINGS  

with its all-in-one Starter Kit. It contains 
a hub, plug, motion sensor, multi sensor 

and presence sensor. SmartThings 
supports Hue lights, Alexa and more.

£140, samsung.com

Smart Home  
Start your smart home
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In the rst section, we showed you how to get your 
smart home started with an all-in-one kit. But if you 
want to choose exactly what goes into your smart 

home, you can simply build it up yourself – and you 
don’t need to stick with one manufacturer, either.  
The starting point should be a smart hub – there are 
plenty of companies offering their take on this, such as 
Samsung’s aforementioned SmartThings. Why do you 
need one? Well, if you’ve installed lots of smart home 
gadgets recently, you’ll have noticed the growing 
collection of apps on your phone to control each one. 
With a hub, you can corral all of your smart home 
gadgets using just one app. A hub will also enable you  

to automate your entire smart home, setting schedules 
and rules, like you would if you used an individual app.  
Hubs such as Logitech’s Harmony Hub take things  
a step further, allowing you to control smart gadgets 
using its app (or with its optional Harmony Elite 
remote) and then create activities to make them  
all come alive at the press of a button. Then there’s 
voice-control assistants such as Amazon Echo or 
Google Home. These hubs unify your gadgets and let 
you operate them with your voice. The new Echo Plus 
even has a hub built in, so you can add certain gadgets 
(such as Hue bulbs) without having to purchase the 
accompanying hub – a killer feature, we think.

If you’re a fan of Apple products, then there’s  
some good news for you: you could save some 
money when it comes to creating your smart  

home.  How so? Well, if you already own an Apple  
TV or iPad – or the soon to be available HomePod  
– then you already have a hub that’s capable of 
controlling a fast growing list of smart home devices, 
whether it’s lights, cameras, locks and much more.  
The Works with Apple HomeKit logo will tell you 
whether a product is compatible, and the Home app  

is already built in to the iPhone and iPad, so you can 
start adding and controlling gadgets immediately. 
Devices are grouped by room, so you can easily  

can use your voice to control them, thanks to Siri.  
You can also set triggers and schedule your devices, 
while the scenes options allow you to control multiple 
gadgets with a single command (like with the Logitech 
Harmony Hub), making HomeKit a seriously powerful, 
but cost-effective, option for smart homes.

you’ll need is one device to rule all your smart stuff

TAKE CONTROL OF 
YOUR HOME

THE LOWDOWN

GET SMARTER
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WHO TO BACK

AMAZON ECHO (2ND GEN)

assistant enables you to control your 
smart home gadgets, play music or make 

lists just by asking it, and it now looks 
more fetching than ever.

£89.99, amazon.co.uk

LOGITECH HARMONY HUB
No other hub can match Logitech’s for 

the sheer wealth of devices it supports. 
Not only will it offer control for smart 
home gadgets, but it also recognises 

electricals such as your TV.
£99.99, logitech.com

TRIBY IO
This quirky-looking kitchen-based 

speaker and messaging hub also acts as a 
smart home hub, allowing you to control 
all your gadgets, and it even comes with 

the venerable Alexa built in.
£159, invoxia.com
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PHILIPS HUE

£50 (E27, colour), meethue.com

LIFX

£60 (E27, colour), lifx.com

ELGATO AVEA

£30 (E27, colour), elgato.com

WHO TO BACK
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Unsurprisingly, security is one of the fastest 
growing areas of the smart home. Who’d have 
thought it? Smart home security comes in many 

forms, and though people tend to gravitate towards 
security cameras, they are a topic in themselves, so 
we’ll talk more about them in the next section. For 

consider is a window or motion sensor, which will tell 
you if someone enters your home – you’ll get a 

so pick one that works with your hub. That said, the 
SmartThings hub, for instance, supports other makes 
of sensor, not just its own. An Amazon Echo Plus can 
work with many of the most popular sensor types.  

Next up should be an intruder alarm, which will sound  
if a sensor detects an unwanted presence; both Yale  
or SwannOne have their own, and you’ll want to 
match your alarm to your sensors. Or just buy a 
one-box kit, as we discussed previously. Again, a 

consider an all-in-one security camera, such as a 
Canary, which has an alarm built in to ward off 
detected intruders. Smart security isn’t just about 
protection from others – you should also safeguard 
your home with a smart smoke detector. The Nest 
Protect is a great option, warning you of hazards via 
your phone, or you can upgrade an existing smoke 
detector by installing a smart Roost battery.

In isolation, a smart security gadget such as  
a smoke detector might not seem like the most 
exciting gadget you can get, nor the most dynamic. 

But when they’re connected to a smart home system, 
you can fully unlock their potential. Take, for example,  
a motion sensor - it’s not that big a deal on its own.  
But connect it to a compatible light bulb and you could 
get your lights to turn on as soon as you walk past  
it – handy in the middle of the night, we think you’ll 
agree.  Or there’s a smart security system, which you’d 

expect to use purely to capture intruders once they’re 
in, but the Bosch Security Starter Kit (across the page) 
has a neat trick up its sleeve that turns it from a mere 
alarm system to something even more effective. Add 
some Philips Hue bulbs around the home, connect 
them to the app and – using the Presence Simulation 
setting – you can make your home pretend you’re 
there by turning lights on and off over a 24-hour 
period. So, instead of waiting for someone to break  
in while you’re away, prevent it from ever happening. 

Home defence has come a long way since the days of dummy alarm 
boxes – smart security will make even hardened criminals cry
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BOSCH SECURITY STARTER KIT
A great one-box solution, which gives  

you a motion and window/door sensor,  
as well as a smoke detector that also 

doubles as an intruder alarm, so you can 
effectively handle all things unwanted.

£350, bosch-smarthome.com

SOMFY ONE
An easy way to upgrade your home 

security is with an all-in-one camera, 
such as the Somfy One. When it  

detects motion it sounds an alarm  
and streams the event to your phone.

£229, protect.somfy.co.uk

YALE CONEXIS L1
You can extend your smart security to 
the front door with Yale’s smart lock, 
which enables you to control access  

to your home using your phone,  
with wireless entry and guest access.

£280, yale.co.uk

WHO TO BACK
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The smart home revolution has brought a tidal  
wave of security cams, whether it’s of the indoor  
or outdoor variety, doorbell cams, and even pet  

and baby monitors. Security cams enable you to keep 
an eye on your home from the comfort of your phone, 
even at night, thanks to infra red. Which one you go for 
depends on what part of the home you want to protect, 

giving you increased security where your most valued 
posessions are. If you want to spot intruders before 
they get in your home (or you want to protect a shed), 
get an outdoor camera – the Netatmo Presence is 
waterproof for year-round use, and even has a 

secure the front of your property, you can get another, 
or – better still – use a video doorbell, which allows you 
to not only monitor the front of your house, but also 
have fascinating video chats with couriers when they 
drop by. The majority of security cameras are wireless, 
enabling you to place them anywhere in range of your 
Wi-Fi, and you can even purchase ones that run on 
rechargeable battery power, meaning they can be 
placed where there is no nearby power socket. As well 
as live streaming footage, security cameras also record 
video – this is usually uploaded to the cloud, in some 
cases free of charge, or locally to an SD card. 

While there is a plethora of security cameras  
out there in all shapes and sizes, if you want the 
ultimate in home monitoring, it might be worth 

considering a full-on CCTV-style setup from the  
likes of SwannOne. Though you eschew some of  
the niceties you get in conventional smart cameras, 
such as wireless recording, its security systems  
are seriously capable. In these CCTV systems the 
cameras record directly to a hard drive over Ethernet, 
so your video footage will always be recorded,  

no matter what happens – and you don’t have to pay 
for the privilege, either.  SwannOne even offers an 
ultimate solution for those wanting the very best in 
home monitoring. For a modest fee (£2,200) you get 
eight cameras, all of which can record in stunning 4K 
resolution, so you’ll be able to see every bit of detail 
when viewed on your phone (we’d recommend the 
Sony Xperia XZ Premium, with its 4K screen) and  
the footage is automatically recorded, upon motion 
detection, to a 4TB hard drive.

For the ultimate in home security, you can’t beat a smart camera, 
but beware: once you’ve got one, you’ll want more…
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D-LINK OMNA 180 CAM HD
With a super-wide 180-degree viewing 

angle, the 1080p video feed is 
tremendous. And with HomeKit 

compatiblity, you can easily connect this 
camera to your other smart home stuff.

£150, dlink.com

LOGITECH CIRCLE 2
Not only does the weatherproof Circle 2 

camera work perfectly indoors or 
outdoors, you can also get it as a 

wire-free version, allowing you to place  
it almost anywhere, inside or out.

£200, logitech.com

RING VIDEO DOORBELL 2
When the Ring doorbell is pushed, you 

phone, with a live 1080p video feed to 
see who’s at your door. This latest version 

comes with a rechargeable battery.
£179, ring.com

WHO TO BACK
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Many people in the UK start their smart home with 
a smart thermostat. Not because it’s the cheapest, 
or easiest, thing to upgrade, but because it’s by far 

and away the most effective gadget – especially in a 
country where the temperature varies so much. Sure,  a 
regular thermostat is better than none at all, but the 

outlay. Some thermostats, such as the Tado, let you 
control the hot water independently of the heating;  of 
course, if you have a combi boiler this isn’t something 
you need to worry about, but it’s worth checking that 
the thermostat you want has it included. A smart 
thermostat comes with many handy features, such as 

scheduling, so you can choose when to heat your home. 
Or, if you want to be a little more hands off, go for a 

your routine is and heats accordingly. Because they’re 
connected to the internet at all times, most 
thermostats adjust the heating to suit any changes in 
the outside temperature. One of the smartest features 
you should look out for is geolocation. What this does 
is track your phone’s location and, when you get home, 
turn the heating on. Some thermostats also boast 
multiroom control, so you can get another unit and put 
it in another part of your home, making it easier to heat 
the parts of your home that you want to.

Multiroom heating is a great idea, but it’s becoming 
quickly outdated by the insurgence of smart 
radiator valves, or smart radiator thermostats. 

Much like conventional thermostatic radiator valves, 
you can adjust the heating of individual radiators, to 
suit your preference, but they’re a lot easier to control 
and can do a lot more. Using a compatible app, you’ll 
be able to see your main thermostat, plus any smart 
radiator valves you’ve added around your home.  
Of course, because they’re all connected, you can 

control each one from your phone, or create 
schedules for each individual radiator, so you can 

to make it perfectly balanced, and you’ll save money 
this way too. Some smart radiator valves have added 
smarts, such as open window detection – if this 
happens, the valve will shut off the heating, so as not 
to waste energy. Netatmo’s radiator valve needs the 
Netatmo smart thermostat to work, but Tado’s smart 
radiator valves will work without the Tado one.

At this time of the year, the last thing you want to do is skimp on 
your home’s heating. Get smart, and you won’t look back!
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NEST THERMOSTAT
Nest was the original smart thermostat, 
with its adaptive heating – learning what 
you like. It also has hot water control and 

connects to a multitude of other smart 
gadgets that make it even better.

£219, nest.com

TADO SMART RADIATOR 
THERMOSTAT

Tado offers a simple solution to 
multiroom heating control. Its smart 

radiator thermostats can be installed in 
the home without the main thermostat.

£179 (starter kit, 2x valves), tado.com

HIVE ACTIVE HEATING
Hive’s smart home ecosystem is 

extensive, and like Nest, it all started 
with the thermostat. Hive Multizone uses 

additional thermostats over smart rad 
thermostats, for multiroom control.

£249, hivehome.com

WHO TO BACK
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The more gadgets around the home, the more you 
use energy, and the more money you spend, right? 
Not necessarily. Of course, buying smart home 

make long-term savings having them in place. With 
around half of your energy bills going on your heating,  

section, smart radiator valves or multiroom systems 
enable you to get full control over your entire home’s 
heating, so you don’t unnecessarily use energy heating 

The next stage in saving energy around the home, and 
making your home smarter, is using a combination of 
smart bulbs and plugs. Smart LED bulbs use a lot less 
energy than incandescent ones, they last longer, and 
you can schedule them to turn on and off automatically. 
The same goes for smart plugs – any electricals 
attached to them can be programmed to only come on 

home can also enable you to create triggers for your 
lights or plugs. A motion sensor could turn on your 

electricals that are connected to them are using, 

costing you over a period of time. These are built  
in to the respective app, so you can check it out any  

energy usage, but you’re not sure about plugging in 

gubbins inside the plug, it’s built in to the socket itself, 
so all you need to do is replace your existing socket 

entire home is using. All you have to do is connect it  
to your fuse box and you can then see the individual 
and overall consumption of all your home appliances.

Adding smart gadgets around the home might seem like a recipe for 
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LIGHTWAVE RF SMART SOCKET

negates the need for a smart plug, so you 
can plug your electricals straight into the 
socket to get remote access, scheduling, 
energy monitoring and HomeKit control.

£60 (2 gang), lightwaverf.com

WEMO INSIGHT SWITCH

and energy monitoring, Belkin’s smart 
plug can be controlled by Alexa and  

£50, belkin.com

WHO TO BACK

SMAPPEE ENERGY

capabilities, Smappee Energy tracks your 

so you can rein in the bad guys.
£199, smappee.com
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Is it possible to make life around the home easier? 
Yes – in fact, most smart home gadgets are built to 
do this. Take robot vacuums, for instance. Instead  

of app-connected coffee machines and kettles that 

a shopping list using a voice-activated assistant, such 
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HONDA MIIMO 310

£1,600, honda.co.uk

DYSON 360 EYE

£800, dyson.co.uk

SMARTER IKETTLE

£100, smarter.am

Smart Home  
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According to the Environmental Protection Agency, 

which can have an effect on your health. It’s easy to 

such as volatile organic compounds (mould, glues and 

Awair, Elgato Eve Room, Netatmo Healthy Home 
Coach, or the BlueAir Aware, which measure the air in 
a variety of ways and alert you to any anomalies that 

app, so when something happens you’ll receive a 

signify the quality of air with a visual indicator. They’ll 
offer ways of improving the air, whether it’s opening a 
window or turning the temperature up, and the smarter 
ones can also connect to, and trigger, other smart home 
gadgets to automatically sort out the air quality for you. 

necessary, so there’s no need to do anything yourself – 
it’s total air quality automation.

Increasingly, smart security cameras have this 
included, such as the Canary (canary.is), which can 
monitor temperature, humidity and air quality. It also 

to have in the centre of your home. Then there’s the 

to high levels of Volatile Organic Compounds, and 

home’s health, or you can choose to monitor your 

monitoring camera, and again – it can monitor 
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BLUEAIR SENSE+

air and automatically purify it,  
if and when it’s necessary.

£459, blueair.com

AWAIR
If you want a really stylish solution  

you can’t go far wrong with Awair. It uses 

the air quality level at a glance.
£169, getawair.co.uk

DYSO U OT COOL LINK

to purify the air from any angle. It also 
heats or cools your home.

£500, dyson.co.uk

ON PURE HOT COOL L

WHO TO BACK
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TIME TO STEP OFF 
THAT TREADMILL

With so many demands from work, home and family, 
there never seem to be enough hours in the day for you. 
Why not press pause once in a while, curl up with your 
favourite magazine and put a little oasis of ‘you’ in your day.
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